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Abstmct

Midwives are becoming acceptai as legaliy sanctioned heaith care providers in Canada.

In Manitoba, the impact of midwifery on the d e ofthe labour and delivery (LâD) nurse
is unlmown. The role expectations of the midwife are weii described in the Merature.

The role expectations ofthe L&D nurse have not k e n as weli d e m i - iudeed, the role
expectations of the generic n&g

role are not weii understood, within or without the

profession. The purpose of this study was to describe the jmceived role expectations and
d e performance of L&D nurses in Wepeg? and the perceived factors affecthg role
expectations and performance. This was facilitated through the use of the conceptual
hmeworks of role theory and orgauizationai culture. L&D nurses had clear views of
their rote expectations and role performance; there was no role ambiguity. Role
expectatiom demonstrate considerable overlap with midwife role expectations in the
literature. Perceived role performance emphasized the importance of psychosocial

support to women and families. This is contiadicted by other research. Factors atkcting

role expectations and role performance were many, including staffrelationships, health
care reform, and nming administration. The philosophical model of birth L&D nurses

describeci was more of a medical model than the midwifery model. This may prove to be
the greatest source of conflict between midwives and nurses.

Chapter 1 Statement of the Problem

Labour and delivery nurses in Manitoh "kww"what theirjob entails. They are
aware of what needs to be dom, what is required to do the job

and how to go about

gettkg it done. To date, L&D (L&D) nurses' perceptions of their role expectations and
role performance have not been expikateci.

In Canada, thete has k e n progressive movement toward the incorporation of the
midwife into the health care system as a health care provider. Chtano leads the
movement as rnidwifery is now a recognized profession with an established College of
Midwives. Ontario is the only province presently offering midwifery education as a four
year baccalaureate program (Burgin, 1994; 'Residem's Addtess", ûctober, 1994).
Midwifery was recognkd as a heaith care profession in 1992 in Alberta (Burgin,
1994). A report, submitted by the Aiberta Association of Midwives to the Caaadian

Codederation of Midwives in lune, 1997, indicated the earliest date that the fïrst

midwives are expected to be Iicensed is by Fall, 1997. However, there are significant
barriers that may impede the practice ofmidwifery. The Minister of Heaith has

announced that there wiU be no allocation of b d s for midwiféxy services. Each region
wiii decide whether it wiii fimd midwifery senices, but the fiinding must corne fiom

existing budgets. M e r implementation issues, such as admitting privileges, are also at

an impasse as there is ductance to proceed with no allocated fùnding (Alberta

-

Association of Midwives "Report to the CananiauConfederationof Midwives
(C.C.M.)", June, 1997).
British Columbia's government legaiized midwifery practice in 1993 with the first
College of Midwives established in 1995 (Burgin, 1994; 'ï3.C.'~First Coliege of
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Midwives EstabLished", 1995). The Coilege of Midwives of British Columbia sent out a
c d for applicants ùithe Spring, 1997. Applicants will be notified of successfbl

registration by the end of 1997. Implernentation planning is well advanced, though there
are s t i l l h d i n g issues to be resolved with the Ministry of Health ("Midwives Association

of British Columbia Annual Report to the CarisdianCodederation of Midwives", June,
1997).

Quebec has had a long-standing midwifery matemity service in Povungnatuk and
seven pilot projects in k-standing birth centres located throughout the province.

However, the expansion and legalization of midwifery bas foundered on the shoals of
strong medical opposition, and disorganhtion and dissention between lay and nurse-

midwifery groups (Bugin, 1994). Legislation establishing midwifery as a profession is
expected to be introduced in September, 1998 ("Le Regroupement Les Sages Femmes du

Quebec Annual Report, 1996-97, for the C.C.M.").

In other areas of the country, govemments have been slow to recognize midwifwy
as a profession. There are lobbyhg efforts continuhg in Saskatchewan, Newfiomdland

and Labrador, Nova Scotia, and the Northwest Temtories association of Nova Scotia
Midwives Provincial Report to the C.C.M., June 1997"; "Midwives Association of

Saskatchewan 1997 C.C.M.Report"; 'Wewfouudland and Labrador, Report to C.C.M.,
May 1995"; "NorthwestTenitories Report,May, 1995").
The Manitoba govenunent has implemental a health refomi program for all

aspects of the health care system. Some of the major objectives of the program, as

outlined in the document pliaüty H

e

v (1992), kclude

eliminating duplication of services, movement of health care fiom institution-centred to
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community-centred bases, and cost effdveness. Midwifery care is an option pumied by
government in its health reform que*

Midwifery, in in broadest practice scope, is

comrnUILity-centred, and focussed on iiealth promotion for child-bearing families and weii
women (Avery & DelGuidice, 1993; DeVries, 1989). Midwifiery has ken demonstrateci
to be cost effective in the United States (Schlatter, 1991). Midwifery care has also been

demoll~t~ated
to be d e , as it provides as good ifnot better outcornes for Iow-nsk

mothers and babies than does physician-provided care, through a more passive and less
interventionist approach (Avery & DelGuidice, 1993; Buhler, GLick, & Sheps, 1988;

DeVries, 1989; Ernst, 1996; Haire & Elsberry, 1991; Kaufhan, 1992; Klein, Lloyd,
Redman, Bull, & Tumbull, 1983; Rooks, Wetherby, Emst, Stapleton, Rosen, &
Rosenfield, 1989; Scupholme, McLeod, & Robertson, 1986).

In 1992, the ManitobaGovemmenf in response to consumer demand and an
active midwifery lobby, appointeci a Working Group to determine whether and how

rnidwifèry should be implemented. This group submiaed a report to the government
early in 1993. The report recommended the establishment of the profession of midwifery,

as a direct entry profession, d e r than as a speciaky of nUTSiLIg, a nurse-midwife
(Women's Heaith Bmch, 1993). In April, 1994, the govemment announceci its intention
to legaiize midwifery and established the Midwifery Implementation Coimcil (MJ-C.).

The Councii had a mandate to complete recommendations for education, legahtion,
practice guideliws, assessrnent of skills and upgrading of midwives and practitioners

-

with rnidwifery preparation andhr experience. B U 7 the Midwifery and Consequential
Amendments Act was passed in June, 1997 (F.Kiassen, personal cornmimication, Jdy

25, 1997). It is expected to corne into fùil effect within a year afler passage (,CMidwifery
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Impiementaiion Council, Manitobar Update, May 28,1997").
Historidy, nurses have influenceci the development of the role of the midwife in
Canada In the tate 18Ws, the Victorîan &der of Home Helpers was envisioned as a

method by which women wouid receive training in midwifery and first aid, and provide
these services withh theV own communities (Mason, 1987). Nurshg was not as well
established as a profkon, and both nursing and physician groups saw home helpers as a

threat to their livelihoods. They effecàvely lobbied Lady Aberdeen and the National

Coumil of Women to redefine and rename the order to the Victorian Order of NursesOniy trained nurses would be employed, subject to physician supervision and d k a i o n
(Mason, 1987; Pringle, 1988).

Nursing has attempted to impact the developing role of the rnidwife in Manitoba,
1990;
,
through position statements (Manitoba Association of Registered Nurses 0
Manitoba Nurses' Union (M3i.U.) Handbook, 1994). Nurses were part of the

membership of a cornmittee of the Coliege of Physicians and Surgeons which made
recommendatioas for midwifery ptactice (Report of the Future Role of Midwifery in
Manitoba, 1991). These documents advocate a nurse-midwife model rather than a directentry model. Nurses were appointeci to the Working Group on Midwifery and the
M.I.C., and continue lobby efforts individuaiiy and tbrough groups such as the
Association of Manitoba Midwives. Most of the appointeci nurses are also midwives who

have received their education in Eutope or other Commonweaith c o d e s .

One effect of the nursing lobby has been conflict between lay midwives and
nurse-midwives. This conûict was identified by Burgin (1994) as a shimbling block to
the legalktion of midwifery- Confiîcting interests persist, as evidenced by a separate
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organhtion for each jgroup. Although the nurse-midwife group changed its name h m
the Manitoba Association of Nurse-Midwives to the Association of Manitoba Midwives,

its membership is s t U exclusively nurse-midwives (F.Klassen, personal communication,

Sept 28,1995).

The impact of the midwifie upon the practice ofL&D nurses is unknownand will
depend significantly upon the scope of practice aiiowed the midwife. However, some
idea can be gained by comparing the roles the midwife and the L&D nurse occupy in the

provision of care to mothers and babies. The role of the midwife is weii-defined in the
literature, both in generai temis (Defnition of Midwifery, Appendix 1) and specifications
of specific tasks (Avery & DelGuidice, 1993). The American Coilege of Nurse-

Midwives (ACNM) has coilected statistics over a number of years documenthg practice
patterns (Adams, 1984; Avery & DelGuidice, 1993; Haas & Rooks, 1986; Leluman &

Paine, 1990; Walsh & Boggess, 1996; Walsh & DeJoseph, 1993). nie role of the L&D

nurse is not as well documented, nor studied, and thetefore, is not clearly defbeb Only
the Nurses' Association of the American Coliege of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists
(NAGCOG) (now Association of Women's Health Obstetric and Neonatai Nurses
(AWHONN)) Standards (1991) give formai guidehes for nursing practice in this clinical
area. These standards descrii the ideal role of the inûapartum nurse. They do not

describe the actuai role or job o f the L&D nurse, nor how she perceives her care. It is not
known how much overlap there is between the d e of the midwife and the d e of the

L&D nurse. It is not known what philosophical betiefs guide the a r e provided by nurses.
Chaska and colleagues (in press) suggest staff nurses may be influenced more by the

expectations of physiciaos than by those of nurses in relation to professional practice. It
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is not lmown where nurses Lie on the continuum between the mediai (interventionist)
mode1 of birth and the midwifery (non-interventionist) modei of bùth.
The creation of a new heaith care provider in the person of the midwife' whatever

her educational pteparation and scope of practice, will undoubtedly cause major,
perceptible effects. Conflict, covert or overt, rnay result (Strohbach, 1991). Such contlict
is d e s c r i . by Watson-Lubic (1994). She descn'bes nurse-midwives d o attempt to

ignore or denigrate their nursing preparation, so as not to be perceiveci as king in the
traditional handmaiden d e . Nurses have been observed characterizhg midwiws as
"...'baby catchhg technicians'. When asked by nurse-midwives to assist with the nursing

care of laburing faxdies, nurses have been heard to retort 'You're a nurse; do it
yourseIf " @. 2). Nurses may feel their jobs wili be threatened. They may feel the

midwife is a more "el.iteYypractitioner, possibly receiving higher remuneration, with more
authority over patient care matters, increased educational opportunities, inmasedjob

variety (inprovision of antepartun, intrapartum, and postpartum care), and with more
oppoRunity to develop collegial reiationships with physicians. Perinatal nurses may feei

"...they may becorne handmaidens to yet another professonal group, king expected to
?akeorders h m midwives and having to do their 'dirty work"' (James, 1993, p. 914).

Nurses may perceive midwives as competition; nurses and midwives could be doing the
samejob.

Studies examinhg sources of stress and factors iduencing job satisfaction lend
weight to the possible reaction of nurses to the introduction of midwives. Chaska (1992)'
in her review of research conducted on the staff nurse role, Iists role strain as one of tbree
dominant problems related to role enactment. Ward (1 986)' Tri (199 1), Taristano,
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Borphy & Snyder (1986), and numerous others have impiicated role ambiguity as a
source ofjob dissatisfaction and a reason for nurses moving to different nitrsingjobs, or

even leaving nursing (Kramer, 1974). Conflict and poor interpersonal relationships
foilowing introduction ofdifferentsystems of care with different d e expectations have

been descn'bed in the lit-

(Chimuer & EasterIing, 1993; Macleod & Sella, 1992). It

is vitai to describe the role of the L&D nurse to ascertain whether there might be role
overlap with the described midwife's role, that could contribute to d e strain, role
conflict, orjob dissatisfaction fkom the nurse's perspective.

The purpose of the study is to discover the nurse's perceptions of role
expectations and role performance in the L&D setthg. Specific research questions are:
1. What does the L&D nurse perceive her/his role expectations to be?

2. How does the L&D nurse perceive the actual work of the nurse in this setting
(role performance)?
3. What organizationai andior unit factors does the nurse perceive as a.€îectingthe

herlhis abüity to do the job the way the shehe would want to do it?

4. What philosophical beliefs does the L&D nurse hold about the birth process?

L& D Nurse Role
Chapter 2 Conceptuai Framework

The conceptual fkneworks used to ground this study are d e theory and
orgaahtional culture. Role theory explains and defines what the nurse believes, and
how he or she behaves. ûrganizitionai culture explicates and groups the variables that
affect and impact the role ofthe nurse. A series ofdefinitions wïU foliow that wiii

explain the various elements of the conceptuai fnimeworks.
Role theory: a "study of behaviours that are characteristic of petsons within

certain contexts and with various processes, that presumably produce, explain or

are Sected by those behaviours" (Biddle, 1979, p. 4).
Role expectations: ideaiized attitudes and behaviours of a particdu social
position within society, in this case, the L&D nurse. The nurse has certain
expectations of herseif and of others in this role (Biddle, 1979; Chaska, 1978;
Hardy & Hardy, 1988).
Role performance: the actual attitudes and behaviours of the person nIling the
role, in this case, the L&D nurse role (Roberts, 1983).

Perceptions: "...a view of performance of oneselfor others, past or present"

(Chaska, 1978, p. 357). Perceptions of d e expectations of the L&D nurse
express what the role
what the role

be like. Perceptions of role performance express

me.

Role ambiguity: occurs when the expectations within the role are incomplete or

insufncient to guide behaviour (Biddle, 1979, p. 393).
Role stress: "..A social structural condition in which role obligations are vague,
irritating, difficult, conûicting, or impossible to meet" (Hardy & Hardy, 1988, p.

13
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76).

Role differeatiation: exists when two roies have few behaviours in common
(Biddle, 1979).
Role overlap: exist when two d e s have few behaviom that are diffe~ent(Biddle,
1979).

Role connict: a condition in which exïsting role expectations of a role are
contradictory (Hardy & Hardy, 1988).

ûrgarhtional or unit culture: measurement ofcornmon dioughts, behaviours and
beliefs peculiar to an o r g h t i o n or a unit (Flarey, 1993; Thomas, Ward, Chorba
& Kumiega, 1990).

Culhiral elements (or behaviom): elements that impact on the culture of the
organization or the unit Such elements may include power relationships, support

systems, groups preferences for stability versus change, policies and procedures,
common practices and the type of governance system in place (Coeüng & Sims,
1993; Flarey, 1993; Sullivan & Decker, 1992; Thomas et al., 1990).

Organizati0na.i or unit ciimates: the individuai perceptions or feelings about the
organization or the unit. These feelings or perceptions are dependent on social
and physical components (Flarpy, 1993; Thomas et al., 1990).

Figure 1 illustrates the conceptuai framework developed for this study. Role

expectations and role performance overlap. This acknowledges the impact of role
expectations on the role performance of the nurse. Role performance may, in turn,

modify the role expectations of the nurse. The amount of overlap for each nurse wiil
differ. It wiU depend on the impact role expectations and role performances have upon
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each other. The greater the overlap, the greater the congruity between roie expectations

and role performance for the individual.
There are three variables seen to influence the role expectations ofthe L&D nurse:
professionaî standards, f o d education, orgauïzational cuiture. Role expectations are

formally developed by professional bodies such as the Manitoba Association of
Registered Nurses 0
AWHONN,
,
and fonnd education programs (Biddle, 1979).

Organkmtional culture bas a major impact on the nurse's d e expectations.

Mitchell (1994) points out that when a nurse accepts a position in an institution, '?kt
nurse is seen as making a commitment to the value system of that organiiration andk
unit" (p. 958). Organhtional culture includes the foliowing elernents: the job
description, levels of acuity (teniary, secondary, or a primary care unit), presence of

medical resident staff, the number of obstetrician versus family physician performed
deiivenes, intervention rates (for Caesarean sections, epidurals, and forceps), and the

formal orientation process for the nurse. Taunton and Otteman (1986) note that job
boundaries are innwnced by policies and procedures, and that this, too, helps shape the
nurse's role.

-

L& D Nurse Role
Unit Culture

Professional

Philosophy of Birth

Figure 1: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWRK
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Medical practice styles, as an element of the organhtiond culture, may be a
factor influencing the nurse's d e , although this is not mentioned in the literature. This is

a factor that may have grrat impact, as one of a nurse's tesponsibilities is to eany out
physician orden. A physician may believe in the benefits of Syntacinon augmentation
regatdless of how long the membranes have been ruphued. The nurse is generdy
obliged to carry out such an order, even if the nurse holds the view that lhis is
unnecessary and thet nature wiü take its course. Afta some time, the nurse rnay
graduaily begin to accept the physician's appoach as the correct method. Herhs role

expectations will have changed. Chaska (1992) cites preliminary data h m a study
indicating staff nurses rnay be more influenced by physician expectations than by those of

other nurses. Sandelowski (1988) States "The nurse is bezoming more Iüce the physician

who touches the patient primarily to obtaui infotmation" (p. 43). This is antitheticai to
the basic tenet of nming which aspires to holism and connection (Sandelowski, 1988).

Variables seen to impact more specificaiiy on role performance are organizational
climate and unit climate. One b i g h t into the orgmizational clirnate WUbe the turnover
rate in the unit. A low turnover of staffmay indicate a p u p of satisfïed nurses. In these

days of health care refomi with bed closures, resuiting in nurse lay-offs, bis rnay not be
the case. A high turnover may be reflective of the unsettled environment, rather than

orgmbtionai climate. Unit climate rnay k defined as the individuai perceptions of the
nurses about '%eV unit. This rnay be measured by asking, for example, about the
informal leaders within the mit, the perceived effkctiveness of the formal leader, and
what problems they can i d e n w with "their" unit. Unit climate rnay also include nurse -

nurse relationships and physician-nurse relationships. Physician-nurse relationships have
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been identined as a source of stress andjob dissatisfaction in the lïterature, as have poor

peer relationsbips, and perceptions of autowmy and powerlessness (Bush, 1988; GrayToft & Andetson, 1981; Haydm, Davis & Clore, 1982; Hipwell, Taylor & Wilson, 1989;
Tri, 1991; Tumulty, Iemigan & Kohut, 1994; Ward, 1986).
Role perfiormance is dso affited by the personal characteristics of the nurse, such
as age, gender, basic nursing education, years of nursiag experience, position helà, and

the length of ernployment at the institution. Bircumshaw and Chapman (1988) identify
possible influences on pmctice style such as age, sex, level of education, amount aud type
of experience in nursing, the type of basic a d g education program, personality and
position. One could also add institutionaipoiicy and procedures, peer relationships and
physiciawurse relationships.

Many variables may aiffect the nurse's role expectations, and thus her role

performance. It makes intuitive sense that some variables affecthg role expectations will
impact on role performance, and variables affectiag role performance may change rde

expectations. For example, a nurse working in a community hospital setting depends

largely on her own assessments and makes decisions with minimnl input h m physicians.
She or he acts in an autonomous fashion. This rnay occur because there are no medical
resideats. When the same nurse is employed at a tertiary care institution, where resident

staff is available, she or he will continue to act in a more autonomous mamer because
that is a seifexpectation. It usually will take an incident where the nurse's behaviour is
conected (ie. she should have consulted with the resident) before hcuhis role
expectations and, subsequently, behaviour (role performance) change. Two variables
affecthg both role expectations and role performance are unit culture and personal
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philosophy of birth. It is ditncult to detemillie wtiaher they have more eEeft on role
expeztations or role performance. This is the ieason they are located equidistant between
role expectations and role performance.
Role expectations are developed by elements within the unit cuiture. Thomas et

al. (1990) go even M e r , stating that different cuitmes may exist between dinerent

shifts on the same unit. Personal experinice of the investigator, gained through
employment inthree of the five L&D units in Winnipeg,has reidorced the idea that each

nursing unit has its own culture. Examples of unit culture include the hierarchy withui the
unit, the nurse-physician relationships, relationships with nursing coileagues,
relationships with the consumer, and the expressed unit philosophy regarding the biah
process. Kramer (1974) discusses in detail the methods used by nursing staffto sociaüze
the new graduate into "our way" of providing nursing care.

The innuence and

importance of unit culture are illustrated in Dabney's (1995) study examining d m g
diversion and/or use arnong nurses. There was work group acceptance of deviant

behaviour of thefi of general supplies and over-the-counter medications. As Dabney
stated, "Among the nurses in this study, it appears that the forma1 work group n o m
routhely taLe precedence over fonnal hospital poiicies" @. 53).
Another important factor affecthg role expectations is the nurse's beliefs or
philosophy about the birth process. The nurse's philosophy gives h e r h s care direction.
It creates inner expectations as to what processes and events shouid occur, or what will

coI1Sfitute "normal" or "abnomial". A philosophy may develop in a variety of ways;

through formal education programs, andor experience, and interaction with colieagues.

The midwifery or holistic mode! views pregnancy and birth as a normal process, and part

L& D Nurse Role
of the We-cycle. The holistic, integrating approach sees the woman maintainhg

responsi%ilityand control over her body and her care. Mother and baby are an
ioseparable unit. Labour pain is acceptable and normal. Interventions for birth are

minimal and passive, directeclat supporthg and encouraging the mother throughout the
process (Annandale, 1987,1988; Avery & DelGuidice, 1993; Buhier, 1996; Davis-

Floyd, 1992; DeVries, 1989; Graham, 1991; Lichtman, 1988). The medical or
technocratie mode&in contrast, SMS
the fofus of respomib'ity and control h m the

womm to the physician. A class@hg, fÎagmenting approach is used The baby is the
producc the mother is viewed as the meam by which the baby arrives. Labour pain is
unacceptable and problematic, therefore needing to be controlled. The pregnaacy and
labour process is viewed not as a naturai event, but rather as a potential disaster.

Intervention is mandatory, to "prevent" the unexpected h m occurrïng (Buhler, 1996;
Davis-Floyd, 1992; DeVries, 1989; Graham, 1991; Lichtman, 1988; Queniart, 1992).

20
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Midwifery (Holistic) and Medical (Technocratie) Models As Polar Oppsites
Aiong a Continuum

-2:

passive support

active intervention

low intervention

high technology

rnofbedfeflls as a unit

mothedfetus separate

wornan has control

doctor has control

hoiistic view

fitagmentation view

Lay
Midwives

Nurse
Midwives

Famify
Practitioners

Obstetricians

The midwifery and medical models, as Uusûated in Figure 2, are seen as polar
opposites dong a continuum. In his description of the four types of birth care providers
found in the United States, DeVries (1989) provides valuable information that assists

with the placement of these providers dong the continuum. The four groups of care
providers are lay midwives, nurse-midwives, family physicians, and obstetricians.

Nurses are not included in his discussions. Although he does not address this omission, it
is probably because nurses have a supportive role only, and do not make the decisions to
order this treatment or that therapy. The nurse does not have that authority.

Lay midwives are often c'called"to midwifery d e r observing a home biah or
having a home birth themselves. Training of lay midwives is usually a combination of
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selfsducation and apprenticeship. This type of training supports a holistic view of birth

that emphasizes the spiritual, naturalistic elements of birth. Lay midwives believe 3he
body is capable of giving birth with Little or no outside intervention" @eVries, 1989, p.
148). Wben interventions are requirrdtbey are "natural". For example, "...to stimulate

labour, they give their clients raspberry or cohosh tea rather than oxytocin" (DeVries,
1989, p. 148-149). There is ofien a sceptical attitude toward organhed medicine.

Nurse-midwives, DeVries (1989) aites, have a much more scientific approach to
birth because theu kaowledge is acquired in a medical setting, and is taught in a
hgmented manner (physiology, pharmacology, and so on). During the educatiod
process, they are socialized into the belief that birth has dangerous elements to it.
Interventions may be n e c e s q . Nurse-midwives see senrice to buthing women as a
means to make a living rather than as a calling (DeVries, 1989). Reliaace upon and
interdependence with physicians is required through the mechanisrn of cotlsultation.

The f d y physician has a greater sense of holistic care than does the
obstetrician, as he/she may care for the whole family, rather tbanjust the pregnant
woman. As DeVries (1989) States, "Given these characteristics, bbiah is Likely to be
viewed as naturai and a normal event" (p. 153). This view of biah does anticipate
intemention because of the nature of and sociaiization to "science" in their medical
training. Family physicians know what range of interventions are available for the

woman, and can provide many of them. For the more advii~lcedtechnology (eg: certain

khds of forceps, C~aesareansections), the family physician must rely on the obstetrician.
The obstetrician is the expert in the pathologies of preg~ancyand birth. This
professional bas the ability and training to provide the most advanced technology to the
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problems that arise with bkth. But, as DeVries (1989) cautions, "'Hemictechniques are
applied to women and babies who do not need to be rescued" (p. 154). He dso m e s

"...the more the speciaiized knowledge of the caregiver increases,...the more the power of
the client decrea~es"(p. 154). This is in sharp contrast to the relationship of the lay

midwife to the client The lay midwife is bvit4 ùito the client's home and must respect
her wishes. T h e client who enteits the hospital is a guest of the pracfitioner and is l e s
able to directher care" (DeVries, 1989, p. LSZ).

Thus, it c m be seen that the providers of birth care can be placed on a continuum
h m passive support to active intervention, fkom a holistic view to a kgmenteci view,

nom the woman maintainhg control, to the physician having control.
In conclusion, the conceptual framework is grotmded in d e theory and
organktional culture. Role expectations and mle performance are seen as intersecturg

circles, each impacting on each other. Variables are identifid that influence role
expectations and role perfiormacice. Two variables, unit culture and phüosophy of b&
are seen as affécting both mie expectations and d e performance. This conceptuai

framework pcovides the structure on which the research design is based
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Cbapter 3 Literatwe Review

It has been stressed many h e s throughout the years by many authors that
nursing's d e as a health care provider is ambigwus and confusiag. Singleton & Naii
(1984) deplore the diffuson of ninrsiog's role to 0th- h d t h care provider groups such as

social workers and patient educators. They quote Rademak-

"Ifnurses do not define a

clearly understood role, they may have cüfticulty maintahhg their precarious
professionai stahis because they have not demoostfated that they possess a unique set of

skills" (p. 17). Role clarity and d e diffkrentiation for nursing would not ody heighten
nursing's professionai status, but improve sta€fmomle, job satisfacton, cornmitment to
the organhtion and profession, as weli as increasc the autonomy of the nurse (Chaska,
1990; Forrester, 1985; Frkd, 1988; Katzman & Roberts, 1988).

For this literature sean:h, several computerized pmgrams were utihed. These

included Cumulative Index Nursing and M e d Health Literature (CNAHL), Medihe
Ptofessional, Psychüt and Socionle. Key words used included nurse role, role stress, role

strain, d e expectations, role conflict, d e theory, L&D nurse role, periaatal nUCSiIIg,
intrapartum nursing, midwifery, nurse-rnidwives, relationships, physician-nurse
relatiooships, nurse-midwife relationships, birth philosophy, n e g practice, to mention
but a few. This search proved largeiy hitless in finding articles describing role

performance of the L&D nurse, or research descrîbing role conflict between nurses md
midwives. The final step was to utilize a hand search of related articles in the journais.
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The Literature review wül review the genenc nursing role, compatisons of role
expectations ofthe L&D nurse and the midwifie, the consumerYsperspective of the L&D

nurse d e , quantitative studies examining nurse support in labour, and role conflict
between the L&D nurse and the midwife.

The mie of the L&D nurse has been d e s c r i i in the iiterature, but only in very

broad terms. A basic nursing text outliaes four aims of nursing: promoting wehess,
preventhg illness, restoriag health and fzu:ilitatiogcoping. The authors fücther deheate
three categories of independent nursing actions: dependent nursing actions,

interdependent nursing actions, and independent nursing actions (Taylor, Lillis &

Lemoine, 1989). ûther authors see nurses as intetesteci in the human aspects of health
care, such as health education, disease prevention and, again, facilitating coping (Stein,

Watts & Howell, 1990). Simpson (1989) takes a diffierent approach, describing the nurse

as manager and coordinator of care of patients and families. The American Nurses
Association identifiai core components of aii nitrsllig practice: 1) nursing (eg:

assesment, direct care), 2) teaching, supervision and delegation of niusing practice, and
3) execution of the medical regimen (Mechànic, 1988). The generic roles the nurse fulnls

are those of caregiver, communicator, teacher, couaseUor, leader, mearcher, and
advocate ( BobaIc, Jensen & Zalar, 1989; Taylor, Lillis & Lemoine, 1989).

There is a body of research that has attempted to define the generic role
expectations of the nurse. Weiss (1983) found that no unique nursing domain emerged
fiom 20 months of directed dialogue between a selected group of nurses, physicians, and

consumers There was dso lack of clarity within the nursing profession of its specinc
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role in health care, and consumers perceived nurses as physician extenders. Another

study (Stern, Stroh, Fisher, Cromwell, McCarthy, & Prince, 1991) reinforces this fincihg

h the setting of a pediatric intensive care unit- There was a difference between
physicians' perceptions of nlnsiag d e s and nurses' perceptions of nurses' roles. The
roles under examination were communication and decision-making. Physiciaas felt

nurses contriiuted fat l e s fhpently in these areas than did nurses. EIiefsen (1992)
conducted a qualitative study in an attempt to define the d e ofthe community nurse
health officer in Norway. This nurse hctioned as a gate keeper for access to community

health nurSiflg services, and here again, d e ambiguity was a major factor. The
community nurse health officers felt they were behg expected to translate vague national
and municipal goals for care into specifics, with Little direction as to how this should be

accomplished. The role expectations were affected by ambiguous govemrnent policy.
A number of studies have examined specific fitctors that affect the perceptions of

the nursing role, for nurses and physicians. Forrester (1988) examined sex d e identity
on perceptions of nurse role identity. He defined nuise role discrepancy as the "disparity
between the idealized conceptions of the nurse role and perceptions of actual eaactment
of that d e " @. 600). Nursing d e s were categorized as the professiod, bureaumatic, or
service role. He concluded that sex role identity did not contribute to nuse mle
discrepancy, but discrepancies did exist

Chaska, Clarke, Rogers and Deets (1990) examinecl the e f f i of status
consistency on nurses' and physicians' expectations and perceptions of the staff nurse

role. From the data analysis, she ultimately concluded the staffnurse role is ambiguous

in the independent, dependent, and interdependent aspects, both within and between the
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nurse and physician groups. Chaska's study reafnrms the arnbiguity of the generic nurse

d e , but her shidy is very esoteric, particdarly with regard to the concept of status
consistency. The meaning of s t a t u consistency remaias unctear. Simpüfyiag temu and
concepts would have facilitateci evaluation of the ments of this study.
Katpnan (1989) examined the issues around niirsing authority and power as
viewed by nurses and physicians.

The important fincihg in this study, pertinent to the

perception of nursing d e s , is that physicians and nurses Vary greatly on theù perceptions
of what nwing authority is and should be. Physicians perceived nurses as currently

having less authority, even over such items as nrnsing standards of care, yet nurses

perceived themselves having more authority. Katzman and Roberts (1988), in a
qualitative study of physician and nurse practitioner interaction, found that social d e s

and sexual roles (male dominant, f d e submissive) affecteci the enactment of the nurse

practitioner role. This finding is in con-

to that of Forrester (1988), discussed earlier,

who found that sex roles did not play a role.
Taunton and Otteman (1986) and Kinney (1985) both refet to and studied the
multidimensional aspect of the nurse mie. Kinney reasoned that strictly limiting the

nursing role to bureaucratie, professional and senrice categories is too simplistic.
Dependent upon the cbicai unit, the situation, the age, and personality cbaracteristics,
the nurse may slip fiom one role to another to best meet her patients' needs. Kinney
detecmined that sex typing, ego development and assertiveness did not affect the role or
combination of d e s that nurses uîilized. Taunton and Otteman (1986) developed an
empirically based staff nurse mle conception and found seven major components that
contained 12 dinerent dimensions. Udortmately, the authors do not cl-

what the
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dimensions are and how they relate to the components. The seven components of role
conception (role expectation) inciude: 1) professional boundaries, 2) job boundaries, 3)

direct patient

services, 4) authority relatiombips, 5) autonomy, 6)

&CS,

and 7)

biiling costs. The 6rst five components were found to be more "patent", and job

boundaries, direct patient services, authority relationships, anâ ethics were determineci to
be mdtidimensional. "Muhidimensionai"referred to the 'Wters nurses used to make
decisions about what they would do in a given dayyswork"(p. 33).

The research can be said to be inconclusive in determinhg what a generic nursing
role is, and ifanything, reinforces the multitude of elements and factors that make up and
affect the nurse's role. It is not surprising, then, that the L&D nurse's role expectations
have not been specificaily described when there has been so much difflculty describing
the generic nursing role.

Hospitals providing obstetricai seMces in Winnipeg were polied to ascertain
whether the= were specincjob descriptions for L&D nurses. Such documents could be
expected to speli out the role expectations for the L&D nurse. AU hospitals were found
to use generic job descriptions that wouid apply to ali nurses in the institution,
irrespective of the clinicai setthg (See Appendk B for job descriptions). The Victoria
Hospital titled its job description "Labour and Delivery Nurse".Howeveq the nurse

manager vefied that the contents of the job description were exactly the same for ail
nursing units ( D. St. Claire-Ince, personal communication, September 28, 1995). Ali job
descriptions have cornmon elements that correspond to generic roles identified by n m k g
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textbooks (Taylor, Lillis, & Lemoine, 1989; Bobak, Jensen, & Zalar, 1989).

The Victoria Hospital's job description was developed in 1993, and is the briefest
of aU five hospitals. Nurses are rrquuedto work with and accept the Hospital and

Nursing Depariment's philosophy, objectives and poiicies. Nursing care is to be based on
nursing p b c e s which are based on scientific rationaie, and use of the nursing process is
expected. Excelient organisrational and communication sküls are to be demonstrateci,
with the expected effect to be effective interpersonal and interdepartmental
communication. Professîod seifdevelopment is an expectation as is teaching of staff,
students, patients and families. Primary nursing is the mode of organhtion used at the
Victoria Hospital and is acknowledged in the job description. Nurses are to assume the
prhary nurse d e , as assignecl, and participate in discharge plamhg with the primaiy

nurse and other team members.

St Boniface Hospital also has a brief job description, developed in 1989. The use
of the nursuig process is expected and communication skills are acknowledged in the

requirement for accurate reports of patient condition and tteatment programs. Nurses in
this institution are expected to supervise support staff, the only institution wîth this

requirement. Nurses are expected to participate in education of patients, families, staff
and students. Professionai and personal development h u g h educationai programs is
üsted as an expectation. Leadership is expected as the nurse will assume the Head

Nurse's respotlsibiities in that person's absence. St Boniface is unique in its expectation
for c o d t a t i o n with physiciam and other nursing

The Gmce Hospital developed its latest job description in 1995. Staff or general
duty nurses in this institution are referred to as direct care nurses, following the direction
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provided by MARN in its latest version of Standards(1994). Grace
Hospital divides nursing responsibiiities into six categories: commuaication, clinicai
practice, leadership, m w c e management, quality improvement and advancement of
knowledge. The nursing process is the organizing fiamework of patient care, with an
emphasis on interdisciplinary care planning and coordination, and teaching of patients

and f d e s . This job description is unique in that certain nursing components may fdl
into several of the categories. Professionai development is mentioned in the leadership
component as weli as in advancement of Imowledge, for example. Grace Hospital
incorporates the Canadian Nurses' Association (CNA) Code of (1997) and the

MARN o
f

((1996)into its expectations for n e g practice.

Hedth Sciences Centre also developed its job description in 1995. It is the
lengthiest document, bemg seven pages in length. The responsibilities of the nurse in this
institution are divided into five categories. These are nursing practice (based on the
nushg process), teaching (of patients, f d e s , staff and students), coordination and
communication, research, and professional development. This job description promotes
the active involvement of patient and families in decision-makùig and care choices.
Active involvement of the patient and family is meutioned four times. The Heaith

Sciences Centre utüized the pmb1em-orïented charhg method and this is acknowledged

in the job expectations. The MARN -of

is listed as a guiding document,

but not the CNA Ç d e of E w .
Misericordia Hospital developed its job description in 1993. Nurses in thk
institution are expected to practise according to the CNA Code of Ethiçs and the MARN

w

d

s of C a r . There is a required cornmitment to Uiterdisciplinary consultive and
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collaborative relationships with other members of the health care team, the ody facility
wiîh uiis specinc expectation. Nutsing fiuictions are five in number, and are directed
toward the recipient of nursing care. niese £Ûnctions are the patient, professionai

responsibilities, the institution, the community aad other. 'Ihe nming process is the
organizing framework of the patient Wction, and involves teaching acfivities for
patients, families, s t a E and students.. The patient is seen as the centre of aii activities

within the institution,and nursing staff are expected to act as patient advocates. Nursing
research and professionai development activities are incorporateci under the professional
hction. The Misericordia is unique among al1 the hospitals in that, under the hction

of community, the nurse is expected to volunteer for health pomottion/prevention
activities and to act as a professional resource to community gmups.

Ali the hospital job descriptions have elements in common. They u t i h the
nursing process as an organizing fbnework for nursing care. Teachhg of patients,
families, staff and -dents,

professional and personal development as weii as leadership

qualities and involvement in aud/or utilization of nursing research are simiiar in all
institutions.

The differences between institutions provide a sense of the relative importance of
certain nursing fimctions. Only St. Boaiface and Misericordia Hospitals specificaiiy
identify a consuitive and coilaborative role with physicians and other interdisciplinary
health care team members. Grace and Misericordia Hospitais specitlcdiy identifiai the
CNA code of and the MARN

of C m as guides to nursing care. Health

Sciences Centre identified only the MARN Standards but not the CNA Code of

m.

Health Sciences and Misericordia specif7cally identify the patient as the main focus of ail
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nming and institutionai activities. Health Sciences Centre was seen as actively
involving the patient and famüy in active decision m a h g and treatment choices. These

vital elemeats may be rnentioned in each institution's philosophy, and therefore, not
rnentioned in the job description. in summary, the ciifferences between institutions appear
to reflect each hospital's particular emphasis for its nursing staff. In a city the size of

Wrnnipeg, a wide variety of diversities exists.

Amthex source that may give direction to the L&D nurse role are the
for Ni1EgiM Care of W
-

Newbom (1991) published by the former NAACOG,

AWHONN. These voluntary standards outline in great detail the specific tasks and

hctions required of a nurse in ambulatory and in-patient settings. Behg voluntary,
there is no guarantee that they reflect the reality of the nurse's d e in L&D. It is usehi,
however, to use these standards and compare them to the Core C~moetc&

identined

by the Coilege of Midwives of Ontario (1994) and identify simiiarities and diffetences

between the two documents. This wiii elucidate the existence of role overlap or d e
differentiation, in the area of role expectations, between the L&D nurse and the midwife.

The AWHONN nursing standards o u t h e the minimal requirements for nming
care of obstetric, gynaecologic and neonatal nursing. The following discussion is Limited
to intraparhun obstetxic care as this is the area where the greatest overlap of

responsibilities may occur. The nurse is "responsible for decisions and actions within the

(m
for N
-

domain of nming pra~tice'~

Care of W

o

d Newbom 1991,

p. 5) within the organizing framework of the nursiiig pracess. The nurse is expected to
have knowledge of materna1and fetal health nsks, normal process of labour,

abnomalities of the labour process, electronic fetal monitoring patterns and interpretation
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of same, and pain control methods (nom psychoprophylaxis to regional blocks), to name
just a few. Shehe is also expected to have the abüity to peifonn vaginal examiDations,

abdominai palpation, and initial assessment of the newbom. Shehe is to have the ability
to assess the mother's emotional statu, cultural background, chiidbirth expeetations and

education, and goals related to her labour and delivery. The nurse is expected to provide
emotional and physical CO&

during labour. Provision of information aboui labour,

pain control, and suggestions for involvement of the support person is expected, ali the

whiie promoting the woman's and her family's participation in the decisions that may

need to be made,
Ornano is the only province which has a hctioaing midwifery program to date,

although Alberta, Manitoba, and British Columbia will not be long in beginaing their
programs. The Cote Co-

as identifid by the Coiiege of Midwiva of Ontario

has been used to keep the information in a Canadian context. Ontario's rnidwifery
program is representative, as it is based on work done inthe United Kingdom and
elsewhere.

The midwife in Ontario is expected to have knowledge of the normal process of
labour, how to assess for maternai and fetal weii-king, fetal hart patterns, risk factors,

the a b n o d t i e s of labour, and cornfort and support measues that can be used during

birth. Shelhe is also expected to know the indications and procedure for performing an
episiotomy, and the indications and procedures for =pair of a laceration or episiotomy,

again, to name but a few. The midwûc is expected to demonstrate competency in
performing (or coducting) a spontaneous delivery, vagirial examination, amficial nipof membranes, repair of lacerations or episiotomies, delivering the placenta, i d e n t m g
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and managing postpamim hemorrhage, and perfonning immediate newborn assessrnent

and care. The midwife is to provide "supportive care" which is defined in the M
Etpc*

(1994) as education,couaselkg and advoçacy. Labour support is de-

m
as

exnotional and physicai cornfort measuns and advice about coping with labour. The

midwife is expected to provide these support rneasures to the womaa and her f d y .

Although individuais within each group may hold varying beiiefs (Davis-Floyd,
1992), the Wntten documents regardhg role expectations of nurses and midwives

demonstrate the distinctions illustrated in Table 1.
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Table 1: Similarities and DBerences Between Formal Role Expectations of Labour and
Delivery Nurses and Midwives

Similaritiesshared by the
L & D nurse and Mîdwife
-belief and skilis in
fdy-centred c m ,
cou~lseIlirlg/
comm~cationskills,
health education, health
promotion and disease
prevention, informed
choice.
wpractice based on ethical
consideratiom.
-knowledge and skills for
anteparhan, intrapartum,
postpartum and neonatal
management related to
anatomy and physiology,
medications, fetal
assessrnent techniques,
diagnostic tests, risk
factors, attachent
behaviours, lactation,
neomtal c m , family
planning, family dynamics.

Additiod Rote

Expectatîons ofthe L & D
Nurse
-responsible for decisions
and actions &thin the
domain ofnursing.
4uties are carried out
in collaboration with other
h d t h team members.
-ptactices in hospitals.

Additiod Role
Eqmctations of the
MiMe
-defineci as an independent
practitioner who may

manage care h u g h
primary Q==gement,
collaboration or referral.
-belief that pregmcy is a
normai physiologic
process.
-provides pre-conception
and family
pianninglgynaecologic
care.
-may have limited
prescriptive authority.
-administers local and
pudendal aneesthetics.
-performs vagiaal
deliveries.
-qmirs episiotomies.
-practices in hospitals or
clients' homes.

The similarities fu outweigh the differences. The main ciifferences
identified in the written documents between the nurse and the midwife are the beliefs in

pregnmcy as a normal process, and the midwife hctioning as an independent
practitioner with some prescriptive authority. Shehe is able to perfonn the skius
necessary to facilitate a vaginal birth on her/his own responsibility, in either the home,

birth centre or hospital setting. The nurse, in contrast, is responsible for decisions within
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her nursing domain, and hctions only in collaboration with other care providers, such as

physicians. It must be concluded that, concepRiaUy7role overlap appears to be the d e

with very little d e differentiation.
No studies were found that specificaily studied the L&D nurses' perceptions of
role expectatiom. A few studies were found that discuss the consumer's perspective.

They provide Hnne pminary data regarding the perceptions of nurses' roles, but the
purposes of the studies varied widely, as did the study methods.

The~onsumer's P e w b v e of t h e L
D
A
m
é
Four studies (Bond,ken-Payne & Lucy, 1995; Coliins, 1986; Mackey & Lock,
1989; Mackey & Stepans, 1994) bave examinai the L&D nurse's d e fimm the

consumefs point of view. Such a view point is wfûl to consider, as patients exert
influence over professionais' seif-perceptions (Jecker & Self, 1991). The results of such
midies wiU also give an interesthg cornparison with the nurses' perceptions of their

des.
Collins (1986) studies the role of the L&D nurse as perceived by two groups of
patients who bad diffant childbirth education (Lamaze and Red Cross Classes)and
perceptions of L&D nurses to each of the two same groups of patients. The groups were

small, 10 and 1 1 women each, and were convenience samples. The nurse group

numbered 27, h m three dif5erent hospitals. A Q-sort methodology was u U z d d e r
successful pilot testing. The specinc hypotheses were: 1) the Red Cross prepared

women will expect more physical support-nurse control h m the nurse, 2) the Lamaze

prepared women wiii expect more emotional support-mother control fiom the nurse and
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3) the nurse will better meet the expectations of the Red Cross prepared women than the

Lamaze-prepared women. T-testswere used for the anaiysis. None of the hypotheses
were supporteci.

Clarity of tams in tbis study was very problematic. Aithough terms such as
perception, d e , and the type ofpreparation were well defineci, aUphysicalsupport-nurse

control d e 9 ' ,and "emotioaal support-mother controt d e " were introduced with no

eqlanationand no dennition. "Expressive functioning'' and "instrumental hctioning"
are introduced and d i s c d in tefance to interaction with the two groups of patients.
However, the meaning of these tenns meaa and their relationship to the patient or the
study are unclear. C o h s did contribute to the definition of the nurse role by developing,

for the Q-sort, a series of fifty statements descriig a n u h g behaviour that couid be
seen to occur in L&D. These wouid be d e expectations. Some examples of these

behaviours are given in the text, and includes statements üke "the nurse explains to the
mother what the treatments and pmcedures wiii be men,and "the nurse cleans the mother

afler delivery" @. 416). The question rnust also be raised, in view of the non-signifiant
findings, ifthe Q-sort instrument was sensitive enough to h d différences in
expectations.

Mackey Gd Lock (1989) asked women to: 1) describe their expectations for
nursing care in labour, and 2) define what "nursing support" meant to them durhg labour.
A convenience sample was used and consisied of married Iow-risk women attending

Lamaze classes (n=61). Only one woman did not participate, and none were lost to
foilow up. Forty-nine women were multigravida and 12 were primigavida. AU women

had normal unevendul deliveries. Most women were white (n=52), the mean age was
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28.5 years, the mean education was 14.6 years and almost half were employed The data

were coUeaed at 36-38 weeks gestation through semi-structured tape recordeci interviews

in the woman's home. The tapes were r
t
a
n
s
c
n
w verbatim, and analysed uskg
qualitative data d y s i s to develop themes. The specifïc approach to the qualitative

analysis is not de!scri'bed.
Women in this study descn'bed a composite nurse who was d m ,compassionate,
concemed, considerate, fiîendly and undetstanding. This nurse accepted the w o d s
feelings, and said positive things. She was interesteci in the woman as a person. Women

had seven categories of expectations Tach category was defined by the nature of the
nune's participation in the foiiowiug areas: 1) presence, 2) decision-making, 3)

assistance, 4) physicd assessment, 5) information, 6) comfixt, and 7) support"(p.

507). The women differed in the amount and nature of involvement they expected fiom

nurses. AU women in the study groups had similar expectations for the categories of
physical assessment, information givhg and cornfort. They d i 4 however, have different
expectations for presence (defineci as the amount of time they wished a nurse to be with
them), decision-making and assistance. Three categories of involvement were dewibed:
iimited involvement (n=17), moderate involvement (n=22), and extensive involvement

(n=22). Women in the limited involvement p u p expected nurses to leave them alow
with their husbands during labour. They saw themselves as the prirnary decision makers,
with nurses expected to respect their requests. Women in the moderate involvement

groups saw nurses as collaborating with them to manage labour. Nursing support wes
defined as t e h g women that they were doing a goodjob, reassirring them of their
progress, and giving them encouragement. Nurses were expected to be with the woman
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and her husband on an intermittent basis. Women who expected extensive nurse
involvement wanted nurses with them extensively, tended not to have strong opinions

about how the labour should be managed, and wanted encoutitgement md reinforcement
that the they were capable of managing their labourUT
Ten women in this gmup expected
the nurses to be responsibe for their cornfort. Based on the d t s of the shdy, the

authors d e s c r i ï the expectati0n.s of nming involvement as either technical,
observational or as a participant, They also redefined support using the categories of
presence, decision-makingand assistance.

Mackey and Stepaas' (1994) focus was the evaluation of the L&D nurse
following delivery- The same population was used as that demibed in Mackey and

Locke (1989). This study used tape recoded semi-structured interviews conducted
during the postpcnhnn hospital stay,except for two women who were iatemiewed in theù
homes on the third and fiffhpostpamim day. The interviews were conducted in a private

room, at a convenient time for both the women and the staff. Again, a qualitative data
adysis approach was utilizBd. ALthough the specifïc approach is not described, it

appears to be a phenomenological design- The authors wished to discover the women's

"experience" with their nurses during labour.

This study found that women evaluated their nurses primarily favourably (nt%).
Twenty-nine of the 55 women reported only positive experiences. Twenty-six of the 55
women had one disappointhg encornter. Ten pet cent (n4)of the sample gave
negative evaluations. Of these six women, ody one woman had oaly negative
encounters. The recurring themes of the evaiuations were participation, acceptance,
information givhg, encouragement, presence, and competence. These categones were
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ranked in tenns of how often women mentioned these themes in describing theu M D
nurse. Participation was mentioned by 80 percent of the women, acceptance by 78
percent, iaformation giving by 75 percent, encouragement by 65 percent, presence by 53
percent, and competence by 7 percent Womm expressed disappointment in three
categories: acceptance, Somation giving, and presence. Unfivourable evaluations
o c c d in three areas: presence, information givîng, and the manner in which the nurse

interactecl with the woman and her husband. It is interesting in that "mariner" was not
identifieci as a theme in the study, but is contindy mentioned thmughout the text as a
factor, and was rnentioaed as one of the themes in the unf'avourable evaluation.

The authors concluded that nurses' interpersonal skilis are as important as their
technicai skilis. "Although technical competence is important, the nurse's manner,
provision of supportive c m , and acceptance of each woman are also important" (p. 4 19).
loformation needs were extensive, even though most of the women were multigravida
Bond, Keen-Payne and Lucy (1995) conducted a study, as part of a larger

multiphase study,to describe the "ideal nurse'' during L&D for the relinquishing mother
(the woman voluntariiy giving her baby up for adoption). The sample used was a non-

probabiîity self-selected sample of 56 women living in a residentiai care centre that
provided inpatient obstetrical and newbom seMces for women and their infmts. AU

women in the sarnple were single, mging in age h m 15-34 years. Most women were

between 18-20 years of age. Thirty-nine women had some hîgh school education or had

completed high school. The remainder had taken some coiiege courses or &ada college
degree. It was the £kpregnancy
t
for 41 women, and for 11, the second pregnancy. AU
of these women h e w their nurses well as they [the women] Lived in the maternity home
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for most of the second and third trimester and bad daily interaction with the nurses. They

did not have f a d y members or signifiaint others avaiIable to be with them d&g
labour. The study was conducteci through the use of semi-structurecl focused interviews

by two trained interviewers, 1-2 weeks postpamun. Content analysis was used to
examine the data.

The sample of women d e s c r i i their i d d nurse as knowledgeable and
comment, accepting and h g , and who wodd be a continuous supportive preseuce.

The women identified what, to them, wodd be important caretaking activities: assistance
with pain reiief, coaching, informing, attention to bodily cornfort, and using touch to

establish the nurse's presence. The authors acknowledge that it is impossible to

genedke theu findings. They state that the shldy "provides c o ~ a t i o of
n vaiued
support behaviours, in particdar, the nutsitlg presence" (p. 159).

There are some methodological problems with this study. Most ofthese women

had no other exposure to other nursiag care during labour, aud knew their nurses well.
As it was a residentiai setting, it is assumed the same nurses wodd still be carhg for

these women in the postpartum pend when the interviews were done. The question of
bias must be raised. The report does not indicate how many women felt that cornfort,
kmwledge, and competence were important. The authors report aii categories as being
equal, which may not be the case.

The above three d e s , despite ciifSemnt samples and methoâological problems,
have similar results. Women determined that nursïng care during labour must include
acceptance of the woman and a supportive nursing presence. Mackey and Locke (1989)
provide a usefûi definition of support for labouring women. Support includes the
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elements ofi the amount of time each nurse spends with the mother, the amount of
decision making done by the nurse or the mother, and the amount of assistance the
mother wishes. Two of these elements (the amount of time spent with the mother and the
amount of assistance the mother Rquins) may be f&Iy easily quaatified and m e a d to

gain a better indication about what a W y happens during woman-nurse interaction
during labour.
Beaton and Gupton (1990) conducteci a study intended to develop an iilstnmient
to measure childbirth expectations. Eleven white middle class women in their third

aimester of pregnancy were fecTuited h m a chiidbirth education class. Written consent
was obtaineù, and i n t e ~ e w were
s
conducted in the woman's home. Women ranged

fiom 24-35 years ofage. The women in the sample were well educated with al1 having
completed high school, and five baving University degrees. N i e women were expecting

their first baby, while tvuo had other childten. Transcrïpts of the taped i n t e ~ e wwere
s

analysed for Whematic content relative to the major interview topics" (p. 134).
The major themes were related to childbirth concems, childbirth emotions, pain
and coping, the role of the support person, the d e of health profession&, intervention,
and the chüdbiah environment Of interest to this study was the perception of the role of

health care professionals, specincaiiy nurses. CCW~men
viewed the nurse's role in labour
as primarily assisting the physician and monitoring the progress of labour. Nurses were
expected to take vital signs, perform examinati~ns~
check fetal kart rate and change the

sheets. ûnîy four women expected the nurse to off'encouragement and emotional
support. Most women did not know what the nurse wouid be dohg during delivery" (p.
137). This study is important as it was conducted in Winnipeg, with participants drawn
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from childbirth education classes oEered at a W d p e g hospital. It o f f a a snapshot of

the local impression of the nursing role expectations h m the consumer's viewpoint.

A Canadian study by Beaton (1990) studied the interaction between women in

labour and nurses providing their eare. The research question was to determine whose
definition of the labour experience predominates, the nurse's or the woman's.

The sample was a convenience sample of 33 women having their f k t baby,
admitted in eady labour. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were identifid. Thirty
registered nurses who worked on the L&D unit agreed to be the nurse participants. Data
was coiiected ushg a combined tirne and event sampüng strategy. AN obsewed nurse-

patient interactions were recorded inshort-han&and later transcribed. Nurse-patient
interaction was analysed using Stiles's Taxonomy of Verbal Response Modes.

The resuits demoastrated, rather conclusively, that 'Wurses structined the
childbirth experience according to their own definition of the situation and so controiied

the social context of childbirth" (p. 406). Beaton found that nurses ignored the patients'
attempts to express what the experience was me. Nurses presumed what the patients
were experiencing, and ''could carry on with what appuved to be their task of getting the
baby bom as quickly and efficientiy as possible" @. 405). Mutuai participation in
decision making between the woman and nurse seldom occurreci, and appeared very

similar to the classic physician-patient relationship. The value of this study is that it, too,
was done in a Winnipeg hospital, and may reflect another local reality.
Another Canadian study by McNiven, Hodwtt and O'Brien-Pdas (1992)
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determinecl the proportion of time the average L&D nurse spent in supportive care

aaivities. Support,in this study, was defaned as the ''verbai and nonverbai behaviours

that convey caring and understanding to enhance an individual's ability to cope" (p. 3).
Support to labourhg patients was conceptualized as having four dimensions: emotional,
idonnationai, tangible and advocacy. An exhaustive and m d y exclusive list of
supportive activities representing each of the four dimensions was made. A work
sampiing technique was used to coliect the data. Work sampling is a "quantitative

measure, iden-g

the fiequency with which the work activity under observation occurs

and calcdated for an average staffmember" (p. 4). The sample consisted of randornly

scheduied observation of nurses workirig the day shifi in a Toronto teaching hospital.
Eighteen nurses were observai with a total of 616 obsewations being made. The patient
population in this hospital was white, weil educated and socioeconomidy advantaged.
Sixty percent of the patient population were considered low risk, 80 percent had e p i d d

anaesthesia, with a Caesarean section rate of 23.5 percent.

The results showed that the percentage of tirne spent in supportive care activities,
estimated for the average staffnurse, was 9.9 percent The greatest number of supportive

activities were in the domains of instruction and information, with a virtuai absence of
observations in the domaias of physicd cornfort measures and advocacy. The authors
conclude that supportive activities have been devaiued, partiaily because they have not

been fonndy acknowledged and encourageci. In addition, "...quaütiessuch as
decisiveness, lack of emotion, and intelligence tend to be highly valued and are
associated with medical intervention and related tasks" (p. 6).

The results of this study and Beaton's (1990) reinforce the idea that the current
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medical system emphasizes the fhqpentation and separation of care as discussed by
Davis-Floyd (1992) and Saadelowski (1988). Nurses, in these studies, are reiaforcing
the medical mode1despite the emphasis in formal nursing programs and the literature on
care and support. It would be interesthg to replicate these d e s in facilities that had
lower e p i d d and Caesarean section rates to determine if this behaviour persists in a less

"medicaiized"environment.

le Conflictetween the M D Nurse u

w

- &.

Only one study that examined d e conflict was found. Hazle (1985) examined
the perceptioas of the ceained nurse midwifé's (CNM)d e and role confiict with the
L&D nurse by means of a questionnaire developed for the study. A sarnple of 85 CNMs
and 60 nurses was used. The C N M s were a regionally stratifieci sample from across the

United States. The nurses were a convenience sample, stratified h m similar areas as the
CNMs. The two sampfes varïed, in that the nurses were generaiiy ten years younger, and

worked in state or federal hospitals. CNMs usuaily worked in pnvate hospitals. The

results indicated that there was role conflict between the two health care pmviders. Both
C N M s and nurses defïneâ their roles as primary care provider, support person and

dvocate. Nurses tended to define the CNM d e into two, a management role and an
obstetric nursing role. Part of the questionnaire asked for a description of a situation in

which there had been codict between a nurse and a CNM. Content anaiysis was
performed *> elicit themes. The largest category of responses (17) concerned conflict
over tasks. There appeared to be uncertainty regarding "who does what, when and
where" (p. 171). The author concluded that inter-role conflict between CNMs and nurses
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was evident Confision about the CNM role was reporteci more by nurses. Some

were offered, such as impmved communication methods, and expücit policy
solutior~~

and procedure manuals, were offered.

The major value in this ~ n d is
y not so much in the conclusions, but in the study
tool. The tool itseif is very poorly described in the tex. but extensive use of tables makes
the tool more explicable by inference. A Ast of attitudes are describecl with a Lickert

scaie rating. The attitude d e describes identicai nurse and CNM behaviom for care of
the intrapamim woman. The attitude scale measured nurses' perceptions of CNM

behaviours and C N M s ' perceptions of nurse behaviours. Hazle discovend both role
conflict and d e overlap, though no estimations are given as to how signincant a problem
this is. Respondents were invited to describe a conflict situation they had experienced

with a CNM (if respondent was a nurse), or a nurse (if the respondent was a

o.

There were 50 responses f?om a sample of 145 respondents. Therefore, a full two-thuds

of the sample apparently did not perceive conflict as a problem. It is crucial to remember,

in this American study, that midwives and nurses have worked together for years.
Conûict may not be perceived as much of a problem. However, in Canada, midwifery is
just beginning to be legally sanctioned. Confiict might thus be expected to be much

greater.

The Literature review has not been helpful in describing role expectations or role
perfomuuce of the L&D nurse. Only generic mle expectations and formal role
expectations were found. Winnipeg hospitals do not have specinc job descriptions for

L&D nurses. Cornparisons of the formal d e expectations of the L&D nurse and the
midwife indicate significant overlap. Consumer expectations, for the most part,
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emphasize the importance of psychosocial interaction, and aiso identify that women m e r

in the amount of interaction and support they expect nom their nurses. Quantitative
-dies

indicate that nurses are much more involved in the technical aspects of nursing,

and don? iisten to their patients. Momver, in the US.there does appear to be mle
conflict between CNMs and nurses. This study will attempt to elicit the perceptions of

L&D nurses as to their role expectations, role @ormance, and philosophy of birth.
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Chapter 4 The Research Design
A research design is a detailed blueprint which outlines and explains how the

research question is to be answered (Schana & Lundeman, 1982). It follows the
identification of the research question, the literanite review and the problem statement.

This work needs to be done nrst, for fiom the research question flows the research design.
The first question of research design revofves amund whether the re~eatch

question requires a qualitative or quantitative approach. The research question meets the
assumptions of exploratory studies in that the topic, the description ofthe d e

expectations and role performance of the L&D nurse have not been studied (Brink and
Wood, 1989, p. 145). Therefore a qualitative approach is most appropriate. Artinian

(1988) d s this the descriptive mode,and States it must precede all other levels of

research. The descriptive mode is "...used to present a detailed description of what is

happening in some setting or with a particular group of subjects, so that the point of Mew

of the subjects can be understood" (p. 138).
Ethnography is the qualitative approach that has been chosen. It is based upon the
study of anthropology and is used to "address those questions how cultural knowledge,

noms and values, and the Like influence out own and our client's behaviours" (LiBiondo-

Wood and Haber, 1990, p. 188). This inductive approach is useful in the description of
the role of the L&D nurse as it acknowledges the impact of culture, attitudes and values.
It relies upon interview and participant observation as &ta colidon tools with "key

informants~'.Key informants are members of a culture selected for their howledge of a
culture and their ability to share their knowledge (LiBiondo-Wood and Haber, 1990;

Morse, 1989). As organizational culture and climate are integrated into the conceptual
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Wework, ethnography seems well adapted to the study questions.

Although participant observation is a suggested element of an ethnographie
approach (Leininger, 1985; Morse, 1994; Mimball and Oiler, 1986), it will not be used

in this pdcuiat stuûy, However, field notes wiii be utiikd.

Nurses need to have been employed for at least three years as a fiiu-the nurse so
as to have a comprehensive understanding of the L&D nurse's d e . There may be a
variation of the role for the nurse, depending on the place o f ernployment Community
hospitals tend to care for low risk women,whereas tehary care institutions will care for a
greater number of women who have or develop complications during pregnancy. The

focus on low riskilow techology birth versus high riskhigh techology birth may
iduence how the nurse perceives her role in the birth pmcess. It is important to capture

both points of view. The exclusion of nurses who are also midwives

eliminate the

effect of a view of biah, or alternative service delivery (as in England) upon the

perception ofthe reality that now exists in Manitoba. Tàe purpose of the study is not to
examine "whhatsbould be", but rather "what is".

The nurses in tbis study have been employed as N1tirne nurses for at least three
years in a M

D unit in W i i g . The sample included nurses working in both

community and tertiary hospital settings. The basic nuising education was either hospital

or university based, but the sample did not include any nurses with a midwifery
education(Appendix D, Guidelines for Selectioa of Nurses).
The sample was accessed fiom the Health Sciences Centre, St. BonZace Hospital,
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Misericordia Hospital and Victoria Hospital, four of the five institutions in W i p e g
offering obstetncal services. The Grace Hospital was not accessed due to ethical

considerations.

Permission to access the staff in each institution was sought. Nurse
Maaagers/Head Nurses h m each participating institution was given an Invitation to
Participate (Appendizc C ) which outlinedthe researcher's expectations of them. Each
Nurse Manager /Head Nurse was asked to identify three to five L&D nurses, from their
stafY, who demonstrate superior knowledge and skills in caring for iabouring women.

Guideliws and inclusion criteria were provided (Appendix D). The Nurse Manager/Head

Nurse gave each identitied nurse an Invitation to Participate (Appendix E). The nurse
expressed hermis interest in participating in the study by telephonhg the researcher.

A.era waiting period of about eight weeks, and d e r verifying that Nurse

ManagedHead Nurses had provided the selected nurses with invitations to Participate,
only two nurses had been in contact with the researcher. Ethical approval was sought

fiom the Facuity of Nursing as weii as h m each institutionto change the recnUtment
procedure. Nurse ManageMead Nurses provided the researcher with the names and
telephone numbers of the selected nurses. The researcher then telephoned each nurse and

received verbal consent to participate in the study. A date and time for the interview was
anangeci. Wrïtten consent was obtaiued at the time of intemiew (Appendix F).

N i t e e n names were received. Ofthese 19 people, two refused to participate for

unknown tessons; one nurse moved out of the province before data could be coiiected.

This left a fînal sample size of 16 nurses, seven fiom community hospitds and nine fkom
tertiary hospitais.

-

The method of data coiiectioa was ttvough ta@

interview. A quiet environment,

k e ofdistractions, and away h m the work seaing facilitated fke expression of nurses'
feelings and thoughts. At least one to one-and-one haif hours of the subject's tirne was
required and asked for, in a sming of their choice. This left the feeling of control of the
interview in the han& of the participant, which increased herhis cornfort level.

I3axs&
At the time of the interview, the participants were encouraged to describe

the perceptions of the role expectations and role @ormance of a L&D nurse. The
interview was audio-taped. Data collection was expedited tnrough use of an Interview
Guide (Appendix 1). Demographic data coilected immediatety before the interview

(Appendk G). Field notes were taken.

Data about the organktionai and unit climate and culture were coliected h m
each institution. Nurse Managers/HeadNurses completed the Institution Data Collection

Fonn (Appendix H)d maileci the information to the researcher in a supplieci sbmped
self-addressed envelope.

The taped data were tramcrîbed onto a computer file w> tbat both a hard copy and
computer record were available. The computer information was backed up on several
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disks to guarantee that the data codd not be lost

The interview data were anaiysed utiiizingthematic content anaiysis as d e s m i
by Bumard (1991). This is a 14 stage process that aims to ''produce a detailed and

systernatic recordkg of the themes and issues addressed in the interviews and to iink the
themes and interviews together mder a reasonably exhaustive category system"

(B-d,

1991, p. 461-462).

Data analysis of an ethnographie study is a tirne coosuming pmcess that requires
immersion in the data to detennine recunent themes and patterns. The data are then

reviewed repeatedly to determine how maay times the identifkd themes are mentioned by

the infotmants, or ifthe themes are consistent within each inte~ew,and between the
interviewees. It is probable t&t themes wili change and evolve with review, with

additional themes king identïtied, and others collapskg iato new themes.

This research took place within "the here and now". in Manitoba, %e here and
now" included the inauence and uncertainty ofhealth care reform- Nurses ùieach
settings are feeiing threatened, as ail facejob layoffs or job relocationas the refomis are

aunounced and hplemented. In fact, during the actuai data coktion pmess, the

Misericordia Bîrthing Unit received its formai announcement of closure. How this
affected the data is unknown at the present, but the current environment and atmosphere

must be acknowledged.

Ethical considerations have been considered throughout the research design.

Permission to access employees was sought h m the institutions; infonned consent was
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sought h m esch participant- Privacy, anonymity, and confidentialityof the iaformants
was protected at a l l times. AU data will be secureci in a locked nling cabinet untii the

completion of the pmject, Once the project is complete the data will be kept for 10 years,

then destmyd Mormation about each participant wiiI be sought oniy h m that person.
Information gathered dMng the interview will not be relayecl back to the insMinion. A
code was utilized so that individuai institutions wiii not be ass0claSSOClated with the data. No

names or codes were sissofiated with the interview data. PhysicaI stress was not

involved, nor was there any threat to the physical saféty of the participants. The
participants were legally and practidy able to cousent to participate. Deception was not
involved. Subjects were fke to withdraw h m the study at any t h e with no iU will or

risk. Participants were offered an oppominity to receive a copy of the resuîts of the study
once it is completed. No individuai was identifieci in the data Only group d t s are

reported. Only the thesis committee had access to individuai data. This information was
included in the Invitation to Participate (Appendix C) and the forrnai Consent to
Participate (Appendix D).

The Grace Hospital and its nursing stafïwere eliminated h m the research design.

The reseaccher holds the position of Head Nurse of that Biahing Unit, and thus is in a
position of authority. It was unethical to include these nurses in the study.
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Quaiitative studies cannot be meanrred by the measures that are used for
qyntitative studies. Rather, qualitative d e s are measured by credibility, Eittingness

and auditabüity (Tatano Beck, 1993). Credibility measures "...how vivid and f a i m the
description of the phenornenon is" @. 265). The use ofextensive field notes, and

validation of the findings with some of the infotmants, as weii as looking for negative
instances assisted in establishing credl'bility. Fittingness tefers to whettier the hypotheses
fit into another context (Tatano Beck, 1993). The method of sample selection wili begin

to estabiish whether the participants are typicai of other nurses in their eXpenence and
expertise. Auditability is the "...ability ofanother uivestigator to foilow the decision or

audit trail" (p. 265). Auditability was ascertained by the use of a tape recorder, the
demographïc &ta of the participants, clear descriptionof the study procedure, and the
review ofthe data analysis with the thesis advisors.
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Chapter 5 Redts

siun&
The sample size was 16 nuses (N=16). Table 2.1,22 and 2.3 illustrate the
sample demograpbics.

Years ofNursing Experience

7-5-34

16-78

3.5-25

12.21

C

Years ofL&D Experience

1 Basic Education

ble 2

c

1 15 (93%)

c

s

:

T m of

1 1(7%)

. .

for F

1

w Re-

Positicrn

1 ~ y p ofe ~nstitution

1 ~ i r sPosition
t

I
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The participants raaged in age from 28 to 55 years, with a mean of 38-75 years.

Years of nursing experience ranged h m 7.5 to 34 years, with a mean of 16.78 years.

This group of nurses had many years of e-ence

in L&D, with a range o f 3.5 to 25

years, and a mean of 12.2 1 years. Most nurses had a diploma in ninsing (RN) as their

basic education (93%or n=15), with one having a Batchelor of Niirsing (BN) as the basic
education program. Oiie nuRe of the 15 had earned a BN subsequent to her diploma
preparation. Two (12.5%) nurses had their first ninsirrg position in a ruraI hospital. Six

(37.5%) nurses began in cornmunity hospitals, with eight (50%) beginning theu careers
in tertiaxy settings. Seven nurses (37%) priesently worked in community hospitals, with
nine (63%) working in tertiary settings. Tluee nurses (18.75%) have ody worked in

L&D, with the remaining 13 (8 1.25%)having worked in other clinical areas dining their
nursing careers. However, of this sample, 12 nurses (75%) have only worked in one

L&D unit, the one in which they are presently employed. Four nurses (25%)have
worked in L&D settings elsewhere. S u nurses (37.5%) havs worked in other bstitutiom,
whereas 10 (62.5%)have only worked for their present employers. The large number that
have only worked for one employer may reflect on the variables oforganizational culture

and climate. These nurses have not experienced any other o r g d t i o d fiinctioning.
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No

1 3 (18.75%)
I

(

13 (81.25%)

1

1 Only worked in 1 L&D unit 1 12 (75%)

1 4 (25%)

1

1 employer

I

I

I
of Role

Nurses were asked to describe the best L&D nurse they had ever met. This was
one rnethod ofeliciting role expectations. Most were able to graphicaily describe a nurse
who they felt was an ideal L&D nurse. men, the ideal nurse was not desCnbed in terms
of what skills she had or how fast she could perform them, but rather in her approach and

manner with women and their families.

To me, that is what king a labour and delivery nme is, aside nom having ali the
other skiiis...the most important thing is being there for the patient to coach, and
encourage, and support, and that is how 1think it should be..(# 3)

AU the thiDgs 1said about an ideal nurse are the thiags 1do..J realiy do make a
point of trying to figure what the patient's n&

are. Not even so much

physically, but psychologically; what is gohg to work ôetween us. (# 1O)

Nurses were very clear in descnbing attitudes and behaviours of the ideal nurse.
There did not seem to be signifiant difXerencesbetween community and tertiary care
settuigs. Role expectations' themes, emerging fiom the data, developed into two Stream:

personai attitudes and behaviours, and professional attitudes and behaviours
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(see Figure 3).

Personai attitudes and behaviours included: empathy/compassion, sense of
humour, open rninded and non-judgementd, calmes, adaptability and flexibiiity to the
needs of patients, and to the work demands of the unit, comfiort with touch, mes people,
and intuitiveness.
Ided L&D nurses need to be empathetic, and understanding of the wontan in
labour. It was thought to be important not to take the patient's behaviour personally.

Sometimes, women became physically and verbally abusive when in labour, but, as one
nurse reported, "...women are not themseives when they are in labour. So you would
have to be very accepting and supportive of however she is getting through this" (#6).
Niuses also reported that women fan teil when her nurse is empathetic. In some cases,
empathy was synonymous with king a "han& on" nurse.

[Empatby] is really important. That is probably the abiity to bond with
somebody and the empathy that you like patients or that you feel for them and
they k w w that. They can tell. They can sense when you are a han& on nurse, it
doesn't matter that what you do [as a nurse] is normal. It [labour]is no big deal.

This happens to aU of us [women who give birlli], versus somebody that is sort of
a liale hands O& (#16)
Compassion was a quality valued by this group of nurses, and was often

mentioned in the same sentence as empathy.
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Weil, I think compassion and empathy are the thiiigs that you most have to

have...a lot of patients look at you fllany if you haven't had children...they tbink,
how can you possibly do this? How can you guide me through this when you
have never done it? That is where I think [that nurses help by being] able to put

yourseif in the patient's position, and to be able to help them just by..mognizing
what they are going through.. (#14)
Caring was a nomverbal ski11 mentioned by many nurses, but was never defhed.

It was used as a verb and as a noua It was described as a type of mariner or approach,

and combined with the word c'~~mpassionate".It is difncult to how, in the context of

these interviews, whether caring is a sumrnation of several quaiities, or a separate entity
unto itseif.

A sense of humour was mentioned as a vital quaiity by several nurses. It was
seen as important because it relieved tension on the unit and with patients.
1guess you can get away with a lot more humour on a labour floor that you could

anywhere else and the humour really does relieve a lot of tension. I guess my
ideal nurse has an incredible sense of humour. She doesn't hold it back h m
anybody...Humour breaks down a lot of walls. (#8)
However, it was recognized that there are a place and time for humour. It also depended
on whether humour was appropriate for the situation or the nurse's peers with whom she
was working.

Nurses identified tbat it was important to be open minded and non-judgmental.
Being culturally sensitive was mentioned specifidy by one nurse. The ideal nurse
should not b

~ her/his
g
ideals and mords to the unit.
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I think that the pe&ct LBtD nurse, as with any other nurse, has to be completely
without prejudice and not impose your own values and beliefs on the people you

are caring for. 1don3 care if she is upper or middle class woman who is a doctor,
lawyer, or what have you, or whether she is a core aiea glue sniÆr. She deserves

absolutely the same care and the sime considerationand the best outcome
possible. (#14)
One nurse recognized how diilicult this can be:

They Cpatients] often want to know a lot about you, too. How did you do this,

have you had a child before? So you have to be able to share a littie bit of
yourself without letting your ideas, your judgements, that sort of thing. My
labour was this, so therefore, your labour should be this, interferes too much in
your work. It is kind of hard right offthe top of your head to puil things out [of
the conversation]. (#9)

The abüity to remain calm in stnssful or crisis, or even very busy situations was
seen to be an important quality in the ideal nurse. Calmness is demonstrateci by nonverbal behaviouts and mthing voice tones. "..if

they Cpatients] came in smiling and a

little nervous and s a , she had a very c a l d g effect on people and she talked in a very
soothing voice" (#7). Calmness was "catching". If the nuRe was calm, the patient could

be helped to be calm as weii. The opposite of caimness was said to be panic. Ka nurse
panicked, the woman "caught" the panic.
1think one of the major things is they [nurses]have to have a very calm

personality. When people corne in, they are usuaIly uptight, they are scared.
They are working at a reaily high anxiety level. You aeed to have a nurse who is
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c a h and who canjust talk them down,and yes, this is really exciting, and it is,

but we are going to get through it, and it is goiag to be just fine. The more uptight

you get, the more uptight your patient gets, and then you both lost it, and that

helps with the pain too. Ifyou have a realiy calm nurse, then it is catching...(#8)
A nurse who bas difficdty king calm wili "infect' other nurses as weli. "..Although

some of the nurses are vey good with the patients, and they are technicdy very good,

they are right on the edge. It takes nothing to reaily get panicky and to get excitable and
it affects the rest of us on the ward" (#IO).
The ideal nurse needs to be adaptable and flexiile to the needs of the woman and
her family. Each woman is seen to be an individual, and requïres an approach that is

unique to her.

Some people go in with the same approach regardiess of who the patient is, ...that
doesn't work with late thirties lawyers, and a 17 year old kid that is scareâ to
death. It doesn't work the same, and if you can't adapt to that, it shows.

(#IO)

The ideai nurse also needs to be adaptable and flexible to the work demands of the unit
This may mean switching patient assignments part way through a shift, for example.

"Where 1work...1 ned the charge nurses are very adept at seeing what is going on, and

the nurses...are more than wülllig to provide that...have another nurse look after that other
patient" (#13).

"...this patient we had was totally out of control, verbally abusive, almoa

p h y s i d y abusive...they rotateci [the nurses] until tbis baby was M

y out. That is team

work..." (#13).
Another personal attribute of the ideal L&D nurse was cornfort with touch. The
ideal nurse should use touch fiequently and should feel cornfortable with using touch.
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This information was rarely spontaneously offered by the participating nurses. When
questioned directiy about the importance of touch, aii agreed that this was an important
aspect. 5 . 1 think we have to be tactile...if it is appropriate to tbat patient" (#14).

Nurses felt it was very important to be good with people and to iike workhg with
differrnt kinds of people, particuiarly women. One nurse said,
You have to like afl sorts of people. You have to accept people...that everyone is
going to be a Iittie bit different. So they are different and maybe they are a linle
strange sometimes, but that is okay. That is what makes people interesting and

you don? have to üve with them for the rest of your We. (#16)
A n o k nurse stated, "1 diuik you're involved in such an intimate time in a woman's

Life...you have to beiieve in women and [in] the strength of women" (#9).

Part of demomtrating "like" for people is king fnendly and approachable. A
d

e was often mentioned as required behaviour.
1 want someone to corne through the door, who, 1 have this mental image of what

a L&D nurse looks me,and she bas a srnile on her fze, and she is fiiendly tight
off the bat There is none of this sort of hold back You just give it aU to them.
(#2)

The ideal nurse had a strong sense of intuition. Nurses indicated that it seemed
either nurses had it or they didn't; years of experience did not affect intuition. '4have a
very strong belief that labour and delivery nurses are not made, they are b o d y(#2).

Intuition was refemd to as a "sixth sense", and involved more that just anticipahg what
was going to happen next, or how the woman's labour was progressing. It appears to
incorporate ciinical skills, psychosocial skills, touch, and knowledge. "She just seemed
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to have the ability to initiate a rapport and be tnendly right off the bat and was able to
cornfort without seeming to come on too strong. She seemed to hiow when to say the

right thing, when to touch in the right place" (#3).

Nurses identifieci eight professional attitudes and behaviours that the ideal
nurse shouid possess and demonsûate: being an effective commUILicator, king a patient
advocate, being a teacher, displayhg confidence, skills (clinical sküls and assessment

skills), knowledgeable, possessing orgauizational skills, and developing effective
relationships with patients and families, nwsing colleagues, and physicians. See Figure 3

for the diagrammatic relationships.

The most fkquently mentioned skül that the ideal nurse should possess was king

an effective comrnunicator. Nurses talked about this quaiity in more detail than ail others
identiEied so far. Being an effective communicator was of benefit not only patient and
family care, but also facilitated nursenurse and nurse-physician retationships. With
regard to patientlfamily communication, it was thought to be important to estabiish
rapport with the patient and family immediately. Rapport was essential to the woman

acquiring a sense of tnist in her nurse. Iastant rapport &es

it easier for the nurse to

identi@ what the woman's expectations are, and thereby try and modifjr the biahing

experience, so that some of the woman's expectations are met. A nurse States,

...1want them to be comfomble with me so when 1 meet hem, and 1am talking
with them, 1decide how 1am going to be with them, because I am going to be

their support person. They are going to be asking me questions. 1 want them to
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be able to feel that 1am their fiienâ. 1 want you to feel redy cornfortable with
me..l really try to put myseff in your p1ace.J don't want them to feel that 1am
benet than they are so 1try to . . d y make t&emfeel Wre we are
compatible-...Yeu have to make them feel that you are there and you bond
quickly...that is really important to do. They d

y depend on you You are their

anchor when you really had to be there with them, right with them, sitting beside

them, sitting on the bed beside them. (#16)

Nurses need to communicate with their colleagues in a clear and objective manner.
Communication skiiis with physiciam, particularly, were identified as being important.
"Residents, intems, med d e n t s , of the obstetrical variety, of the anaesthetic profession,
pediatriciaos, the peds residents, ali of these people have to be informed and spoken to.
Your communication has to be effective. It has to be objective. Therefore, the intonation
in which you deliver messages... is very important and...1cannot stress objectivity
enough" (#1).

Most nurses fiom ali settlligs describeci the role of patient advocate as an
important one. T o u are their advocate, and where I work, we are really their advocates

because we sort of control and do their labour and delivery. The doctors aren't there, we
al1 h o w that, and they don? stick arouad in the hospitai" (#2). Most nurses saw the role

as including mediation. When there was a discrepancy between physician treatment
plans and patient expecbtions, the ideal nurse wouid advocate for the patient; shehe
would express the patient's desires to the physician, and would attempt to negotiate a

compromise.
If the physician is there in the room, and the patient has voiced her opinion to the
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physician, and the physician is staying firm [with hider opinion]..J think 1
wouid ta& to the physician outside and Say, look, could we not give her a few

more hours. Compromise a little this way. (Hl)
A nurse h m a tertiary setting expressed a radical view: nurses need to pmtect patients

fiom physicians. "[In] a teaching facility, you are so often h a v a to d

y guard the

patient nOm over-doctoring, nOm having too many people there and tw many things
going on...1 thinkthat ideally, we shouidn't be a h i d to approach the doctors" (#IO).

The teaching component of the nurse patient relationship was considered
important,with every nurse commenthg on tbis aspect Teaching was constant, ongoing,
and incorporated into the care. It should be geared to the individuai patient, dependent on
patient knowledge levefs, age, educational level attained, and patient receptivity. Nurses
acknowledged that ifthe patient was in too much pain, or scared to death, she probably
would not be hearing much of what the nurse had to say. One nurse referred to it as "as

you need it education" (#14). Another stated,
You only have such a short period of t h e ,...if this lady is in labour and she
cornes with no ideas or knowledge of the labour process, you are giving her a

crash course. You are ais0 doing it to multi Mirent cultuces and socioecom>mic
groups, and that sort of thing, so you have to be able to geat that teaching to that
individuai patient and try to decide what needs to be done, and what is the most

important, and doing it in a cornfortkg way,king able to decide she is not ready
to receive this information, we have to do it another tirne; or else it has to be very
simple because 1may just be giving her a few, aimost, commands right now, as 1
teil you this is how we are going to push, or this is how we shouid do this. (#9)
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Many nurses feit that it was very important to demoastrate confidence in oneself

and in one's SU.
In fiict, one nurse thought tbat one shouid "exude" confidence.
Women "kned' when the nurse was codÏdent, and it helped the wornan and her f d y

feel d e . The best nurse that one participant had ever known approached patients "...very
confidently. She knew what was going on, and they [the patients] knew nght away that

she was very sure of herseIf. She knew how to do her job,and she wam't going to Let
anything happen that shouldn't happen" (#8).
Two nursing s W s were specincaily identined as king important. Clinical skiiis
are needed in order to do the job well. Such skiIls include vaginai examiilsitions, fetal

monitoring, venipuncture, and so on. Nurses did not specificaily iden*

what these

skilis were. Nurses talked much more about the importance of assesment skills. One
nurse emphasized the importance of assessment saying, "Your assessment is everything
because the pieces f
d...into place d e r that, your evaluation of what you have done, ail

of that depends on an accurate assessment" (#YI). Nurses mentioned the importance of

psychosocial essessrnent more than any other kind ofassesment. It was aecessary to

find out what the patient wanted out of the exptxience, so that nursing care wouid be
directeci toward this end. A nurse stated,

...if you can do that, know where they are coming h m , 1think it gives you a
basis. Anyùody you acimit, it is aice to know, as long as they c m express it at that
t h e , what they expect out of this experience, what they wouid Iike to see

happen... 1think a good labour nurse will find those things out before things redy
get going and try [and] direct the labour that way, ifyou can, within the

parameters. (#6)
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The abiiity to assess the psychosocial domain was considered by many nurses O be an
intuitive abiiity and not one that every nurse has. As a nurse stated,
Nimty per cent of the tirne, you can w a k into the m m and you get a feeling for
what is going on in the m m . You aui teU ifthe husband wants to be there or
noLYOU cm tell ifthe patient has a good knowledge base ofwhat is coming up

and what is gohg to be happenhg, or if you are going to be Sitting and explaining
every step of the way..If you can get that h m hem, and you usually do quickly,
then you can get the patient codortab1e quickly and you c m get some h d of
rapport with them. There are times when you get relief for break and you regret
seeing who is gouig into the room because you know they are just not even going

to try, or they are not going to get that appmach with them [the patient] at A...
They don't catch that what they [the nurse] are doing with the patient isn't
working. (# 1O)

Nurses felt it was important to be knowledgeable about the normal process of
labour, and the necessary technology in order to do theirjob. Nurses in community
settings specificafiy emphasized the need for lcnowledge ofthe ccnormai"labour, whereas
oniy one nurse b m tertiary settings specificaily mentioned that knowledge requirements
shouid include criticai care components. Tertiary care nurses more often mentioned that

howledge of technology was rquireà. However, nurses in ali settings more ofken
emphasized that it was very important to reaüze one's own limitations and to know when
to ask for help. Not to know one's own limitations was recognized as clangemus. One

nurse stated,
...[y ou need] to know when you have to ask for help. We do get that; they just
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don't know when they are in over their heads. Interviewer: 1s that a lack of

kwwledge, perhaps? Participant: Not always. 1guess it is. It is a lack of
knowing what is too much. 1don't know if t is that they don't iealize that they

are in too deep, or they arejust not with it enough to recognize i t 1don't know if
it is pnde. They don? want to ask for help. They are afrad to ask for heip- (#IO)

The ideal nurse was thought to need good organkation sWs. To be orgmhd, the
nurse needs knowedge and good clinical skills, be able to anticipe events, set prionties
and make quick decisions. A nurse stated that good clinical slalls, and good knowedge
were needed as weli as "...a quick mind to use them in a hurry. Because it dl happens so
fast. Everythllig that you w i l l sit and wait for, 10 hours is over in five minutes or les.

You do have to really think on your feet and bave the skills to back everything tip" (#14).
The role of the nurse requires that shdhe have complementary d e s with three
other groups: patients and families, nursing coiieagues and physicians. Therefore, the

ideai nurse wiU have effective professionai relationships with these groups. The groups

of nurses intewiewed identifid the quaiities these relationships should have.
The ideal relationship with nursing cofleagues shouid be characterized by mutuai
respect, team work, sharing of the workload, and most irnportantly, the ability aad

willingness to consult with each other. One nurse mmmaxkdthe coiiegial relationship
this way:

...she would keep her charge nurse infonned of what is going on with her patients.
She would have an abiiity to interact with a team of nurses, work weli together,
share the work load..and also act as a resource person. ifshe was a more senior
penon, she would be able to act as a resource person to more junior people and
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understand that she was ajunior person at one t h e , too. (#4)

The ideal relationship with nurses and physicians was thought to be more equai
now than in the past Many nurses felt the relatiollship shouid be me a partnership, with

each doing dinerent, but y@

important activities. Communication skiiis are thought

to be signi£îcant in the physician-nurse relationship. One nurse stated that she wodd like

to see physicians "...more as cofieagues and [with] less of a need [for nurses] to use
psychology" (# 14).
The relationship with patients and theu families was demibed as having four

qualities: an intense rapport, a nrnsing presence, development of trust, and a teaching
component The ided rapport between patient and nurse was characteriaxi as intense, as
developing quickly, and based on patient expectations. Many nurses referred to the
development of this relationship as %onding".

Well, there is that whole bonding thing at the beginning, especidy ifyou admit a
patient, to h d out about their family...and getting to know them a M e bit, and
most of the tirne, they wiU start asking you questions,too. They want to know

who is lookhg after them. I think setting up to be fke for questions h m them [is
important], that you are open to aii their questions and what their plan is. A lot of
people have binhuig plans Wntten, and they give it to yoy so that is something
else to consider too, to go through. (#6)

Nurses felt it is important to be right there, to be ''present" with the patient, in order to
develop the relationship, aud then to provide support. Nusing 'Vbm the doorway", or

"back against the Wall" is not acceptable.
...y ou sat beside the patient, and you felt a contraction, okay, there is a contraction
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starting now, relax your body. And you star&the pmcess of relaxation and

breathing, and there was a nurse Sitting by the bedside, holding a han4 feeling a
tummy, looking at each other's eyes, breathing with them. (#16)

Nurses felt stmngiy that their mle in the rdationship was one of support, but always with
the woman's expectatiom in mind However, the best support is provideci when there is
rapport or bondkg, as trust in the nurse is deveioped by the patient.

...one of the most important things 1 cm do for my patients is go with their flow
and be there for them as a strong point, Like one girl said to me, you were my

rock, but dowing them to do basicaily what they want and getting to know them
weli enough, having the rapport with them to say, okay, we have done this, but
now we have to do this, and in cornes the trust and lmowledge that we have to
know and to be able to talk to our patients that thuigs are going Merently than

you expected... (#2)
Several nurses commented on the importance of fimiüy, particdarly partner,
involvement.

I Lüce to see them really involveci, and when the father t
r
i
a to escape because he
doesn't know what to do, we b ~ him
g back, get in here, and hold her arm or give

her a hug. It helps them to lmow what to do even if it is just wiphg her forehead

with a cloth...They get uptight because there is nothing they feel they can do. (#8)

Role expectations are afkted by piofessionai standards, formal education, the
organizational culture, each nurse's philosophy of birth, and a culture of L&D nursing.
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Figure 4 illustrates the relationships to role expectations.

The orgmkational culture of the four institutions is iiiustrated in Tables 3 and 4Data describing the organizatioaalculture were obtained h m Head Nurse/Nurse

Managers who completed the InstitutionData Coliection Fom (Appendur H).
Monnation regarding formal education attahed by the participants was obtained h m

the demographic data (Appenduc G). No specinc questions were asked during the
interview about the influence of forma1 education or the impact of professional standards,

and no information was volunteered.
The professional standards for nurses in Manitoba are set by the MARN Act. Any
violation of the standards may result in the nurse being discipliwd by the professional
Association. Role expectations, then, are tempered by what the L&D nurse is allowed to
do under the Act For example, nurses may not LegaUy delïver babies, except in emergent

situations. Presently, this is the sole'province of physicians, and soon to be the province
of rnidwives. Nurses may not expect that their role would include the delivery of babiesThe CNA (&de of E

m aiso provides guidance for role expectations by laying down

ethicd expectations for the nurse. These are o d y guidelines, however.
Nurses did mt directly acknowledge the impact of professional practice standards

on their role expectations. There was reference to the "ideal" e

g ratios for the L&D

unit. The accepted ratios for an active labouring woman is one nurse to one woman
(NAACOG Standards, 1991). In discussion ofrole performance, nurses wished this ratio

was followed.
"A lot of times we are expected to do a certain job, and deiiver a certain standard

of care, and 1 think that standard is high...we should have a one to one patient ratio"
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(#12). There was no reference to who sets the expected standard ofcare. It could be the

professionai association or the institution, or the nurses themselves.
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No responses given by nurses indicated they feit their formal education had

affectecl their role expectations. However, the formal education of these nurses has
probably affected role expectations. Niiety-three pet cent ofthe nurses in this sample
had their basic education in a diploma program. Only one nurse had gone on to attain a

BN.Irrespective of the type of education, the clinid experience for the matemity sethg
would have been confinecl to the hospital. Niirses would thus expect that birth is best

done in a hospital setting. This supposition is supported by the majority of nurses
indicating, when discussing their personai philosophy of birtf~,that the best place for birth
was the hospitai setting. A few indicated that a birth centre would be satisfectory, and
only one thought that home birth would be a good altemative. It is ciifficuit to determine

whether M e r education affected the philosophy of birtb. However, only nurse who had
gone on to gain a baccalaureate degree indkated that the woman in labour had complete
authority over her biahing experience. in nsponse to the question, "1s there ever a time

when the woman's wishes shouid be ignored?", she was the oniy participant who said,
"No".

AN 0th- tespondents indicated that when the baby's heaith andior Life were

tbreatened, the woman's wishes should be o v d e d . It is impossible to detemine
whether this attitude was due to M e r education, or a part of this nurse's life view.
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Cbnirricte~cs1 HoepitilA

Hospihi B

Horpitai C

HospialD

Type of Hospital Secondary

Secondary

Tertiary

Tertiary

Obstetrical
Patients
FaqilyPractice
Patients

65%
35%

30%

no data

no data

# deliveries
1995-1996

> 2000

> 2000

< 3000

c 3000

C/S Rate

8.6%

2%

17%

20% (approx)

Epidural Rate

27%

2%

49%

30% (approx)

Forceps/
vacuum
Extraction
Delivery Rate

9.8%

10%

37.6%

4%(approx)

Syntocinon Use
Rate

28.6%

40%

37.6%

No &ta
provided

I

70%

r

The nurse participants in this study came h m four Winnipeg hospitais: two were
tertiary settings and two were secondary (community) hospital settings. As would be
expected, both tertiary setthgs had obstetric and f d y practice residents. One
cornmmity hospital had a f a d y practice resident; the other had no resident staff. The
tertiary hospitals did not collect data to indicate whether patients came fkom obstetric or

family practice physicians. The community hospitals did collect this data, and they
demonstrated nearly opposite ratios. In Hospital A, 65%of patients corne h m obstetric
practices, and 35% fiam f d y practice physicians. Hospital B, in contrast, gaineci 30%
of their patients fiom obstetric practices and 70%of patients h m f d y p d c e
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physicians. These data, on its owa, have Little significance until they are compared to the

intervention rates in the various institutions.
Table 3 illustrates that there are dramatic differences in the Caesarean section

rates between comrnunity and tertiary hospitals. The community hospitais have rates of
8.6%and 2%; tertiary hospitals have rates of 17% and 2Wh. This may be reflective of

the fact that tertiary bospitals care for more high risk p~gnancieswhich requirethis
intervention. Another infiuencing factor may be that commulljty hospitals transfer the

compiicated cases that require this intervention to the tertiary institutions.
Hospital A has epidural rates approaching those of tertiary centres (27% versus
49% and 30%for tertiary centres), whereas Hospital B's e p i d d rate is a mere 2%. One

wodd expect to see higher epidiual rates in tertiary settings where there are more patients

who may needthis intervention because of i

n

d obstetricai risk or the ready

availability of anaesthetic services. Hospital A does not have dedicated d e t i c
services. One might speculate that the dBidifferences in epidural rates nray be due in part to

the much higher numkrs of family practice patients that deiiver at Hospital B (70%
versus 35%).

The operative defivery rates are similar for Hospital A and B (9.8% and 10%), but
high for Hospital C (37.6%). Hospital D,in contrast, has the Iowest rate of dl, at 4%.
Again, one wouid expect to see a higher rate of Cae~areatl
section deliveries in tertiary

settings as alternatives to forceps and vacuum extraction delivenes. This supposition
does not seem to hold, as the Caesarean section deliveries in the teaiary institutions are

very similar (1 7% versus 20%).

The data about Syntocinon use rate demonstrate no trends between community
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and tertiary settings. Hospital D provideci no data, but Hospital B and C had the higbest
rates (40% aad 37.6%), with Hospital A slightly Lowet at 28.6%.

to institution

15.5 hours
15.5 hours

buddied: ciïnical 7.75 hours
teacher

buddied: staff
nurse

69.75 hours

other orientation

O hours

1 7.75 hours
1 23.25 h m

16 hours

8 hours

1

35 heurs

I

35 hours

1

O hours

77.5 hours

144 hours

38.75 hours (for

O hours

C/S, recovery

mm)
Totals

186 hours

160 hours
(minus level4)
n to Syntocinon pumps and epidurals; tidactic plus "budc
108-5 hours

214 hours

ed" hours.

ALevel3: orientation to scnibbing and circulating in the operating m m ;diàactic plus
"buddied" hous.
**Level4: orientation to charge duties; didactic plus "buddied" hours.
Hospital A has significantly Iess orientation time for its L&D nurses than all other
institutions. Hospital A does not require the nursing stalfto scrub and circulate for
Caesarean sections. Adding the time required to leam scrubbing and circulating would

make the orientation time comparable with the other community hospital. but Hospital A

still has about 30 hours less orientation tirne. One would expect the orientation time in
tertiary hospitals to be -ter

than that of cornmuuity hospitais because of the increased

numbers of high risk patients the nurse would encounter. This theory does not hold tnie,
with Hospital C having less orientation tirne than Hospital B (160 hours vernis 186
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hours). Hospital D offers the most orientation time to its L D nurses (214 hours). Many
more hours were spent being orienteci to the institutiou, than in the other hospitals.

Hospital D was the o d y institution that did not o f f i its staEclinicai time with the
clinical teacher. ïnstead, the "buddied" time with a staffnurse was nearly double that of
any other institution.
Ody two hospitals, B and D, have a philosophy of binh. Hospital D staîed it had

a pbilosophy of binb, but it was not pmvided to the researcher. Hospital B's philosophy
states that labour is a normal physiological piocess, and idendfies the woman as having
uitimate rpsponsibility for her health. It is not b w n how long this philosophy has been

in place, nor how or who was responsible for its development However, ail nurses fiom
this institution believed that the mother couid be responsible for any decision as long as

the baby's weii-king was not afkcted It wouid seem, then, that there is conflict
between the philosophy of the institution and that of individuai nurses.

Nurses in the study described birth as a "natural miracle", a "natural process", and
"part of W'. If intervention was requireâ, it was to "nght the wrong".
As one nurse stated, nurses shodd

...feel it is a naturai process, but they also mognize that within nature,things do
go m n g and when that time occurs, that is what you are there for. You are there

to intervene and try to right the wmngyif you cm, and to be very open-mindecl,
not to corne with a set of d e s , regdations and stipulations as to how this process
is to occur. (#12)
This attitude to birth recognizes the naturalness of birth, yet aclmowledges the need for
some intervention.
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There appears to be a culture of L&D n e g - L&D nursing is identified by the
participating nurses as a very demaading job, both physicaiiy and emotionally. One nurse

stated: "...you get offa shift and feel as though you have been tbugh a wringer
emotiody ami physicdy sometimes. It is a very physically demandingjob and a very

emotionally demancihg job"(#4). And yet, tbis sample of nurses have worked a mean of

12.21 years in L&D, with 75% of them working M D oniy with their present employer.
Although health care refom eau be tesponsible for the lack of movement between

institutions, this m o t be the only reason. Once nurses work in L&D, they seem to stay.

These nurses have been in theü positions for a mean of 9-65 years.
One aspect ofthis culture ofL&D n u d g is that nurses said repeatediy that not

everyone can do this job. This fetling was expressed by both cornmunity and teaiary
hospital nurses. Statements which reflect this feelug include the foiiowing: "1 have a

very strong belief that labour and delivery nurses are not made, they are bom" (#2),
' h o m e don? get it. Some have a sixth sense almost" (#Il), and W y , ".-.specincaUy
what makes them [good L&D nurses] more effective than others, 1don't know. It is just
there. It is something"(#IO). This sm>ng cornmitment to this role must be reflected in

the role expectations these nurses have of themselves and their colleagues. It appears to
be more than just ajob. These nurses appear to have made a cornmitmentto the nming
of women in labour.
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Nurses had ~ c u i t descriiing
y
what theujob entailed. The initial interview
questions were minimally successful at obtaining the detaii desired. The interview

questions were re-worked and re-worded severai times through the data collection phase,
to try and elicit more detail. In m e r to the question, "What do you do for labourhg

women?", one nurse responded, "You do evaythiag and anythlig. There are aii khds of
physicai care that you wouid give the woman as weli as emotionai support and care as
wei. Jt just seems like it is too much to even say it dl. Wheie do you start?" (#4).

Greater detail was found when nurses were asked about situations where there was
c o d c t with coiieagues, physicians and women and their families, or when asked how

their jobs coufd be different. Many times, the situations dimissed containeddescriptions
of role performance.

Role performance was found to have tbree general themes: professional

relationships with nucsing colleagues, physicians and administration, patient care issues,
and safety issues. Each of these will be discussed in detail. Piease refer to Figure 5 for a

diagrammatic representation of the relationship.

Profe-

Nurses have professional relationships with three groups of people: nursing
coUeagues, physicians, and nursing administration. LBtD nurses' perceptions of these
relationships wiii be discussed in tum.
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The participating nurses generally agreed that reIationships with other nurses were
poor. The nurses h m oniy one instinition had no negative comments about the*

cofleagues. Indeed, nurses h m thne of the four participaing institutions had more
negative that positive comments. Examples of such cornments foilow
There is a great deal ofconfiict among the sta& There isn't the supportive

network that there should be. Because ofthe kind ofelitist attitude, 1don't think 1
have ever seen anywhere where there is so much back stabbiag and gossip, and 1

am told it has aiways been iike that there. (#14)
Interpersonal re1atiomhips are very poor there. There has been a crisis happening

there for about three years and it is mt going anywhere reaily. 1thulk each

individuai is trying to get their head in a space where they canjust go and

hction and do a goodjob without those interpersonai relationships making it so
miserable. (#6)
The only real negaîive thing that takes away or dkîmcts h m that ideal wodc
situation is the inter-staffdypamics,and I think that is morp specifïc to ou, well,

it is probably anywhere. There are just some people that are not happy

anymore...not necessafily with work, but with theu own lives, and they bring it

into work too much, and it makes it hard. There are a few people that 1 would
sooner cal1 in sick i f 1 knew they were on, that kùid ofthing and 1don? thinkthat
is good It doesn't make for a good work environment and it is not just me. (#IO)

Role Petfurmame

Intavaitions
for cornfort

b l n c r e a s i n g demads
for knwedge

Figure 5: DIMENSIONS OF ROLE PERFORMANCE
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Nurses perceiveci the poor morale and staffrelationships as growing out of
several factors: resistance to change, bringing problems h m home, people on staffhave
differeflt philosophies about and diffe~ntcessons for working, not everyone pulls their

own weight, and w o w n wodring together. Examples of nurses' comments fobw to
illustrate their perceptiom: "Weare as a whole, unfo~unateIly,and sadly, and it creates

the most conflict ofdl, 1think,completely

to changey'(#14). "1 donytlmow how

you expect a bunch of women to ever work together peacefiilly" (#2).

DiBereat people have different philosophies about things...they come to work for
different tessons. There are women that you work with that come there because it
is a part-thne thing and they just want to keep theu figer in it and it is almoa iike

a hobby to them. 'Ihere are ones that need to be there to contribute to the family
income...there are ows that are there because they are the sole bread winners for
themselves.. .a job, especiaily nming, has different meanings for everyone, iïke
the reason why they are there. (#1)

However, some nurses identified that they developed a support network among
the nurses with whom they worked. T o u cultivate those who have the same work ethic

as you do, Who pmbably have the same...background, beliefs and philosophies as you do"
(

) Staffrelatioashipswere identified as having a bigger influence on role

performance than any other factor. One nurse commenteci, " C L f could change anytbing],
1think probably [it would bel the people 1work with...i f 1 could just choose those, I could
just reaiiy have a good tirne" (#fi).

AU nurses stated they coosult theu coiieagues when they feel unsure about a
clinical situation. lt is considered the smart and the wise thing to do. "You do at
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times...go to colieagues for support to balance things off, to evaiuate yoin own

actions...Sometimes, it helps to get another opinion" (#1).
There were institutional dinerences around the issw of nurse support. Some
participants descri'bed nurses who provideci support by king t h e , listening and huggingûthers d e s c r i i situations when they perceivecl a la& of support. "ûn a lot o f shitts,
they go in their rooms and they don't come out. You have to ask them to come [out]"
(#6)*
We had a patient that was supposed to te induced, and she came in a couple of

days h m the day they proposed to induce her, and her baby was stillbom. Of
course, they [patient and partnet] were very angry and rightly so....I happened to

be in charge and none of the people that were on that &y wanted to look &er that
patient, which was very hard for me because 1couldn't do it myselE..it seemed

that everybody made everything very difncult for me that day...the person who
evennially did get assigned was augry... their anger was aiso vented a bit on me for
giwig them that assignment (#1)

Several nurses comrnented on the fact that nurses n d to work together as a team.
Effective team work benefits everyone. One nurse offered a dennition of team work:
"Everyone has things they do weii, and that is what team work does. i f 1 am better at
something else, and you are better at something, then as a team we can provide that kind

of care for out patients" (# 16).
There were positive comments firom nurses about their coiieagues.
1never had any expectatioos of any glarnour or aaything like that.. J enjoy my job.

1enjoy the work 1do. I d
ilook f o w r d to going to work. I have pride in what 1
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do. 1feei respected by my CO-workers.I don? feei acknowledged and respecteci
by some of my bosses...but that is okay because..l have maaaged to develop good

rapport with my CO-workersand we support each other, we pat each other on the

back when we need to, and I realiy thinlr that is important. (#3)
1happen to work with a piimcularly good bunch of nurses. 1 have known a lot of

these girls for a long time. 1know what they can do. 1know their strengtbs, I
know their weaknesses, 1know what they are doing...we have a really good
rotation,..wehave worked reaily hard at achieving that. ..(#2)

Relationships with physicians were generally perceived as positive and "generally
good" (#3). These relationships are thought to be different than they are in oher patient

care settings. They are more coliegial and "side by side". Most of the time, nurses felt
thei.intuitions, assessments and opinions were acknowledged by physicians.
1think they trust my assessrnent and most of the t h e they wiil listen. They may

not always agree and they [may] prefer to manage the patient differently, but I
d

y don't have a lot of trouble at this point with them not Listening. (#Il)

Physicians are seen as being dependent on nurses for accurate assessments,
particdarly in the community hospitals where there is little or no resident staff" "Weare
mostly with the patients a lot so we know the patients...they [doctors] sort of count on

what we say" (#5). Nurses felt they had to earn credibility with the doctors after starting

in a new position.
I fhd with the nurses tbat are newer, or iftheir assessments are coosistently
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wrong?there is a bit more hesitancy [to trust the nurse's judgement]. You sort of

have to go through these initiation nghts. 1used to phone a physician...and he
used to Say, and who else is wodùng with you, dear, could 1please speak to them?
1think that went on for about five y-.

1never rateci. (#Il)

ûne nurse felt eaming credibility was not a negative aspect of the relatioaship, but rather

a positive one.
1think it is only naturai, and 1thllik that is clever on their Cphysician's] part, not to
just give their total trust to someow who they doa't reaily bow. ..Credentids and

what a pemn has behind thek nme sometimes has nothing to do with ifthey c m

do the job. (#12)

A good nurse-physician relationship exists when the nurse can phone the physician, and
without pleading, convincing,or cajoling, obtain the order for the treatment she believes
wodd be in the best interest of her patient An example foiiows:
It is a nice relationship when you can phone up and Say, you know, 1really think

so and so needs an epidural. They are kind of losing their mind in there, and they
[the doctors] are very open to, okay?I will order an epidural. It is nice when the
doctor says well, what do you think they nad, and it is a good feeling that they

value your opinion. (#7)

For nurses working in the tertiary care settings, distinctions were often made
about the relatiomhip nurses had with residents, attending physicians who had been
residents in the past, and the older attending physicians. Some found the relationship

with residents and younger attending physicians easier because they tended to be open to
suggestions and opinions. Other nurses found the relationsbip more diflïcult because
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%ey don? want to think that they are leaming anything from nurses" (#9). However, a

nurse stated, "A good obstetrician and the ones that are smart give their nurses credit and
say thaak you" (#16). Some nurses reportecithat positive feedback is given by doctors,
not every &y, but particuiarly af?ervery âifiicuit cases.

Nurses identified that sometimes, there was a need to pmtect the patients h m the
doctors, or more specificaiiy, to pmtect the wornan fiom the application of technology to
their labout. Obstetrid residents, some nurses thought, were more guilty of this than
attending physicians. As a nurse in a tertiary settiag commented:
1find in a textiary care setkg, [doctors need] just a reminder that we don't have

to do all of these things. We have aii this machinery, sure we can augment this
lady's labour and she will deiiver in a couple of hours, but do we r d y need to do
t h ? 1 &hic

aAer you have worked in an institution and [are] able to gain their

respect, you cm say those thuigs to physicians, and put those ideas in theù head in

a way that is not too threatening to them. (#9)
Despite nurses' generally positive feelings about the physician-nurse relationship,
it was very evident that the "doctor-nurse game", as describeci by Stein, Watts and

Howeil(1990), is aiive and well B Winnipeg hospitals, as evideaced in the latter part o f
the previous quote. There were many comments fiom nurses about the importance of tact

and diplomacy when making suggestions. It was better to use a certain tone of voice.
Not doing so couid " d e life miserable" (#2). In one situation, the patient paid the pnce

for a comment ber nurse made:
You hate to think that there is this mind game when you are looking after patients,
but I had this woman pushuig for three hours and that perineum was bulgiag for
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an hour...She needed an episiotomy. In the end he [the doctor] had to do one, but
he had an intem with him... and he [the doctor] was saying, now we wiil do a
smali episiotomy. So 1said to the patient, they are going to do an episiotomy and

the baby will be out soon. He heard me say that, and he looked at me, and he put
the scissors down, and we went for another haif hour. Now this is a younger
guy..l leamed sometbg about him. I am never going to suggest anything, or try
to direct. (#6)
Older physicians appear to have different expectations of nurses. They expect

more of the hand-maiden de. "The older doctors will expect you to wait on them band
and foot whereas the younger doctors wili do their own thiog and will ask you for things"
(#3). There is some indication that older nurses treat physicians differently than younger

nurses. They cater to the physicians and try to anticipate their needs.
1 do get dong with them [doctors] very weli. As a matter of fxt, 1 sort of cater

for them...I came fkom the old school, so when 1corne in, their @ovesand

everythiDg [are] ready for them....1anticipate wfiat they are supposed to be
doing...their chairs are there, everythùig is there for them. (#15)
Conflict with physicians is reported to centre around merences of opinion on

management of care and application of institutional policies. Nurses ofien feel stuck in
the middle, between patient and doctor, advocating for the patient when the doctor will

not consider any other solution. One nurse reported that the physicim puts her in the

rniddle when he refùses to follow policy. "Mostly, it is an avoidance of the policies that
put you in the middle. Giving medications that you are not supposed to give...that you

are not entitled by poiicy to givey'(#14). A nurse, working in the same institution, and
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obviously exposed to the same situations, commented, "Do 1have a place to stand and
say, no, let's not do this? He will just tum around and get another nuise to stact the IV

and do it" (#IO). If the physician involved is a resident or inteni, nurses in the tertiary
settings felt they had more options in deaüng with questionable order. They would move

up the chain of commaed.

Nurses perceived administration to be the Head Nurse/Nurse Manager level and
above. men, they wouid specify by titîe the Head Nurse/Nurse Manager, but aU other

layers of administration would get lumped into the amorphous, ali-inclusive word,
%ey".

There was recognition of support fiom administration h m one institution. AU
nurses i n t e ~ e w e dhad positive things to say about their immediate s u p e ~ s o r .

The supervisors let us do our own thing. Out [HeacUNurse/Nurse Manager] is
incredible. She wiil let us do pretty much anything, and we let our patients do
whatever they want, unless it is reaüy going to h a m the cMd, and it really is

almost an ideal place to work. (#8)
However, this perception of support did not extend to the upper levels of management.

In the other three institutions, the majority of nurses indicated they felt Little
support h m administration. Nurses cited examples of behaviour that led nurses to feel
lack of support and only rarely recognition of a job weil done. Any tangible recognition

was more often supplied by the doctors . "...In that stressfiil siniaton, the doctors ordered

pizza, and it was like, a pat on the back fiom our charge nurse, r e d y weli done kind of
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thing" (#5). In situations of conflict (Le., patient cornplaints or conflict with physicians)

most nurses felt they had Littie support h m their ïmmediate superior. This person tended
to support the physicians d e r than hearhg the nurse's side of the story. Nurses felt
they heard about problems they considered insignifiant.

There are a lot of things that 1thuik you have to take as a [Head Nurse/Nurse
Manager] on your own shouiders and say wthing about to me. Ifsomeone caiis
you says there was no name on the Rh blood, and you know it was mine. Okay,

m have worked hem for 18 years, and it hasn't happened really bef0re.J don't
thiak you need to even tell me about it. (#16)
Nurses felt there was a lack of response to problems they had identified on the unit

"Issues where there are personality conflicts have pretty much f d e n on deafears, and 1
fhd that very hstratingyy
(#3). Nurses felt any suggestions they had made for change,
that were intendeci to facilitate patient c m , might be met with a positive cesponse h m

zdministration, but that the process was so cumbersome and took so long, that nursesjust
gave up making suggestions.

If a patient has epimorph, 1thought it would be a great idea Sali those patients
would have a Little sticket on theù cbart, so that everybody laiows [at a giance]
who has epimorpb...Weil, it has to go to the Nursing Committee, to the physician,

then who is going to put on the sticker? When are we going to put the sticker on?
So by that tirne, 1thought, why did 1even thinlr about that sticker? There is so

much garbage that you have to go thugh, so sometimes, you get an idea, you
don't even mention [it], because it is not worth the hassles. (# 12)

There were institution specificmerences. AU the nurses from one hospitai
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expressed major concems about nmiag leadership. Some nurses identined two reasons
for problems with their immediate supervisors. First, this person was seldom in the

clinid arpa and nurses felt there was little understanding of the issues. Secondly,
nming leadership was thought to d e r h m burnout "The Pead Niuses/Nurse

Managers]...don? work in the area. They dodt work with the equipment, and so I thin!
there is not a great understanding ...of where we are coming nom" (#6). '1thïuk so

many people have been in their jobs just too long...there is a lot of bumout in those kinds
of jobsn (# 12).

Nurses were asked to identify issues and problems they felt administration or the
institution should or could do somethiag about. The major concem of the nurses in this
sample was staffhg ratios. Nurses felt that more staEwas needed to do the job properly.

Nurses felt that in active labour, a ratio of 1:1 was ideal. In one nurse's view, impmving
stafnng ratios would have a positive effect on patient are:

mprovhg statFog ratios] wouid make ali the difference in the world*..but moa
importantly for the patients. 1c m nm back and forth between patients ali &y
long, but the amount of quality care they get is directly proportional to how many
1have to run back and forth between. I f somebody needs me there to sit and hold
their hand, the more 1have to do, the less time 1am going to have to do that (#14)

Nurses also felt, in dl institutions, that the= is far too much duplication of charting.
Nurses also waated more support and recognition for the job they are dokg, sometimes
under extreme pressure. Support and recognition do not have to be expensive, and should

not "ust happen at Christmas" (#15). It can be a simple as recognizing the stressfbl times.

One nurse said:
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The f h t of [a partîcular month] we had 26 babies. That is a honendous &y. It
was awful and management said, we were so busy, we were so busy, but nobody
actuaiiy came to the nurses and said, oh gees, you guys, you worked so hard...we
stili tried to provîde the best care that we could..maybe we didn't have all the

niceties tbat we like to have for aii our ladies, but nobody ever cornes to you and
says, you know, this is really good, you guys did really g d . (#9)

A nrnnber of nurses indicated they would iike to have more financial support for in-

service education. The monies for in-service education were perceiveci by some to
support mainly the Head NurseiNurse Manager group.

Nurses identified some iostiMionspecifïc issues. In two ofthe four institutions,
they felt tbat major renovatiom or completely new units were needed. This wodd
faciütate patient are, and provîde physical space for women to be able to labour more

comforiably, using some altemative devices such as a birthing bd.
The physîcal environment is the pits. You have these tiny labour rooms with al1
.

this electronic equipment in the mms and the epîdural, and eveqding else, and

you are constantly reaching over, bending over, undemeath, transporthg beds.

You are wasting so much tirne and energyjust dealing with the physical
enWonment. (# 12).

Nurses in one setting identified the need for more flexible scheduüng and more parttime positions.

There are a great deal of nurses my age there, and we'n getthg tired of working

di these nights, and that sort ofthùig...but the resistance to making any soa of
changes to more part-tirne positions is there. (#9)
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The patient care theme had five related subthemes: the thetapeutic relationship

with patients and f d e s , assessment, teaching, support and cornfort and, working with

technology. The relationship with women and their families was described as k i n g very

intense, very emotional, and short-term. Nurses ftom ali settings felt they have an impact
on women because birtbing was a major Life chauge and women often remember every
detail of their labour,

This is a We-long mernorable event, Not many people remember the year they
had their wisdom teeth pulied or their appendix, but you ask them when they had
their child, and they cm recafi almost every single detail to the minute. 1was
M y at this minute and 1was pushing for this long...(#7)

Nurses felt they were interesteci, respectful and flexible. Nurses tried to quickly develop
a relationship with the woman and f d y as they felt it helped them becorne coddent in
the nurse's abilities and promoted the development of trust. One nurse, when asked to

describe her own ideal labour, described the nurse she wanted to care for her this way:
"She is open, yet confident. 1want to see confidence. M y labour and delivery nurse has

to have confidence. She has to be my rock. 1 want someom who can ask me questions,
and 1 can talL and we get rapport easily" (#2). It is important to remain caim aud

remsuring, no matter what the circumstances, as patients and families quickly sense the

nurse's panic. One nurse comrnented that the abiiity to not panic was a rare quality:
They need you to be the ceassuring one, ...and you have to let them know through
your manner, your voice etc., that everything is fine, and if it is not, to be honest
with them and open and say what is going on without scaring them too
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much...The ability not to panic, even ifmany others are or it is a scary situation

A s a good quality to have...but it is also a rare quaiity that we find in labour tloor
nurses. (#9)
A nurse descfibed the effect pank can have:

...if 1am rushhg them btients] to the OR for something, you are explaining
things to hem, but you are not running doing it. You are not looking Like you are
ail panicked yourself. 1don't think they [patients] tend to get as distresseci with

i t 1don? take them down there [the OR] cryiag ail that ofien...other nurses will,

because ail of a sudden they are rushg about and they are not explaining thiags
because they are as pcinicked as the patient is, and they feed off one another. (#IO)

Nurses reported that sharing some of their personal lives with women leads to a quicker
development of rapport, It was ernphasized by many nurses that it was best to determine
what the woman and family's expectations were for the binh experience. Nurses must

not put their expectations upon the woman, and must be flexible to adapt to the womaa's

expectations. Family involvement is important in the birtbing pmcess. Nurses described
techniques they used to promote famiy involvement,
Fathers] get uptight because there is notbing they feel they can do. So, yes, if
you give them specificjobs to do, just help them, and keep reassurîng them that

this is normal, this is what it is iike, and it is okay,and everythiDg is pmeedllig
n o d y . (#8)

Nurses reported that confikt with patients was not uncornmon. The incidents they
described were grouped into three themes: conflict with the support people, coaflict
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arising when labour required intewentions that were d i f f i t h m patient expectations,

and conflict that arose whm the nurse was not adaptabie or flexible.
Codïct with support people was the ptedominaut theme. The support person that
created the most coaflict with the nurse was the douia or lay midwife that accompanied

the woman and her partner. Nurses found that the lay midwife wouid often speak for the
woman, and pked herselfbetweenthe nurse and the womae

The nurse felt that she was

unable to develop a relationship with the womaa and her partner, and therefore, was not
doing her job.

These people thought she [the coach] was ûod, and everything had to go through
her that we did. It was to the point where the wornan, this coach, was standing
between me and the patient. 1was trying to talk to the patient and she was
between us answering aü the questions. (#6)
Another source of connict with lay midwives was when they did procedures, like vaginal

examinations, h t contravened hospital protocols.
1did have a patient once whose mother wanted to PV [do a pelvic examination]

her...1said [to the patient] ..J will let your mom do as much as she can for yoy
but thece are certain things that I wouid rather take responsibiiity for. 1walked
into the m m and this woman [the patient's mother] had just put on gloves and
was grabbing the muco...there was a bit o f a m..(#
3)

A third source of conflict amse when the lay rnidwife insisteci that a certain plan be

followed, when it seemed obMous to the nurses involved that it was not in the best
interest of the woman. Three nurses, al1 h m one institution, graphically described the
same incident illustrating this type of conflict. It had made a lasting impression upon
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themIt was a lay midwife that was looking &er her son's girl niend on the family
Mh..and she had taken control of the situation and had decided that this patient

wasnytgoing to get anything for pain whether she was screamuig her head off or

not, and she was a 16 year old and she was wmpletely out of control and 1didn't
feel thaî the coaching there was, was supporthg this girl..-it was just you are
going to do this nannallyyand that is ail there is to it,... it was a very ditticuit

situation. It didn't r d y [get resolved] not to anyone's satisfaction, not theirs, not
the patient's aad ceaainly not ours. This girI's mother was involved too, but was

shy and intimidateci by the lay midwife. She [the mother] wanted the patient to
have something...she knew she [the patient] needed sornething. The girl was 16
and was Living in h a [the mother's] home, and she [the mother] gave permission

for her to have an e p i d d , when the patient was Screaming, 'Welp me, help me7'.
Her son [the lay midwife's son] a c W y physicaiiy hit me when we started to

move the patient h m the family unit to the labour flmr. It was very dîstressful.
Certainlyy1don7tfeel iike, well, we won. (#9)
Confiict re1ated to patient expectations and interventions prïmady focussed on

the dilemma of the b-g

plan. Women often corne with detaiied birihiag plans that

S o m nurses of the care and interventions that are desired. Birthing plans were seen by
some nurses as the patient's way of trying to maintain control in an uncontrollable

situation. The conflict amse when the circurnstances of the labour do not conform to the
birthing plan.
Mostly, [the connict] is with people who come in with very stringent birth pl=
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and [who] I don7t think are very weli infonned ...about the consequences....that is
where a major@ of con£lict cornes when the labour process requires intemention

and it might not go dong with what the parents wanted (#3)

Techniques were off& that wouid help in resolving or reducing the inherent conflict.
There isn't anythuig that I have ever encomterd basicaiiy7that if you haven't sat
down and talked it over, and negotiated, and elicited and provideci information
when you fhd out what their attitrade is on a particular issue, that can't be
resolveb..the best thing you can offer them is...to try and ask them to be flem'ble

because you don? know how labour is going to go. (H)
Another source o f nurse-patient conflict develops when the nurse is not fleo'ble,
adaptable, or is perhaps unaware of the woman's expectations. This contlict was
interpreted by some nurses to be a "persotliility or attitude connict". This was not

reporteci to be a common event, but does occur and uSually involves the same nurses.
"..most of the the, there isn't much conniet between the nurse and the patient. I think,
most of the the, the nurses who have conflïct with patients, it is a repeated event..and

everyone bows who these nurses are...chances are you are going to know Who those

nurses are that are in contlict with patients" (#12). This same nurse felt tbat aithough
there were tools avaiiable to help resoIve this situation (Le., performance appraisals), they
were not used effectively.

Assessment was the second component of the patient care therne. Nurses

described assessment as a continuai process. Assessment includes physical ne&,
psychosocid needs, family relationships, birthing expectations and assessment of medical

risk. In con-

to the previous comment regarding birthulg plans, one nurse h m a
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cornmunity hospital codidentiy stated,
1fkd that people who corne inwith their birthuig plans aren't unreaüstic.

In fw

it is nice to see somebody's birthing plan because it just goes thmugh things that

we aii shouid be reminded that we all do for pretty much everyone. There might

be a tiny specinc thing that the parent requests. (#13)

Nurses h m commMity hospitals felt that theu assessment skills were particuiariy
important, It is the nurse's assessment that dictates whether there is a need to phone a
doctor, partïcularly at night T h e doctors aren't there, we al1 know that, they don't stick

amund in the hospital. ifwe need them, we c d them. So we have to be very a m and
know whaî is going on with tbat patient" (#2). Tertiary hospitals, in cornparison, have a
physician (usually a resident), present around the clock, so the sense of responsibiiity for
getting the assessment "right" is less acute.

Assessrnent of the woman's expectations for her labour was thought to be of
particular importance as it can set the tone for the whole labour. Many nurses feit tbat
this was the patient's day. It was very important for the labour to go weU and nurses

should try and make it the best possible experience for them. Tt is a special tirne in
everybody's We, and it is nice that you can be there to make it the best experience it
couid be for them. That is the whole goai in ail of this as far as 1am concenied" (#6).
However, there is some indication that assessment and meeting of patient expectations is
not a priority for ail nurses. One nurse reporteci seeing interventions forced on women,

and felt such action was related to the generation gap between "old" nurses and "new"

nurses in her institution. The old nurses were "...trained diffizently. They were eained to
bow d o m to these doctors and they do, even if it meam compromising the patient's
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wishes" (#3). There is some evidence among the participants that supports this theory.

The patients are demanding. They have this concept of, this is what 1 want and

this is what 1am going to get -..You can't even do your job now. They tell you
this is what 1am supposed to be doing and you have to pause for awhile and say,

listen, 1thuik 1am here to do this job and this is how I am going to do it
Eventuaiiy, you sort of give in to them if [there] reaiiy is no ham. (#15)

Teaching was identifieci as an important part of patient care, but was mentioned
more ofien by nurses in commwljty hospitals. Teacbing included patient-specinc
teaching and interpretation of pnor discussions with doctoa.

...ifa doctor cornes in the room and talks to them for a while and explains
something, 1will generaüy stick aroutld and say, okay, how much of that did you
foiiow, and they will be, weii,..-you start b r n square one. Ifyou have explaineci
it three times over, that is 0kay.J iike my patients to be Monned. (#IO)
Teaching is ongoing, and incorporated iato the m. One nurse indicated that, in h a
opinion, more time was spent teaching and pmviding support thao doing the technical

aspects of nursing care. "It is important to know that status of your patient, but a lot more

of the support and the teachhg are going on than the actual two to three minutes it takes
to do vital signs" (#8).
The fointh component of patient can was the provision of support and cornfort to

labouring women. Most oflen, the elernents of support and cornfort were coupled in the
conversation. It was difncult to divide them into separate components, as they seem to
share many similar elements. Support, to these nurses, meam more than just providiag
for physical needs. It was described as 'king therey'(#8), being the "voice of experience
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for the patient" (# 14), helping the coach with coachhg (#6),coaching, provision of

reassurance, k i n g "the rock" (#2), and advocating for the patient (NO). One nurse felt it
was her role to provide support for those women who were unable to meet the

expectations they had of themselves in labour. She said, "...sometimes you need to help

them forgive themselves after"(#6).
Cornfort was also more than the provision ofphysical cornfort needs; it included
the provision of psychological cornfort as weii. One nurse stated, ''I
mske sure that one is

comfortable. 1make sure that the patient is comfortable in labour, she is comfortable
with her ~ ~ ~ r ~ u n d ishe
n gis
s ,comfortabie with me" (#15). lt was felt to be important for

the patient to have confidence and trust in her nurse, as this promotes cornfort, Physical

cornfort measures mentioned by nurses included king with the patient, ice packs,

birthing bails, positions changes, back rttbs, ii'beral use of touch, fluids, snacks, and cots
for the partners. Nurses generaiiy felt that close proximity to the woman is essential, as is
touching the patient Touch is seen as denotïng acceptance of the patient, but that touch
is not for every patient. It is individual, and the appropriateness of touch needs to be
assessed. Touch was also perceived as helping the woman stay focussed and in control.

Some nurses reported using touch as a cornfort technique without even thinlaing about it
coasciously.
It is something 1don? tbllikabout doing. l just do it. Acceptance, maybe. 1

don't want to feel N e I am assuming tbat they are going to Like me or that 1am
accepted. You can tell, too, if it is not working, or if they don? appreciate that
touch, but 1 think that most of the time, and a lot of times these kids, we get 13

year olds, L 4 year olds, that kind of thing, and they are terrified. If you sit down
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on the bed, and put your hand on their han& or whatever, and just talk to them'at
their level, they will understandtbat you are not really an authority petson, you

are just a helper for them. (#IO)
S o w reported that not all nurses get physicaiiy close, or like to touch their patients.
1have seen quite a lot of people that stand up against the wall...and say breathe,
take a big breath, corne on, breathe, breathe, but at no point are they gettllig near

the patient to let them kmw they are there for them and help them through. Thete

are quite a few people w o r h g in the area tbat arw't ...very tactile individuals. 1
can't say it is just at my institution because I have been with fiiends that have had
babies at other hospitals, and 1 have seen of few of those there. (#14)
This nurse felt touch was not used enough: "1 don't think 1 see enough of people sitting
on the bed with their ami around the patient, comforting hem, or mbbing their backs, or
whatever is cornfortable for the patient. 1don't think there is enough of thatyy(#14). She
was not aione, as other nurses in this sample expressed the same opinion.

The nnal component in the patient care theme was workhg with technology.
Nurses ail acknowledged that this was part of their job. The technology that was
mentioned most often are fetai monitors, various types of infiision pcmips, and epidurals.

For a nurse in a tertiary care setthg, there are always new things to leam:
We are always learning to do more things...like more technical interventions,
taking care of ART hes, doing more with inhision pumps for epidurals, so there

is always that kind of increased knowledge base for nusing, since you are staying

in one sort of one very specialized area, you stiü have to be picking up new skilis.
(#4)
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The statistics pmvided by the institutions illustrate the extensive use of technology in
W i p e g hospitals. Some nurses decried the use of technology, specifically, fetal

monitoring tecbnology. One nurse said:

We go way too crazy over the monitoring of a low risk patient. 1think the use of
monitors are outrageous, and I think for a high risk patient, 1am aii for strapping

them in for the duration, but when sometmây is very Iow risk, I don't think they
should be on a electronic fetal monitor constantly, and I thllik even the use, on a

very low risk patient, of a Doptone is aimost excessive. (#14)

Epidural rates range form 27% to 49% in three of the four institutions surveyed.
Caesarean section rates vary h m 2% to 20%. Syntocinon Use rates, for inductions and
augmentations, are fairly consistent at 28.6% to 40%.
The= were severai comments fiom nurses in dl settings indicating how the use of
technology bas affected nursing care. ûne nurse indicated that "...we are too
intervenionous...we do too much of that [-mtervene]and take control out of the patient's

hm& too often" (1714). Fetal monitors are king used too mucb, paiticular1y for low risk
mothers. Lamented a nurse h m a tertiary setting,

...the nurse that looked after an Obstetrical patient 20 years ago, your senses were
so different. You heard thirigs when you Listened to a fetal heart @yauscultation],

you really heard, you knew exactly what was going on. You probably could teil
as much as a monitor in one respectJ h a t won't happen any more because there
is never going to be that kind of han& on ...It is gobg to be a lost art. (#16)

Epidurals are seen to be offered too readdy, sometirnes for the nurse's convenience.
You have several patients, and you go fiom room to room to do the basic stuff,
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check fetal heart, check blood pressure, hey how is it going, and instead of
offerhg some encouraging words and sitting for a few minutes with the patientA
is, too quickly, oh, do you want somethiag for pah, do you want an epidural? (#3)

Sometimes, epidurais are offered because of the expectation that women should
not have to be too uncornfortable, or be noisy. "You lmow that everyone [ina particular

mom]is just going to get an epidural. Because as soon as you hear someone getting
uncornfortable, they have an epidural, and then it is quiet" (#13). One nurse gave a
graphic description as to how epidurais change the perceived need to be at the patient's
bedside:

Once the epidural is in place,...they are quite cornfortable there sitting talking [to
their husband or their mother], you don't want to innioge on their pnvacy because

they are quite content, so you tend to stay out...y ou have to look at two monitors,
two Syntochom, and you are looking nom one rwm to the next, and so the place

to sit is in between. (#16)

SafetY_Issues

Safety was the last theme identifieci by nurses in the discussion of their role

performance. Nurses have concems about statnng levels and effects that staffhg levels
have on the quality of the care provided. They want to be able to do the job to the

standard they feel it should be done. Stafnng levels, considered less that what one shouid

have, acutely affects the sense of responsibüity and liability.
Caring for three people...1am now [taking] responsibility for their welfare and

also for their baby. So if they happen to have a "decei", or something like that
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and 1am off doing socnethhg else, you can't do two things at once aod...lmow
exactly to be expected four years later, to go to court and say, weil, you know the

teason 1didn't b w that decel was happening is because 1was catbeterinng
somebody...occasionaiiy it does happen, and to me, I fed it leaves me sometimes
at great risk, because, there 1am, responsible, and there is no humau way that you
can be in two places at one tirne. (#1)

Another nurse stated,

When you have so many patients, you don't do a goodjob. You don't have the
tirne to do a good job. You do the things you have to do. You make sure the
baby is okay...You do the essentid sniff, but you don't get to do any extras. You
can't be supportive that way. You are just Iwid of making sure everybody is

alive. (#6)

Some nurses feel that more and more is expected of them. Not only do they provide
nursing care, but they are expected to teach and be a "buddy". Tbe feeling was, you can't
do everything effectively.

The expectation of you is to deliver this wonderfid standard of care, yet the
environment that they put you in, you can't achieve it, and then you feel stressed

out because you are not doing it, and more and more demands are king put on
you ail the t h e . Then, on top of it, maybe you have to buddy with somebody, or

teach. So you feel like you are king pded apart, and diat you cadt do your job
effectively or the way you want to do it. (#12)

There were Uistitutional differences in the d e t y theme. Nurses fiom two of the
four institutions identined that the skius and abilities of the nursing staff were not
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comparable, long d e r the tirne when they shodd have ken. This had the effect of
increasiag, yet again, the remaining nurses' sense of responsibiiity. They felt they had to

make up for their coUeaguesYweaknesses. It made for perceptions of unfair workloads,
and concems about patient safety.

We are stretched to the limit some days...
have
I often been told that you are one of
the ones that can haadle it, but some days it is fiustrating to have to handle it-..we
have this gmup of nurses that are "ne+ because they have just been "crosstrained". They have been there for 3-4 years doing labour and delivery, and well,
they can't handle as much so you have to take up the slack, you have no choice.

Three of you are working labour and delivery, but not everyone is working 33 113
[the work load is uneven]. (#2)

...a very junior person that thinks they know a lot more tbaa they do, to the point
of king uosafe...there are times when you are working with people that is hard.
A Lot of ones...there are...some that are very near retirement.. .their skills have

never changed They have never kept up with the changing technology, so that
c m be hstrating.

(#IO)

Variables identifieci as affecthg nurses' mle performance were organized under

four categories, as identined in the conceptuai h e w o r k : orgarhtional climate, unit
culture, unit c h a t e and personai characteristics. It will be seen that there are repetitions
of themes discussed in the role performance. Although the names of the themes may be
the same, theù focus is not. The content in role performance discusses nurses'
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perceptions what their job is. The themes in this section will describe how these same
themes may affect or alter the ability of the nurse to do herjob in the way shelhe would

prefer to do it.

ûrganizationai climate refers to the individual perceptions and feelings about the
o r g k t i o n - Two identifid themes which undei this headiag: the perceived lack of
support h m administration, and the effect of the physicai environment on the ability to

provide patient care. See Figure 6 for the diagrammatic relationship.
As was iliustrated in the discussion of role performance, nurses felt there was Little

acknowledgement of a job weil done. Too ofien, nurses would hear only about the '%ad
M.When there were issues of conflict, nurses often felt that administration sided with

the other side tirst,without gathering appropriate data:
At the general duty level, we do support each other* In the nursing hierarchy...1

would say, no, that most of the time they are trying to nin away from the
situatiom...
rather than standing behind you, and they doa't get al1 the facts

fïrst... they make a judgement without even having corne and spoken to the

individual nurse and getting her side of the story or her perceptions of the event.

They might look at the chart or review the situation. (#12)
A few nurses felt they had received positive responses to suggestions they had made

about the fiuictioning of the unit. The majority found that suggestions for change
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were ignored, or became so bogged d o m in the bureaucratic progress that the nurse

wished she had never made it.

Administration makes the decisions about statfing Ievels. Nurses perceived that
cutbacks in staning led to situations where patient d e t y might be jeopardized, and the
nurse felt hermis own Liabiüty to be increased. Administration was not perceived, in
some institutions,as king responsive to staffconcenis about statnng aud chronicaiiy

poor morale. This led to nurses trying to deai with the problems on their own, sometimes

circumventing the Head Nurse/Nurse Manager.
A lot of us have M some conflict with each other. There have been times when

nurses are not speaking to each other, and we kkd ofjust decided within our
group tbat we will take the buii by the homs...If there is a problem, we will deal

with it. We don't look to anybody. We don? look to management anymore. (#2)
A nurse graphicaüy described the effects that lack of administrative support cm have on

nursing W.
If there is no respect, or if nothing is given to you to kind of reinforce your ability
to give, you feel like you hit a waîi, afkr a while, and 1think that is where

hospital management and administration really f d s d o m sometimes, because

much is expected of the cmgiver..when they give you a performance
appraisal... you are supposed to tell them you have goals...1am supposed to say

what I am going to do for you, and you have nothing in return. (#1)
A 6Cgwd"
Head Nurse/Nuse Manager can have very beneficial effécts on staff and

patient care:
1 thllik that what makes or breaks the unit is who is &g

it, how they are
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nmning it, and ifyou have a good mead Nurse/Nurse Maoager], 1 think the staff

are going to be heard, they are going to work better, morale will be better, and
they will provide care..
thiak
.i those nurses are going to perfionn to the best of

theu abilities. (#3)
Physical envùonment is part of the organhtionai climate. in three institutions,

nurses felt that the physical environment affected the care they gave, aml the stress they
experïenced.
The logistics of Chiidren's Hospital and labour floor is a bad scene. A mile apart.
You are getting them [doctors h m Neonatal Intensive Case (NICU)] there too
early and they cornplain. They don't want to be there. They have a kid crashing
in MCU and they are stuck sittllig on the labour floor waitîng for a baby that is
not going to be there for haif an hour-..Itmakes our job stressful because we are
always trying to read the fiitwe?knowing when these babies are going to show up,
and you can't do that. (#IO)

There appeared to be four themes in unit culture that nurses saw affecting their
role performance. These themes were: the benefits of king a L&D nurse, relationships

u

with physicians, nursing colieagues, and the patients, the unit philosophy of birth, and the
effects of technology on patient care. See Figure 6 for a diagrammatic representation.

The nurses interviewed for this study genuinely iiked king L&D nurses. There

were four main reasons why they Iiked this clinical area. By far the most popuiar reason
was because it was a happy place, for the rnost part, and the wornen nurses dealt with
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were basicaiiy healthy. These nurses felt they were able to wïtness the "miracle of bitth'',

of which they never t i t d When the question was a s k a "what do you like most about
king a L&D nurse?", ali the nurses d e â , then reIaxed back into theù chairs. This was
something they Wced to talk abom "The best thing for me is that nobody is sick" (#12).
"Seeing those babies bom. That is h It is exciting. It is a new baby, it is a new biah, the

whole idea is just miracuious to me. I love it" (#8). "Seehg dads cry. 1love that" (#HO).

The very best thing is seeing that baby born and helping a couple go through the
pmcess as best they can and to sort of meet their expectations...then to have a

healthy baby at the end is the best, and the dtimate best, for me as an L&D nurse,
is to deliver tbat baby...we don't purposely set out to do it, but it happeas. 1said
the minute...that 1don't get a bun: k m that, is the &y 1 quit working L&D. (#2)

Nurses felt they had more autonomy and independence working in L&D, than
their coiieagues in other ciinicai areas. "1 think that probably you get more

independence...than you do in many 0th- areas than L&D. For as much as..l wish we

had more control...and equaiity, we certainly get more that many other areas of nming"
(#14). This cLinical m a is a hi& energy, chalienging area that is never monotonous. "I

enjoy working in the area. It is a high energy sort of place...it is enjoyable..Jandl

challenging...there are always changes going on" (#4).
You think ev-g

is under control, and ail ofa sudden 15 t h g s go wmng, or

15 things happen, and you have to be able to pick up those pieces and go back to

where you were, and maybe start ali over with a different h t i on,... that is the

funof it. It is not the same old, same old. (#2)
Unit pbiiosophy may also impacts on role performance. In this study, two out of
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four of the institutions stated that they had a unit philosophy of binh. M y Hospital B

submitted theV philosophy. Birth was descri'bed as a iiaanaldevelopmental process.
Certaidy, this philosophy was congruent with this institution's Iowa rates of

intementions. Low interventions rates, howeverTcanaot be completely attri'buted to the
uait philosophy. It is a very comptex phenornenon, consistîng of physician philosophy
and practice styIesTthe type of patient seen (Iow versus high risk) and the personal

philosophy of each nurse, in addition to the phüosophy of the unit.

Nurses felt that the relationships with their complementary role partners affecteci
their d e @ormance.

The complementary role partners are physicians, nursing

coUeagues and the patients.

Relaîïonships with physicians have a large impact on nurses' d e performance.
Factors that nurses discussed included the personalïty of the nurse and the physiciaa, and
the age of the physician. Older physicians were often thought to expect the nurse to

perfonn the hancimaiden d e ywhere as younger docton were more used to being more
independent. "..J thinlc they have to accept that we are busier, and busier, and busier, and
they are not going to be pamped the way they were" (#2). Some nurses in tertiary
settings perceived the residents to be easier to get dong with; others fouad the attending

physicians better. Conflict between nurses and doctors occirrred primarily over

Nurses often felt they were "in the middle"
differences of opinion in cünical mattersers
between physicians and the patients, sometimes unable to satisfy anyone.

I would like us to be able to maice some more decisions, not to be in conflict when
we are trying to support what the patient wants... a Little while ago, a patient

pushed for six and one half hours, but she wanted to. Her doctor came in
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constantiy, and told ,"You are exhausted. We have to stop". And she kept
=yin& "No, 1am not, I am fine"...she was doing it, slowly, but doing it She was
placed in a constant position where she felt WEe she was doing something wrong,

and 1was in the middle and took the bnmt of Ït, because 1was accused of
encoumghg her when she was too exhaustecl to continue. (#14)

Nurses seemed resigned to the kiowledge that phyticians w i i i aiways test the
cred'bility ofnurses they do not know. Several cited examples of how they gaiwd

credibility with a physician. ûnce a nurse gained credi'bilïty with a physician, shehe
wouid almost feei Wre they had "arrived", or were now sanctioned by the kst.

The older doctor walks in, it is in the middle of the night, anci rmfortunately, he
has just

his delivery. Now initially, he is going to be very pissed

off...However, you have just delivered a 10 pound baby and that woman is intact
Weil, he doesn't have to stick around to suture- WeU, p u are iight up
[gestured above her head]. It is amazing what makes you d b l e inthese

doctors' eyes. (#3)

Nurses in this sample felt their greatest source of support was their feliow nurses,
specifically those with d o m they had developed more than just a work relationsbip.

One nurse said she found it di£acult to gain support h m her family members, because
they have no understanding of the job or the situation. She stated:

You go home to your husband and say, "Oh, 1had a bad baby". "What do you

mean, a bad baby?", he says to me, "It sounds iike a quart of bd miik"...he
doesn't understand what I am taiking about, and the effect it can have on you.

Only your coiieagws, only those that you work with understand that, and if they
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weren't there, I think a lot of us wouldn't be there ourselves. (#2)

Many nurses felt that the coosumer's expectations have changed the way they do
their job. Women and families now expect the perfect baby. The outcorne shouid be

nothing less than ideal: "...people's expectations are that much greater. They dematld the
perfect baby, and they have a rigta to the perfiect baby, but we ail know that,sometimes,
that doesn't happen" (#2). Women expect the labour experience to be as pleasant as
possible, and have adopted the medicd mode1 of birth. There is a greater demand fiom
the women for epiduds, whenever they feel they need them. "An epidurai is part of their

prenatal classes, and they know exactiy what it is aü about, and they have their
expectations and this is the ~O'S!"(#16). Sometimes, ifthe patient's expectations are not

met, no matter how unreasonable h m the nurse's point to view, it will reflect on the
nurse and the institution.
Ifa patient says they waat an epidural, don? try to talk them out of it because they

...rithey thïnk you are

know what they want... there is almost some repercussion

not going to let them have one.. J remember one incident. ..it was their second
baby, and she was going very quickly and...said she would idce to have an
epidurd 1said 1am not sure ifthere will be time for one...She took the
impression that 1didn't want her to have one, and she went quickly, didn't get

one...she happened to be a relative of sumeone in administration...it came back
that 1wouldn't let her have one. (#16).
Most nurses feel that the patient has changed over the years. She is more
knowledgeable, and assertive, knows what she wants, and sometimes, how to get i t
We are seeing a different patient than we saw 20 years ago...Nineteen years ago,
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they didn't have much k d o m of choice. We put them in a bed...we orchestrated
theu labour and delivery. NOW,they are orchestrathg their labour and delivery.

The other element that nurses had felt h;od changed was the greater emphasis on
multicuituralism. More patients came h m different races and cultures than ever before.

Nurses now have to demonstrate culturd awareness to provide quality care for the
patient. In response to the question: '%bat kinds of things do you consider to be essential
when interacting with patients and families?", one nurse respondeà,
1thuik mostly just to respect who they are and their cultures as well. Don't put

our expectations on them. We get a lot of patients h m up north, and even the
simple things to us, Like go have a shower, they don? even know what a shower

is, never mind how to operate i t (#8)
Most nurses felt that the women baving control was a positive move in mauy ways.

There was one dissenthg voice:

They come in here aml they think they know [it ail]. They go [to] six weeks of
classes and they think they know all about labour and delivery.. J am here foc 25

years working @abOurand delivery]...People come in and give you a long list [ofJ

what they want to do...they are so demancihg right now. (#15)
Most of the conaict between nurses and their patients, was not with the woman
herself, but rather with the support person or lay midwife who was the labour cornpanion.

There was often discornfort and anger in nurses' voices when they related incidents that
had distressed them* The conflict sometimes centred around decisions made for the
woman by these companions which, in the nurse's best judgement, were wrong. Another
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issue was that the nurse never felt she couid tak dùectly with the woman. There was this
other person interpreting for the patient. The nurse never had an opportunity to "bond" or
deveiop rapport.

She [a midwife and the labour coach] bmught a woman in, after 36 houis of
rupture of membranes with thick meconium, which distrrssed me right offthe bat,

and 1had to use a lot of restraint, 1was so angry with this w o m [the
midwife]...These people thought she was God, and everything had to go through
her that we did. It was to the point where the coach was standing between me and
the patient. 1 was üying to taik to the patient, and she was between us, answering

aU the questions. (#6)

Nurses clearly identifieci the efféct that technology has on their d e performance.
The nUTSiI1g skiils required for a patient in active labour with no epidural are very
different than tûe skills requiredfor a patient in active labour with an epidural.

There is much more t h e just to get them to focus so much, the rubbing the back.
You put a lot of physical energy into that sort of thing. It is much easier [to care
for a patient with an epidural]. I wonder what our epidural rate is in the middle of
the night compared to the &y t h e , because nurses are tire& too, or if you have a

busy day, you know you are gohg to have more epidurais becaw you don't have
the tirne to spend with the patient, ifyou have more than one lady you are looking

after. It takes a great deal of your emotional energy, too...There are those women
that you feel that they want to d

y try and do this as long as possible without

anything, and those take a lot of energy. (#9)

One nurse went so far as to say that nurses who "grew up" with monitors and e p i d d s
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don't h o w how to care for a woman in active labour with no epidural; they are not

used to Sitting with her.
WeU, when they didn't have an epidural, you sat beside the patient and you felt

contraction, okay, there is a contraction starting now, relax your body, and you
start the process of relaxation and breathing, and that was a nurse Sitting by the

bedside, holding a band, feeling a tummy, looking at each others' eyes, breathing
with them. On epidurai, they are on a monitor, the contractions are there, the

patient is cornfortable, so you do vital signs, you will change a pad, but it is
different nursing. So the young people that are being trained with monitors don?

have that experience of sitting in rooms, han& on. (#16)
Another nurse, with many years of "hands on" experience put it this way: "...everybody is

demanding epidutal, and you lost them, they go to sleep on you, and what you do is
watch the machine go up and down" (#15). This nurse seem to be referring to the Ioss of

the intense relationship that a labouring womaa often develops with her nurse (see role
performance). Nurses, particularly those in tertiary settings, may have diff?culty

changing their focus fiom technology to the naturainess of the birth process.

...where I work, it is very medicaliy baseci, and 1think the idea of takhg a monitor
away h m some of the nurses is just t m much for them. They have gotten too

used to worlring with monitors and e p i d d s , and they are not able to shift tbat
focus back to the mom and the naturai birth process. (#9)
Another nurse stated that monitors were used as a h d of ''pacifier" and a "safety net"
(HO). Nurses who worked in community hospitals identified ?ertiary care mentality".

A tertiary care mentality to them meant looking for problerns, and using all the hi& Level
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technology at hand fïrst, instead of the "han& on", low technology approaches. Some

nurses working in tertiary care understd the terti-

care mentality, but one nurse had

no idea what this meant The tertiary care mentality' to this person, was how maay people
you actually knew, and couid cail by name, in the institution (MO). A nurse k m a
tertiary hospita1 admitted, "Cari tertiary caxe nurses be low risk nunes? 1am not sure. I

think some ofthem can" (#9).

Unit ciimate refers to the nurses' individual thoughts and perceptions about their
d t s . A g e n d uncertainty was expressed by nurses in ail units. One hospital had

recentiy undergone another round of bumping. During data coilection, another hospital
announced the closure of its Birthing Unit effective Match 30, 1997. Feelings of sadness

and some bittemess were expressed at times during the inteniews of these nurses.
Another theme that impacts upon role performance is the generaiiy poor staff
morale experîenced in three o f the four institutions. It was made very clear during
interview tbat, in two of the four institutions, this poot morale was attributed, in part, to

the chronically poor staffrelationships. Nurses felt poor staffrelationships were due to

several reasons: resistance to any change at the staff nurse level, nurses bringing
problems h m home, nurses having different reasons and philosophies for working, not
everyone p u h g their own weight, and women can't work together. Nursing

administration has not, in these nurses' opinions, made any obvious attempt to resolve
these chronic problems. It is unclear whether poor morale is the cause of poot staff
relationships, or poor staffrelationships the cause of poor morale.

stafX
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As bas been iiiustrated, nurses felt that theü efforts were not tecognized, yet
their small mistakes were always noted and commented upon. Awther cause of poor
morale was the cutbacks tbat aii the hospitais had experienced, resuiting in downsipng

and bwnping. Staff were continuaiîy king expected to do more with less

Nurses expresseci real concems regarding dety issues. Nurses h m three of the
institutions specincaiiy identifieci cutbacks as decreasing the ability of the nurse to do the
job the way s h d e wanted to do it. Comments iike 'yust have to do the basics" (#2), or

a e e d to make sure everyow was dive9'(#6),iIiustrated this feeling. Such situations led

nurses to question their legal liability, should anything go awry. in response to the
questions9"what can the institution do that wouid rnake your job easier, more interesting,
several nurses identifieci that havhg more staff to do the work was
or more re~arding?'~
the most important to them.

During the interview pmess, nurses identified themes that were grouped into the

category of personai characteristics These personal characteristics were thought by the

nurses to affect mle performance. The personal~haractenstiic~
included: the nurse's own
personality, the motivation for working as a nuse?the nurse's personai Heyand the

nurse's persona1 philosophy of biah.

There were two elements in the theme of personaiïty: the view of self as the
biggest influence on performance, and a pteference for autonomous practice. Several

nurses felt tbat the biggest infiuence on their role performance was themselves. What
you put into it is what you get out of it" was a common theme.
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1think it isjust the person 1 am ( t h ] really has a big influence on how 1do my
job. 1 would say that is the biggest thing. Because the person 1am is a direct

ceflection on how 1 interact with my coiieagues, the doctors, the patients and my
opemess, my Bexibility- (#7)
One quaiity that affects the quality of role performance is the ability to be
autonomous and independent. It was thought that this clïnical area offered more
opportuaity to be autonomous and independent than many otben. However, a nurse
needs to feel cornfortable with this expectation. Therefore, it was seen to be a required

personal characteristic. "We do have a lot of M o m and a lot of autonomy where 1
work" (#I). However, king totally independent could have negative consequences. "I

think total independence is a dangernus thing on a labour floor. 1 think you need to know
that you should ask somebody else" (#IO).

Motivation for workuig as a nurse appears to infiuence role performance. One

nurse clearly stated tbat she could identifjr those whose motivation for working is based
on necessity only, rather than on necessity and an interest in the work.

Nursïng has different meanings for everyboày, like the Rason why they are
there...so it affects the attitudes and the methodology in which people
work-...some people [nurses] are quite contented with sitting back [or] at the

desk, whatever, watching their couple...in the meantirne, they are quite happy to
be doing other things, whether it is reading a magazine, reading the
communication book, figuring out theu hous; they are not really there. (#1).
The nurse's personal Me was seen to affect role performance in two ways:

personal problems, and a birthing experience of one's own. Nurses, particularly those
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who w r k in institutions with chronic staffrelatioashipproblems, expressed feelings that
their CO-workersare bringiag their petsonal problems to work with them. This was

identifiai as affecting role performance aithough how was not specified. Thae was some

indication that staff inter-relationships, ratber than patient care rnatters, are affected.
'There [are] just some people that are not happy mymore, they are not happy, not
necessarily with work, but with their own lives, and they are bringing it into work t w
much, and it makes it hatd" (#IO). '..if they [nurses] are carrying stuff k m home, anger

fiom home, that happem, and some people donTtreally care about bringing their stu£fto
work But to me, 1&y

donTtth& there is a place for it th&

(#1).

Some nurses felt that a birthjng experience of one's own affecteci roie
performance. One nurse specifically felt it helped her becorne a better nurse. Aoother

nurse felt it improved her empathy. '4 think that 1 have become a better nurse in having
had a child myseif now. 1thought that 1 was okay as an L&D nurse before, but 1thiak
feeling what they feel and haviag felt that, I feel that 1am better now' (#7). '9 have

laboured with hundreds, but until you bave been there, you can't say. 1 really nnnly
believe tbaty'(#1).

The original i n t e ~ e wquestion, 'bdescribeyour philosophy of birth", was too
general. Nurses had difticulty trying to determine what would be invoived in a
phiiosophy of bicth. Therefore, specifk questions were developed that assisted nurses
with the elements of a philosophy of birth. Such questions included: who shodd have

control in the birthing experience, the woman, the physician, or joint control; where
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should binh t . e place; who should be the birth attendant; is labour pain a positive

experience; and what khd of pain relief shouid be offered; and aaally, where wouid you
place nurses on a continuum sale of intervention. See Figure 7 for the diagrammatic
relationship.

Most nurses believed tbat the woman should have control of and the decision
making power about the labour up to the point that the baby's well-king a p p e a d to be
in jeopardy. At that point, nurses felt that the woman's wishes should be ignoreci. The

physician should take over control of the labour and do whatever needed to be done to

ensure the health of the baby. They felt that women should trust the doctors to make the

nght decisions for them at this point.

'"I'hey [women] have to trust their doctor. ui the

end, this is who in nmning their show" (#6).
A few nurses felt that control of the labour should be a joint effort,between

nurses,women and physiciam, or women and physicians. Some nuses felt that at the end
of labour, physicians should take more control because women aren't able to make very

good decisions.
Women don't think weil at the end Their bodies are out of control. They have
no control and theV thought pmcesses are king hindered by the pain they are
going Wough... uitimately someone else pretty much has to cal1 the shots here.

(#lu

Only one nurse fek that only the woman should be in control. Even if she was making a
decision that couid be potentially detrimental to her baby's weil-being, the woman's
wishes should be honoured. This nurse emphasized the importance of educating the
woman so she would be able to make good decisioas.
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Any patient needs to be in charge. They should be able to make the decisions. If
1can make the decision that 1don't want to do anything to prolong my life, then 1

shouid be able to make the decision as fa as my baby is concemed. 1may not
agree with that woman's decision, but she shouid have that right to make those

decisions and 1need to deai with my ownjudgement d i s and it is tough. (#9)
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Nearly aii nurses agreed that birth should take place in a hospitai, not at home.
Although birtb centres are not presently an option in Manitoba, some nurses thought this
would be a viable alternative to hospital buth. There was a Merence between teriiary

and communïty hospitai nurses. Ail community hospitai nurses agreed that low ri& birth
should take place in community hospitais and women with problem pfegnancies should
deliver in high risk centres. These nurses felt that a low risk woman is best cared for in a

community hospital as n o d t y is the expectation. They thought care was more
personal, with l e s people involved in the labour and delivery.

I think the bkth should take place in a community hospital in the most home-like
setting that you c m have...teaiary Dospitais] look for problems, and it is usually

totally chaotic there, and you have more physicians poking themselves at you than
you w i l l ever want in your entire life..ssidents, nursiog students, the h e m ,

medical clerks, they are aii in there. (#Il).
Some tertiary care nurses felt that the bea place to give birth was in the tertiary
setting because to do so was like "an insuniace policy".
1 believe in tertiary care...but tertiary care doesn't have to be a place where

women are going to come and have aii their rights taken h m them,... and having

aU these people poking and proddhg at them...if you have the right physical
environment, U e a wam, homey, numuiag environment for women to come and

bring their f d e s and deliver theù babies, and that we are there khd of as an
insurance policy..c11ursing, the tertiary c m , medicine, everybody that is there.
The team. We are there if things start going wrong, or things are happening that

should.'t be,...we are there to piovide them with knowledge and the medical care
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to help them out in those situations. (#12)

Most ofthe nurses in the sampie did not express dennite opinions that one type of
provider is better than another. 0bstetricians7fiimily physiciatls and nurse midwives
were all mention4 as ideal biah attendants. Sinprisingiy, a ntmber of nurses felt nurse

midwives wouid make good birth attendants for low ri& women, only. One nume
wanted the obstetrici~to do the delivery, but wanted the nurse midwife to provide

labour care because she would be compassionate, and wouid h o w how to care for the

woman (m. There were no Merences between cornmunity and tertiary nurses on this
issue-

Nurses felt that having a support person, whether a eend or spouse, was of great
benefit to the woman in labour, and conmiuted positively to the womads e m e n c e .
However, most nurses were perplexeci as to why women would want extendeci famiües

and children at their labour and delivery. These nurses felt the woman did not receive as

much support with more people present

I find larger groups ofpeople cause more problerns. It takes away firom the
patient because they are not reaiiy there to support the patient. They are there to

visit among themseives, and co~l~equently,
she gets negiected almost.. they

btient and her husbancil never get their moment (#Il)

Nurses were asked to place themselves and theu nursing coIieagues on a
continuum sale ( h m 1 to 10)of intewention. The numerical ratings were aot

empiricaliy determined Rather, a numerical value was assigned to facilitate nurses'
abil@ to use the d e . This continuum is descnid in detaii in the conceptual
framework (See Figure 1). Lay midwives wodd be found at the lowest end of the sale,
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at 1, as they wouid use passive support oniy. Nurse midwives are at 5, as they use more
active support and have the expertise to use some interventions, such as episiotomy and

fetal monito~g.F d y physicians wouid be found at 8, as they have much more access
to intaventions (eg: medications to augment labour, limitecl use of forceps), and the

ability and training to use these techniques. Obstetncians are fomd at the top of the

sale. They have extensive training in nonaal and abnomial pregnaucy and labour- They
also have the knowledge and training to use any technique that may be requved to deiïver
a baby (eg: mid forceps, Caesarean sections). Thirteen nurses were asked to place

themselves andlor their coîieagues on this continuum. One nurse r e W to participate,
saying nurses are not interventionist.

"We have beiiefs about it [omterventions]...wehave

a role to play when the intervention is sometimes carried out...but we don? do the act"
(#12).

The question posed to other nurses was then reworcied to ddress beliefs about

interventions. Most nurses rated themselves between 5 to 7. A few rated themselves
with f d y physicians.

ble 5: J.oc&on of Nurses on a CD-

of Intervention

One nurse admitted, "We might interrene faster than maybe a family physician,
too, then 1think maybe we see thuigs" (#16). This same nurse stated,

[We] prepare them [patients] for what is going to corne up... We do it ail the time
and even the residents wîii say to us, "Do you want to start taiking about
augmentation because 1think it is going to happen?"...We pretty weii teil the
obstetiiciam when it is t h e . We c d them and say, look it has been so and so,
and she is not progressing. Would you We to augment?...On that scale, we are

the ones that decide on interventiom...we probably decide more than anybody.
(#16)

It appears that nurses have diffiznt bebeüs about how they interpret their d e with
regard to obsMncal interventions.

Pain in labour was an issue that nurses did not agree on. Most of the nurses felt
that pain in labour had more negative than positive comotations. This was not a
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unanimous opinion. Some nurses felt that the pain of labour was natural, and could have

positive elements to i t One nurse, in particular, felt that wornen could learn and grow

h m haviiig experienced and rnanaged the painof labour.
pain in labour] is a necessary thïng..l think women are a lot stronger than they
give themselves d

t for.

They need to be guided in that way sometimes, and

[we need to] help them to cecopnize that you do have strength, that there is

nothing wrong if you choose m t to use it [sedation, e p i d d ] without makuig

them feel guiity. You leam a lot about youtseLf..l think it [pain] is a growing part
of a woman's We...it makes you wonder in 100 yeats tirne, what kind of women

we will have if we are wt willing to take any sort of discornfort, (#9)

Wi regards to pain relief in labour, maay nurses felt the woman shouid
determine what kuid of pain relief she shouid have. Several nurses felt that if the
technology for pain relief was available, there was no reason why it should not be used
"1 use tùe technology that is there. It is thereywhy not use it.." (#IO). Nurses identified

several infiuences that may promote the use of epidural for pain in labour: the public has

bought into the medical model of birth, sanctioning the use of technology. In addition,
other women tell horror stories about their own labours, scaring those who are yet to
deliver, M y , physiciae are going to s o w prenatal classes, promoting the benefits of
'kaking'' epidurais.

I think a lot of the public have bought into the medical model, and they hear so
many horrendous stories, and 1think women are bad for thM They are always,

my pain was worse than your pain, and my labour was longer than yom...Now
with the walking epidural, we have physicians that actualiy go to the prenatal
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classes, and they are reaiiy promoting these, they are not just educatiig, this is

wonderfiil, this is &reat, you can get up and walk, and you have no pais 1don't

t h .that is necessary. I think you have to remember that is a very invasive

procedure...(#9).
Nurses, too, have some influence over women. Ka womaa is undecided about maDaging
the pain of labour, she WUoften ask her nurse for advice. The nurse, not the doctor, is

most likely to be at the bedside. The nurse's personai attitudes and beliefs influence, even
unconsciously, the advice she might give. One nurse who has not had a biah expenence
stated:

...to be honest with yo~..lwlgngat second stage, the best way to do that is to
have an epidural, so that you are totaiiy fiozen, and you don't feel any of that

btuning' because...there isn't any nice way 1can think of to go through diat..like
when you have halfa head out,...that just looks like it hurts iike crazy- (#1)

Summarv
This chapter has discussed results of the data analysis. Nurses described their role
expectatiom, and the personai and professional attitudes and behaviours required of the

ideal nurse. Severai variables have been described as affecthg role expectatiom. These
include otganizational culture, unit culture, personai pbilosophy of biah and,
unexpectedly, a culture of L&D nursing. Role perfomance was found to have three

themes: professional relationships, patient care and d e t y issues. Role performance was
affecteci by four elements: organizatiod climate, unit culture, unit c b t e and personai

characteristics. A philosophy of birth was described by nurses, and included issues of
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control Ui labour, place of birth, the ideal birth attendant, f d y involvement, beiiefs
surrounding technology and intervention, and beliefs about pain relief. How do these

resuits compare to the information fond in the?-iL

How do these resuits impact

on the introduction ofthe profession ofmidwifery in Manitoba? What implications are

there for finther research?
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Chapter 6 Discussion
The last research question, "what is the phiiosophy of birth of L&D nurses?" will

be discussed nrst The philosophy of birth impiicts both role expectations and role
performance. A discussion of the phiiosophy wiü clarify the discussion of the variables
affecthg role expectations and mie performance.

Nurses in this snidy tended to describe a medical model of birih d e r than a
midwifery model. Control was uitimately perceived to be the physicians', particularly

when there was a perceived threat to the health and well-king of the fenis. The fetus,

then, is being treated and perceived as a king separate h m the motber. The mother is a
vesse1 containing the fetus. The midwifery mode1 views mother and fetus as a unit,

whereas the medical model views mother and fetus as separate entities. Sqxisingly,
--rnidwives

were thought to be ideal birth attendants, as were obsteeicians and

family physicians. Pain was generally perceived to be negative requiting active
management. The ideal place of birth was thought to be the hospital, although birth

centres were satisfactory for low risk deliveries. Finally?nurses placed themselves
between nurse-midwives and family physicians on a continuum sale of medical
intervention,

Factors that may have had some role in nurses developing a medical model of

birth include: fomal education, place of work, organhtionai culture, and unit culture.

AU nurses in this sample haà oniy the clinical experïence gaineci in hospital settings.
This is the only setting legally available for birth, both now and when these nurses
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entered their nursiog program. They only have had exposure to the medical model.
Place of work appears to have an affected the development of a philosophy of

birth. In this sample of nuises, 75% (n=12) had oniy worked in one L&D unit, the one
they were presently employed in. Nurses g e n d y have not had any exposure to amther
way of practising nursing. Community hospital nurses beiieved community hospitais
were the most appropriate for low risk birth. Tertiary care nurses generally believed in

tertiary care for everyow, low and high nsk.
ûrgauhtional culture also has Sècted the development of a medical model of

birih. The high epidural rates, h m 2949% for three of the four institutions, have
become a common practice. Nurses commented on these rates, iadicating that a bigh
ceosus might lead nurses to encourage women to have epidumls. The nming c m of an
active laboriring patient with an epidural differed signScantly fiom a patient without an
epidural. Nurses offered dramatic descriptions of the differences. The medical
philosophy of physicians inay also have an effect on nurses' philosophy, and definitely
afSects d e performance. For example, Hospital D has very low rates of intervention for

forceps and vacuum extraction deliveries. This is pmbably due to a systematic effort by
physicians to d u c e the rate of forceps deliveries. Nurses will know this and direct their
nursing actions and teaching with patients away h m forceps deliveries and toward

Caesarean sections or vacuum extractions. Syntocinon rates are high in ail the
institutions. This is due in part to a change in medical philosophy to consider any patient

over 40 weeks gestation as a post-tem pregaancy, rather than the previously accepted
gestation of 41 weeks.

Orientation of nurses to the L&D unit, and the format of the orientation may have
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an impact on the development of the philosophy of birth, particularly if the nurse is
coming to her first position in L&D. Shehe then becomes a "novice" nurse again, as
shedhe bas Little experience with the goals and tools of patient care ( B e ~ e r1984).
,
The
novice nurse is socialued to the unit (Rubin, 1988)through interaction with the clinical
teacher and staff nurses. There is a very limiteci d e for the cihical teacher in Hospital

D; the cihical teacher in this institution is responsible for only the didactic portion of the
orientation. The clinid time of the novice is spent with a "buddy". This "buddy" nurse
may spend t&e time, uncoosciously perhaps, teaching the novice "our way" of doing

things rather than following the institution or unit policy and procedures. Kramer (1974)

bas described the socialization process of the new graduate in great detail. Qu way"
indicates the way nursing care has developed on the clinical area. It may not be the most
curent, or most efficient way of giving nming c m , but it is "our way".
Unit culture may also impact of the development of a phiiosophy of birth.
Hospital B had a unit philosophy of birth that supports patient decision-makingyand the
supportive role of the nurse. This institution had a low epidural rate (2%), and low
intervention rates as well. No other institution submitted, or had developed a unit
philosophy of biah. Their intervention rates were quite dramaticaily higher, by
cornparison. One carmot assume that interveation rates are detemined by the existence of

a unit philosophy of birth. Intervention rates are a very complex phenornenon with many
influencing factors. However, the development of a unit philosophy of birth that has both
nursing and medical input and c o n s e l l ~
serves
~ ~ ~as a guide to the provision of c m to

laburing womea

In conclusion, there is potentiai codict between midwives and L&D nurses due
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to the perceived ciifferences in birth pbilosophy. Midwives may feel that longer labours

are more "normal",that women moaning with pinis '6nomial",and that the woman
controls decisions about the course of action for herselfand the fenis. Nurses, with theu

belief in a more medicaî model, may feel that early interventions are appropriate, that
epidurais shouid be offered ifthe woman is moaning with pain, and that if the baby

appears to be compromised, the physician shodd do whatever is required, perhaps
ovemiling the woman's wishes. Confîict seems inevitable.

The data demonstrate congruency betwezn the ideal nurse behavious and role
expectations outlined in the literature, and job descriptions and consumer expectations.

There appears to be a holistic element, to the assesment of the woman and her family-

Culture,socioeconomic status, family structure, childbirth expectations, and other
psychosocial factors ali should be assessed, according to the nurses in this study.
Generic nursing roles identified in the titerature included caregiver,
communicator, teacher, counsellor, leader, researcher, and advoaite (Bobak, Jensen &
Zalar, 1989; Taylor, Lillis & Lemoine).

Nurses in this study identifid the d e s of

caregiver, communicator, teacher, counsellor, and advocate. Leader and researcher roles

were not identifie& but no questions were asked to eiicit these roles.

Altbough the aursing process is mentioned in aü job descriptions, ody one nurse
identified tbis as a skiii that was needed to provide nursing care. This may be because

this ski11 is so ingrained in the expert nurse, that it is not consciously considered.
Certainly, the job descriptions emphasize professionai c m , intra-professional
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relationships and the active involvement of the patient and family in decision making.
These elements are echoed in these data as weil. There is congniency between the
elements of the job description and how nurses perceived theu nming de.

The NAACOG Standards (1991) outhe the minimum requhments for n h g
of intrapamim women. Nurses were expected to be knowledgeable, and have the

appropriate ciinical and assessment SWS.The nurse should also involve the f d y and
act as the woman's advocate. There is congmency between these formal d

e expectation

guidelines and the role expectations identifid by L&D nurses.
Three studies in the literature review considered the consumer's expectations of
the L&D nurse. Mackey and Locke (1989) found the composite nurse to be calm,
compassionate, considerate, understanding, and interesteci in the woman as a person.

These fators were all mentioned by the study group and are grouped under personai
behaviours and attitudes. Women had seven categories of expectations of the nurse:
presence, decision-making, assistance, physical assessment, information, comfon and
support. Again, ali these items are identified by the participants as king necessary in the

ideal nurse. Nurses also identified that women varieci in their requirements for nursing
care, reinforcing Mackey and Locke's (1989) findlligs.

Mackey and Stepham (1994) bad a group of women (N=61) evaluate the L&D

nurse following delivery. The five highest tanked favourable evaluation themes were:
participation (80%). acceptance (78%), information giving (75%), encouragement (65%),

and presence (53%). Udavourable evaluations included presence, information giving

and bbtnanner"of interaction. The authors concluded that interpersonal skills were
important for the nurse. Nurses in this study felt that interpersonal skills were most
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important, and talked much more about these skills than about technical skUs. The

manner ofthe ideal nurse was also more important tban technical ab*.
Bond, Keen-Payne and Lucy (1995) descriaed the ideal nurse as knowledgeable

and competent, accepting, d g , and king contindy present. Again, this is the
description this group of nurses gave as the ided nurse. This study is congruent with
others in their descriptions of consumer expectations and nurses' descriptions of the ideal

nurse. This group of nurses also agreed with Kinoey (1985) that nurses n e d to change
their role and how they interact with patients to better meet the needs of individual
patients. Adaptability to the wornan and f d y was stresseci in the nurses' description of
the ideai nurse,

h conclusion, there is no role ambiguity in the role expectations of the L&D
nurse. There is, however, role overlap with many elements of the midwifery role
expectations.

Nurses describeci three themes that affected their mie expectations: philosophy of
birth, organkitional culture and L&D culture. There was congruity between tertiary and
commutiity hospitai nurses as to how they perceived the ideal nurse. Holism is highly
vaiued by these nurses. However, this is contdicted by their general philosophy of birth

which favours a medical model rather than a rnidwifery model. Generally, psychosocial
qualities were considered more valuable than technical skills. Patient advocacy, teaching
and commmication skills were highly valued. Nurses recognized the importance of

family involvement and assessments that incorporated the psychosocid and physicai
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domains. This appears to be innuenced by a variable not identifieci in the iiterature a
culhire of L&D nursing. ûrganizationai and unit culture appears to have an impact upon

mle expectations, particuiariy with regarà to the use of technoiogy. This reinforces the
£ïnchgsof Thomas et al. (1990), Mitchell (1994), Dabney (1995), and Chaska (1992)

who found that unit and organi;ratiod culture aEects d e expectations and d e

performance. There were smail ciifferences between community and tertiary nurses.
Philosophy of birth affects role expectatioas as weU as king & i e d by orgaai;latiod

and Unit culture. F o d education and professional standards were uot mentioned by

nurses as impacting on their d e expectatiom. This could be because no specifk
questions were asked about these variables as factors, or because nurses do not perceive

-

these variables as Secting role expectations.

Although nurses had difficulty describing what their job was iike, there is no
doubt that they understood what the job entailed. The ~WEcultyof the description

probably relates more to the amount of detail involved, and the level of expertise of the

nurses interviewed rathet thaa the knowledge of the job. Berner (1984) States, 'At is not
possible to recapture h m the experts in explicit f o d steps, the mental processes or ail
the elements biat go hto their expert recognitional capacity to make rapid patient

assessments" (p. 42). Role ambiguity was not found.
Four of the five themes identified in the patient care theme (relatioaships,
assessments, teaching, support and cornfort) comspoad closely with the role expectatiom
found in this study, and others as weli. There is also congruity with consumer
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expectaîions for the L&D nurse as discussed by Mackey and Locke (1989), Mackey and
Stepam (1994), and Bond, Keen-Payne and Lucy (1995). These elements, nurses felt,
were more important in their care, tban the requirements for technical expertise. This does

not imply that technical expertise is not important, but rather that it is more easiiy

developed than the psychosocial behaviours and attitudes which were descfl'bedas
"Uiborn" and 6'intuitive". Nurses felt that psychosocial behaviours and attitudes were
much more important that technical skilis. if this is so,one wouid expect to see, in the

care provided, more emphasis on support and comfoa measures. However, reseafch
studies that have investigated what nurses actuaiiy do and say (Beaton, 1990; McNiven,
Hodnett, & O'Brian-Pailas, 1992) contradict what this group of nurses say they do.

Beaton's study (1990) determined whose dennition of labour predominates, the nurse's or
the patient's. Nurses were found to presrmie what women were experiencing, and did not

"hear"what she was attempting to say. Mutual decision making was rarely found.
Decision making was very similar to the classic physician-patient relatiombip. Beaton's
snidy was done in W i p e g , and more than likely involvecl some of the nurses

interviewai for this research study. Another Cansidian study by McNiven, Hodnett and

O'Brian-Pallas (1992) examineci the proportion of time nurses spent in supportive care
activities. The definition of support incorporates the themes found in the patient care

theme of this study. The average amount of tirne spent in supportive care activities was
9.9%. The greatest numbers for supportive activities were in the domains of instruction

and information, with vimial absence in the domains of physical cornfort and advocacy.
Who is right, the studies with its objective measures or the perceptions of nurses?
The only way to accurately measure nurses' perceptions would be to study these same
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nurses using a technique iike that of McNiven, Hodnett and OYBrian-Paiias(1992). The

technique wodd have to be modifieci somewhak to inciude an quai n u m k of patients

116thand without epidurais. Certainiy, the resuits of this sndy indicate that epidiwls
have a great impact on the type of ninsing care required. McNiven, Hodnett and

O'Brian-Paiias (1992) recordeci an epidural rate of approximately 80?4 and a Caesarean
section rate of 23.5%. Epidural rates in WUltUpeg range h m 2 7 4 % . If a patient is
cornfortable because she bas an effective epidural, additional comfiort activities are not

Wrely to be offered. Likewise, patient advocacy activities may not always take place at
the bedside, and therefore, may not be observed. Nurses in this study reported patient
advocacy taicing place over the telephone and outside the patient's rmm as weil as at the
bedside. Advocacy will more ükely occur if the nurse has a reasonable expectation that
the physician will compromise. Such compromise may depend on the nurse's

communication skills, the type of relationship the nurse and physician have, the
credibility of the nurse with the physician, the organizttional and unit culture, and the

nurse and physician phiiosophy toward birtb. These factors are aot discussed in the
McNiven, Hodnett and O'Brian-Pdas (1992) study. in conclusion, patient support

measures are a complex phenornenon. Noting their presence or absence is but a start to
examining this complexity.

Nurses in this study were cognizant of nwe-patieat contlict due to pefsoaality or
attitude confiict The nurse in connict with the patient was thought to be inflexible, not
adaptable to the patient's wishes and desires, or even unaware of the woman's and family
expectations. It was usuaily the same nurse(s) who appeared to be in conflict with
women and families. This supports the finding by Mackey and Stepans (1994) that
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negative evaluations were given by patients of their L&D nurse, in part because ofthe
"mariner" inwbich the nurse interacted with the woman and her support petson. The

perception of this sample of W-peg

nurses is that nothiog is done to correct the

behaviout of the nurse who is inflexii1e and perceived to be creating conflict Do the
nipervisors of a unit know that this is a repeated occurrence? Do nurses make tkir

supervisors aware of such bebaviours? If the answer to these two questions is "no", then
this behaviour WUbe peroeived as acceptable by the involved nurse and her colieagues.

Ifthe situation is not corrected, it is ultimately the wornan and family and unit morale that
da.
Nurse-physician relatiomhips are a mle performance thaw, and also impact on
role performance. Although nurses felt their relatiomhips with physicians were generally
good, and most stated they felt Little ductance to advocate for the patient, it is very

obvious that the doctor-nurse game is still king played Nune-physician relatiomhips
were describecl as king coiiegial, and different than any other ciinicai area.

The nurse,

however, needed to be carefûl how shehe mggesteci or said things. Not to do so would
resuit in punishment of the nurse and or the patient. True collaboration, then, does not

exist as the nurse's judgments and recommen&tions for care caanot be simply stated.

The recomrnendations must be formed into statements that are palatable and acceptable to
the physician. "Fragmentation of care, buck plissing, and lack of holistic care are logical

outcornes of systems that highiy reguiate which professionals may @orm set practices,
independent of the patient's pressing pmblems and independent of matching knowledge

and skills to patient nd..the ability to benefit the patient is restricted" (Storch, 1994, p.
547-8). Storch (1994) identifies severai strategies to enhance coilaboration: development

stafX
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ofmutuai trust and respect, and vaiuing the expertise of each discipline, m o d e the

educatiod pcocess to aiiow opporninities for dialogue and mutual decision making,

changing institutionai structures and processes thaî empbasize ownership of the patient by

the physician, and giving equal power to ail health team members to innuence decisions
relating to care giving. Some of these suggestions are ideal for a quai.@ improvernent

program. In such a seming, the development of trust and respect may continue. Nurses,

after aii, did report that relationships with physiciaas in L&D are diffenmt, better and

more collegial than in other ciinicai areas.

Poor peer relationships, as weli as nurse-physician relationships have been

identifid in the liteninne as sources of stress and job dissatisfaction (Bush,1988; ûray-

Toft & Anderson., 1981; Haydon, Davis & Clore, 1982; Hipweii, Taylor & Wdson, 1989;

Tri, 1991; Tumulty, Jemigan & Kohut, 1994; Ward, 1986). Nurses h m two of four

Winnipeg L&D UZLits revealed problems with morale and poor coliegid relationships.

This study caanot elicit which factor is the cause or which is the e f f i

[n one institution,

administration is perceived as so ineffective that nurses circumvent the Head Ninse/Nurse

Manager in favour of more ùIformal solutions. These informal solutions may solve the
immediate problem, but it does little to solve the larger problem which involves aU the

Poor nursing relationships cause stress andjob dissatisfaction. Winnipeg L&D

uni& are not immune. Are poor staffielationships an accepted fator in ninsing? 1s it
something that one has to live wiîh? One factor cited as a cause of poor m o d e in this
study was the perceived inability of women to work together. This factor can be d d t

with, given some time and financial cornmitment. Institutions need to ascertain what the

reasons are for poor relationships, and be proactive in helping the staffsolve the
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pmblems, particularly Ui those mits who report chroaic problems.

Nurses ~poaed
concens reked to their petsonal iiability as they pereeive
staffhg levels to be less than what is required. Nurses feel they are no longer able to do
the job the way they want to do it Administrari'on is responsiîle for the decisions about
C

.

nafnng levels. in some nspects, this may be seen as a way of contmilhg sta5ng
expendhres. Administrations of many institutions have been experhenting with
various ways of doing the same or more work with less nushg staff. However, as
CarnpbeU (1994) comments,
'W~urses'control over their practice is lost when they no longer contml stafFng

decisions. Nurses continue to be held respom'ble for the outcorne oftheir work in

hospitais, while the conditions king organized there are outside their control.
Workhg conditions may deteriorate, but demands on nurses stay high as ever" (p.
604605).

In response to the interview question, "What can the institution do that would make your
job easier or more interesting,or more challenging?'', several nurses stated that they

needed more staK Cutbacks are inevitable; dowosipng will continue. Nurses' concems
about stafiïng must be heard, so they do not feel so much at risk for personal Liability, or

so powerless.
In conclusion, role ambiguity is not found in nurses' discussions of d e
performance. At present, it is not possible to determine how much role overlap there will

be between nurses and midwives. Much will depemd on the rnidwifery pattern of
practice. However, it does appear that there will be role conflict between the two
professions, based in large part on the discrepancy between philosophies of birth.
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Midwives have a non-intementionkt appmach to birth, a midwifery model. Nurses tend
to have a more medical model of birth. This conclusion is supporteci by the iiterature

which looked at philosophical beliefs and practice patterns. Fuiierton, Hoiienbach and
Wmgard (1996) compared the practice styies ofobstetriciam aad ceitined nursemidwîves (CNM), and concluded,
Différences were demonstrated both in beiiefs about the Mportauce of certain
procedures k i n g available and in the tendency to use these interventions. These

differences manifest themselves in the way these providers care for their patients

and in the merent types of obstetricai care facilties in which they choose to
practice. The respective educatiod prograrns for CNMs and physicians are

d i f f i n t in their philosophies and educatio~dgoals, and ernphasize different
aspects of obstetncs. They are iikely to produce obstetrical care providers who

think differentiy about what things are important in the context of patient care and
about appaches to delivery of care. (p. 249)
Another study compared beiiefs about approaches to prenatal and intrapartum care
between CNMs and physicians (Yankou,Petersen, Oakley & Maya, 1993). There were

consistent diffèrences between the two groups in thev approaches. M y o w area of
practice demonstrated sbtisticaiiy significant differences: that of teachhg. However, ail

ciifferences were predictable. CNMs focussed on the psychosocial, interactive, supportive

type of care, whereas physicians attended to the more tecbnicai aspects of care.

Nurses in Winnipeg M D m i t s appear to be experiencing role stress
related to poor morde,cutbacks and g e n d y a unrespo~iveadministration. Although

this sample of nurses report they stiii enjoy their jobs, unrelieved stress may gradually
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eiode this sense of satisfacton. These nurses have generaily formed theu own informai

.

support gmups, and so have managed to cope. Adminis~atorsshould be aware of the
L

consequences of utltelievedjob stress.

The conceptuai hmework, as ïiiustrated in Figure 1, was not "proved" in some
aspects. Nurses in this study did not acknowledge, through theu discussion,the effects of

formai education or professonal standards upon their d e expectations. As mentioned
previously, no specific questions were a s k d A new variable that impacts d e

expectations was discovered: a culture of LBtD n-g.

ûther variables that were

hypothesized as affecthg role expectations and rote performance were found to do so.
These have been discussed in detail. The revised conceptual fiamework, based on the
resuits of this study, is iLiustrated in Figssre 8.

The nursing implications of this study are many, and cross many discipiinary
hes, fiom administration to perinatal nursing, to nursing roles, to the e&t

of

technology on nuishg care. Some of the prominent niimng implications are:
D

the importance of a birihing philosophy for L&D units, that is jointly created by
nurses, physicians, and the consumer of the service. Foliow-up must be done to
assure that the goals set out in the philosophy are king accomplished.

a need for greater collegiality in nurse-physician relationships. Both professionals
have their roles, both e q d y important, The goal is the provision of quality care
to the birthing wornan. This appears to be lost at times, as the physician still

rnaintiiins uitimate control over the woman and the care provided.
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Unit Culture

Culture of
L & 0 Nursing
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Organ izationa l
Cuftu re

Personal Philosop hy of Birth

Figure 8: REVISED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
w

administration needs to be perceived to more responsive to nurses. Although their

han& may be tied by financial realities and pressures, staffneed to be more
involved in the problem-solving. An attempt should be made to resolve chronic
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morde pmblems. Nwing sdministrationalso needs to recognize the efforts of
the nursing staff by raadom actp of kindness, and recognition of a job weli done.

Nurse administrators also need to dm be nurse advocates, not doctor advocates,

when chical disputes a r k
b

the need for recognition of the effects of technology on nlnsing c m . hc&g

rates of e p i d d s affîect the type ofcare nurses provide, and the statting ratios
requùed.
b

informai nurse support groups need to k encourageci and supported. There also
needs to be recognition and support of those in distress, with the institution

ofFering resources to assist nurses.

Many implications for researcb arise h m this study. An important study that

should be done would be to examine the roles of midwives and L&D nurses when
midwifery has been estabiished. Other research questions arising fiom this study are

whether nurses' perceptions of the role performance are congruent with theu actual role
peiformance as weii as what variables actuaiiy affect role performance. What factors and
variables are involved in the decision to have an epidural? What influence does the nurse
have on the decision to have an epidurai? ui what specifîc ways does nursing care m e r

for the woman who has an epidurai, compared to the woman who has no epidural? How

do nurses and physicians judge ciïnicai credibility? How cm philosophy of birth be
quatltifkd? How does medical philosophy of birth affect nming care provided? How is,

or is the nursing care in community hospitals differeot h m tertiary care hospitals? DO

patients perceive the nursing care as king different? The List of m e r research
questions couid be a long one.
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To conclude, the L&D nurses in this sample of expert nurses appear to have a
cieat vision about their mie expectations and role pefiormance are. The= are many

similarities between the d e expectatious of nurses and midwives. Nurses descfibed the
importance of psychosocial support and assessment, as do midwives. However, nurses

tend to have a more medical model of birth than do midwives. Herein lies the potential
confüct. Nurses described their role performancevery much like their role expectations,
with much more emphasis of psychosociai/iiteractiveaspects of care than the technical
aspects of care. This finding is contradicteci by other Canadtanadtan
research which concluded

that nurses did not Men to their patients' hterpretation ofthe labour experience (Beaton,
1990), and were observed spending more tirne perfomiing technical skills thaa providing

psychological support and cornfort measlues (McNiven, Hodnett & O'Brian-Pallas,
1992). Variables affecthg role expectations and role pefiomüuice are comparable to

what has been described in the literature. Certainly, the impact of poor mode, job

uucertahty, and health care refonn are evident in this study, as are the many effects of
organizatiod and unit culture and climate. Relationships with physicians and nursing
administration affect role performance daily, and can be a source of role stress.

L&D nurses in Manitoba "know" what their job is. 'Ihis study has illuminateci
some aspects of nursing role expectations, role performance, a d philosophy of birth.
Now, others may also ccknow"the job of the L&D nurse.
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Appendix A Dennition of Midwifery

A midwife is a pemn d o , having been regularly admitted to a midwifery ducational

program duly recognlled in the country in which it is iocated, has successfuly completed
the prescribed course of d e s ofmidwifery aud has acquired the requisite qtiaIifications

to be registered and/or legaliy iicensed to practice midwifery. A midwife must be able to
give the necessary supervision, care, and advice to women prior to and durhg pregaaacy,

labour and the p

o

v period, to conduct deliwnes on her own responsïbility and to

care for the newbom ami the infant. This care includes preventative measures, detecting
complications in the mother and child, accessing medical assistance when necessary, and
carrying out emergency measures. She has an important task in health counseUing and
education, not only for women but also within families and cornmunity.

World Health ûrganizition, 1992.

Job Descriptions of Gntce Hospital, Misaicordia Hospital, Victoria Hospital, Heaith
Sciences Centre and St. Boniface Hospital.

NtSERICOROTA

GENERAL HOSPITAL
JOB DESCRIPTION

POSITION:

REGISTERED NURSE - GENERAL

OUTY

#URSIHG

COOE:

N

NO.:

5033
N226

LCC:

UNION:

Local f 2

tl-Nd,,

ROLE:
The Regi'stered Nurse functions as an tridependent
sel f - d i rected
ptofesstonal 3n t h e delfvery o f direct patient c a r e ensuring the p a t i e n t
i s t h e centte o f a l 1 'plinn$ng and decfsion making a c t i v i t i e s related t o
care delivery, The Registered Nurse works w i t h i n the franework o f the
Canadian Nutses Association Code o f Ethics , nanitobi3 Association o f
R e g i s t e r e d Wurses Standards and fliserlcotdia ' s Cote Values, p h i 1 osophy ,
Vision, Wission, CQI Goals, policies, procedures and structures.

Establishes and i s coœitted t o i n t e r c l i s c i p l i n a t y consultative

and
c o l l a b o r a t i u e r e l a t î o s s h ~ p swlth other members of the Health Care Team
t o ensute safe p a t i e n t focused careProvides leadership t o o t n e r
nurstng s t a f f members i n the provision of care and acts as an advocate
f o r the p a t i e n t and f a n i l y and the profession-

-

EDUCATION:
b

Current o r ' pendi'ng r e g i s t r a t ~ o n w i t h the iianitoba Assocîation of
Reglstered Nurses. Basic Cardiac L i f e Support certïfi'cati'on i s required
and wst be maintaincd according t o
R-6.H.
establfshed C A R -

gui det ines -

Advanced preporation

i n relevant

c l i n l c a l post

graduate

courses aay be requi ted, 8accalaureate Oegree i n Nursing p r e f e r r e d EXPERIENCE:
Recent related experience ruy be required.
PHYSICAL:

Good physical health t o r e e t the demands of t h e p o s i t i o n OTHER:

Ability t a work well with minimal supervision. Ability t o function i n
sttessful s ï t u a t i o f 6 . Ability t o r e t a i n information on a confidential
basis.
GROUTH AND DEVELOPMENT:

Assures

professional
responsibility f o r
p a r t i c i p a t e s i n professional activities f o r
gronth.

ongoing
education
and
personal and p r o f e s s i o n a l

A,

PATIENT:

tnsures

a l 1 actions related t a patient care arc guidad
Professional Standards and Ethïcs and are based on research,

1.

by

Assesment o f Patient Care w i l l be by:
(a)
Obtaining an admission Nursing Data Base from the patient
and faaiily t h a t w ï l l serve as the basis for the focus 1 i s t .

(b)

RevîewTng p a t i e n t data abtained by the i e i b e r s of t h e heafth
teaa and intcrpreting and identifying and pteparing to meet
the patients recutrtnt probltms/needs f o r teachf ng

-

2.

Planning for the patient's care wi'll be by:
(a)
üeveloping an individualized plan of care according t o
assessaent data and nursingf.edica1 diagnosis o f

the
the

patient,

(b)

S e t t ï n g p r f o r f t ï e s and fnvotwing

the patient and/or

fami ly

as active participants i n fonulatfng a plan of care
l n c ld e s
realistic
expectstfons,
outcones/goal s

which

in

aeasurable tems and specïfied tîae 1i m i ts,

(CI

-L

3-

Planning ongoing care and discharge
interdiscip l f nary teaa,

-

requiremeats

Lriplementation of the patient care ri 11 be by:
(a)
Provides nurslnq-- care which reflects
establ ished f n plannrng care.

with

the

.
the

priori t j e s

(b)

Encouraging invotverient o f the patient and f a a i l y i n the
planned care and assisting t e p a t i e n t t o make informed
choices related t o that plan-

(cl

Perforas nursing tnterventions to a s s i s t the patient by
lncrcasing their knowledge and understanding o f t h e i r h e a l t h
probleias.

(dl

Connunicating and obtaining feedback regarding i n f o r m a t i o n
to/froai a l l i e d personne1 t o
ensure plan of care
is
ïmplenented.

(el

Oelegating aspects of data c o l l e c t i o n and im~lenentation o f
care to a l l i e d personnel i n l i n e w i t h t h e i r
job
expectations-

(f)

4.

Collaborating with members o f the interdisciplinary team
the impleaentation of the plan of care.

Evaluation and documentation of the patient care will be by:
(a)
Evaluating the patients knowledge o f probl ems ,

in

the
individus1 i z e d
plan
of
care
and
docuaent i n g
the
defici tshtrengths according to e s t a b l ished focus c h a r t ing
principles

.

(b)

Evaluating the effectiveness o f team iembers and
eifects towards p o s i t i v e outcoaes-

directing

PROFESSIOUAL:
r ~ d e n t f f i e sthe need for and participates i n and apglies
research studies and Qual i t y Assurance a c t i v i ties t a t h e i r
relevant area of nursing practice-

Provides guidance and support t o Licensed P r a c t i c a l Nurses
and other allied nursing s t a f f (eg. aides, p o r t e r s . clerks.
etc.).
Serves as a professional role aodel

-

prcceptor f o r new s t a f f and/or students and
the l e a r n i n g experiences
of
students i n cal laboration with the5 r teachers.

Involved as a

contributes p o s i t i v e l y t o

Particjpates i n telated coumi ttees , teans, C O U ~ C
t s~ t O
ensure I n p u t into decisions that impact on p a t i e n t care and
nursing ptactice.
IdentTfïes unsafe care practlces and assumes
f o r effective interventions.

responsiBi 1 ity

Reports significant information t o the Nursing U n i t Wanager,

.

P l ans and particfpates i n relevant educational p r o g rans
inservices t o increase professional ski1 1S.

and

INSTITUfiON:

7%

üemoRstrites awaruiess o f and practtces according
Vfsion, Wission, Philosophy, Goals and Cote Values-

(&)

Adhere t o
Hospftal

t h e policies,

.

to

the

procedures and structures of

the

COIiIMUNITY:

m € i v e l y seeks opportuni t i e s f o r involveient on professional
conmittees.
(b)

Volunteers for heal t h pronotion/prevention acti v i t i e s -

(c)

Acts as

a

professional

resource

t o .relevant

comrunity

groups.

OTHER:

Evaluates new equipnent and suppl f es as requested.
(b}

Assuges responsibility o f the charge role as assigned.

(cl

Performs other related duties as requested.

RESPONSIBCE TO:
~ S P O N S ~ B LFOR
E :
DATE:
SUPERSEDES :

Septeaber, 1993
Nweaber, 1990

I

-

-

Main Fbm*oa

cbnfmpd

caoa

IQI

bnz-

at:ct

cR/nTlnT

-

aseses die patient's lcaming Rldnwss and uses teacillng stmegks to meet

-

plansandpPrticipstesinrel~td~~andwadcrbDprb
h m s e profcdmpctmœ ancl 00 incet penoarl nads and goals

L

J O 1 TXTbS:

1.
2.
3
4.
S.
6.

Ceneral D u t y Nurse
Familv B k t h Center

DSP1UTîUWTt

ltursing Service

Current regiatration vith the Manitoba Unociation of Reqictered
NUrme6 thquked.
One year curent Labour and Dalivuy u p u i e n c e required.
Widwif ery pref erred.
Bachelor of Nuralng drgraa prafured.
Basic C u d f i c Life Support rquited.
Parfoxmi tmchnical procdurms aafely and appropriately.

Oemorutrate ability to provida conthuoui quality patfutt care.
Accept and work w i t h i n the fruevozk of the ïSoapita1 and Nutsing
Sarvicœ üapartment's philosophy, objectives .ad policims.

Practice nurming bamed on marrant nurring practices vhich are
substantiated by scientific nuxiing rationale using the nutiing
pracess
D.nonmtrite excmllent coaaunication and organization skills,
eneuring
effective
hterpusonal
and
interdepartaenta1
communication.
1s avare o f and participates in his/her o n i professional
development and a s s i s t s in staff and ctudent development.
h s u z e annual recutffication in C u d i o Pulmonuy ~ e ~ u ~ c i t a t i o n Participata in patirnt and f W A y tetchlng.
Participate in patient dimcharga planning in cooperetion w i t h the
Primary nurse and athar teaa aembere.
Asaume th. role of Priiary nurse am a8cigned.

.

NdTt:

2n-1 c n n

This job description i s representative and should not k
construed a6 belng a11 inclueiva.

8.

P e a i c i p a t e s an d t t e e s
- 0

ki e

w arpmrizathal policies and -

supervises By:

Other Pela-:

POSITION DESCRIPTION

2.

DwmmN

LOQIpn

NURSING
m
'
NURSING SERVICES

DœECXCABEMJBSE,RNIRPN
-3s-

HEAD NURSEICOORDINATORIPR~
MANAGER

A comprrbcnnvc lpnowkdgt of nursing tbtay and pRctiœ.

approved budgets.
Authority to direct and supervicc othet dzn membets.

GRACE GENERAL HOSPITAL
PoPEtton Desa$ptron-Dted Cur Niar

-.

1J

Eaariies imptanaitaticm of the f o r m a plan of cpn.

1.7

Evaluates and modines the nufsing aie plan in aundnœ with paoi-t
response to health an interventions.

~sscumaitand
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Appendbc C Invitation to Participate: Nurse ManagedHead Nurse

As a Nurse ManagerMead N w e in an institutionthat pmvides obstetricai
services, you are invited to participate in a study that seeks to descrii what the labour
and delivery nurse is expected to do ( d e expectations), what shehe actually does ( d e
performance), what factors shehe sees as affecthg her/his abiiïty to do the job, and the
nurse's personai philosophy about the biah process. The laiowledge gained wiii assist in
describing the d e of the L&D nurse, and wili assist with the cornparisonof this nursing
role to that of other health c m providers.

This research study is king done by Margaret Quance, R.N., B. N., who is a
graduate student, Faculty of Nutsing, University of Manitoba This study is king done
under the guidance of Dr. Annette Gupton, Ph. D., Dr. Janet Beaton, Ph.D., and Dr. Jeff
Sisler, MD. The resuits of the study will be presented as a Master's Thesis.
You are toidente three to five nurses who demoastrate m@or knowledge and
skills in pmvidhg can to laburing women (See Guidehes for Selection of Nurses).
You would then give each selected nurse an Invitation to Participaîe. The selected nurses
would then contact the researcher ,and in so doing, would express an interest in
pdcipating in the study.Each nurse
be i n t e ~ e w e dfor one to one and one half
hours, at hedhis convenience in a setting of her/his choice.
You, as a Nurse ManagerMead Nurse will be asked to provide information about
the organilationai culture and c h t e that may have an effect on the role expectations
and mie petformance of the nurse who works in the institution (See Institutional Data
Collection Form). The institution will not be identined by name in the data, but by code
known only to the researchet. This data wiii be mailed to the researcher in a self
addressed stanped envelope.
This study will be presented to the Ethicai Review Couunittee, Faculty of
Nurshg, University of Manitoba, A p d 4,1996.
Should you have any questions, please feel fiee to contact Margaret Quance at
837-0223 (work) or 832-4104 (home), or Dr. Amette Gupton at 474-6220.
Thank you for your consideration.
Margaret Quarice, R.N., B.N.
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Appendix D Guideluies for Seledon of Nurses

You are asked to identify h m three to five nurses who presently work on the
labour and delivery/biig unit, who, in your opinion, have @or
knowledge and
skills in caring for labourhg women. These nurses may be consistently highly thought of
by their coîieagues and their patients. Ifyour sister or daughter were to have a bby, you
wodd want this nurse to care for your famüy member.

The nurses you ident@ must also:
-have at least three years of full t h e experience in a labour and
dekveryîbirthing unit. (These years ofeXpenence do not neeà to have been at your
institution).
-bea RN.or B.N.
-mua ahave had any midwifery background or education.

Please provide each of the selected nurses an Invitation to Participate. It then WU
be the choice of each selected nurse to contact the researcher, and so doing, indicate an
interest to participate.
'Iaank you for your assistance.
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Appendix E invitation to Participate: Staff Nurse

You have been identified by your supervisor as h a h g -or
knowledge and
skiiis in caring for labouring women. Because of yorn expertise, your opinions and
perceptions of your job as a labour and deiivery nurse are greatiy valued. You are invited
to participate in a study that seeks to descrii what the labour and delivery nurse is
expected to do, what shelhe actuaiiy does, what factors e t her/his ability to do the job,
and your own phüosophy regarding the binh process. The knowledge gained will assist
with the cornparisonofthe role of the labour and deiivery nurse with the d e s ofother
health care providers.
This research study is king conducted by Margaret Quance, W., BN., as a part
of ber course requirements for a M m ' s in Nursing degree at the University of
Manitoba This study is king done under the guidance of Dr. Annette Gupton, Ph. D.,
Dr. Janet Beaton, Ph. D., and Dr. Jeff Sisler, MD- The coiiected data will be shared with
this thesis cornmittee. The results WU
be baseci on group data, not individual responses.
No one will ever know how you, as an individuai, responded.
Your participation involves volunteering 1 to 1 1R hours of your tirne, to be
ananged at your convenience, in order to be intervieweci. Some very g e n d questions
wiU be asked, but mostiy you w i l i be asked to t a k about yow work and your feelings
about the birth pmcess. The interview will be taped, and the tape transcriid.
Demographic data wiU be coiiected as well. Your identity wili rernain anonymous and
data contldential. The tape and transcribed interview data WU
be stored in a lockeâ hluig
cabinet in the researcher's home, and wili be destroyed at the completion of the project
This data wiii not be shared with anyone 6om your insthi011,
Lf you wish to participate in this study, please contact Margaret Quaace, at the
telephone numbers below.
You are fke not to participate in this project You may also withdraw h m the
project at any time, without penalty. Ifyou have any questions about the projet, please
contact Margaret Quance at 832-4104 @orne)or 837-0223 (work), or Dr.Annette
Gupton, at 474-6220.
Thank you for your consideration.
Margaret Quance, ILN., B.N.

Appendk F Consent to Participate

1give my consent to participate in a study e x p l o ~ g
the perceptions of labour and
delivery nurses about what the expectationsof the job are, what the job is reaiiy Wte,
factors a f f i g the ability to do the job, and my philosophy about the birth pn>cess. 1
understand that I wiil be mtetviewed for one to one and one half hours and that thïs
interview wilI be t t a n s c n i at a later tirne. The knowledge gaineci will assist with the
understanding ofthis speciaity nUCSiIIg d e , and assist with the cornpiirisonof nrnsing
and other health care provider roles.
1have received a written eqlanationof the pmject I realue that I WU be
intervieweci for one to one and one halfhous, and the ïnintennew wili be taped and
û a n s c r ï ï Demographic data wiil be coilecteâ at the time of interview. 1understaad
that my particimon is voluntary and that 1may withdraw at any tirne. 1have been
reassured that my identity wiU not be revealed. If1 wish, 1will receive a copy ofthe
d t s ofthe msearch data. Any questions 1have had, have been atllswered to my
satisfaction.
1reaiize that the data will be shared with the thesis cornmittee, comprising of the
researcher, Dr. Annette Gupton, Dr. Janet Beaton, and Dr.Jeff Sisler. 1reaiize that the
resuits WUbe based on group data, not individual tesponses.

m the Ethical Review Committee,
Faculty of Ncnsing, University of Manitoba The data will be stored securely, mtil the
completion of the project, when it WUbe destroyed. If1 have any m e r questions about
the study or my participation, 1can contact Margaret Quance at 832-4104, or Dr.&mette
Gupton at 474-6220.
'Ibis project has received ethical appmval h

My signature indicates that 1am idonneci, and 1 agree to participate as a
volunteer subject.

Date

Signature

Date

Signature
Margaret Quance, RN.,BH.

Appendix G Participant Demographics

Age:

years

Basic Nursing E d d o n :

Highest Education Attained:

LPN
RN__

.

RN__

BN-

BN-

MN-

P

L

Years of nursing exmence since graduation k m basic pmgnun

Years of Labour and Deiivery Experience
Your f
h
tposition in Labour and DeIivery was in a:

years.

years.
rural hospitai

community hospital
tertiary hospital

Your present position is in a: commmity hospitai
teaiary hospitai

You have held your present position in Labour and DeLivery for
You have been employed at your present institutionfor

Y-Y--
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Appendix H Institution Data Collection Form

The organizational cdture of aa institution Las an e f f i on the mle espectations of the
nurse who works the= The orgnéitiond cuitare may be composed of severaï elements,
some of which may be the acuity of the hospitai, whethcr m e d i d midents are present, the
proportionof bigversus low risk women, intervention rates, and the formai orientation
that is offereâ imscr. P h s e complete the foiiowbg questions:
1. your institution is considend:

a) secondary care
b) tertiary care

2. Yom institution has, on site, 24 hours a &y:
a) obstetricai residents

Y=-

no-

b) f d y practice residents

Y=-

no-

YeS-

no-

C)

obstetricai and famiiy practice residents

3. For the year 1994-1 995, please indicate:
a) percentage ofpatients arlmitted under obstetricians

%

b) Percentage of patients admitted under family practice physicians

%

4. For the year 1994-1995, please indicate the aumber of deliveries that took place at your

institution.

deliveries

5. For the year 1994-1995, please indicate the percentage of women who had nsk scores of 5

md under.

%

For the year 19941995, pïease indicate the intewemtion rata for women on yoar
obstetrid unit. The method of caîculrition is shown.
6. Caesafean Section rate

%

#e
v v CJS
# vaginai deliveries + # emergency C/S
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#eaidurals

%

# vaginal deliveries + # emetgency C/S

8. ûperative delivery rate

%

#forc-t#vac# vapinai deliveries

9. Syntocinoause rate

%

w n s + # # vaginai deliveries +# emergency C/S

Please indicate the formai orientation proecss that an erpcrienceù labour and deüvery
nurse, new to your institution, wodd experience,
10.

hours for foxmal orientation to the institution (not the unit).

11.

hours of classroom tirne, specincally related to the L&D unit

12.

hours of clinid orientation to the L&D unit (buddied with the clinicai teacher).

13.

hours of clhical orientation to the L&D unit (buddied with another nurse)-

14.

hours of another fom of orientation, Please

15. Does your unit presently havdutilize a philosophy of birth?

16. if yes, please enclose a copy.

what fonn this is:

yes

no-
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Appendix 1 Interview Guide

Teii me about the type of nurse you wouid consider best suited to work in L&D.
Describe the characteristics the ideal L&D nurse wouid have.
Tell me about the best nurse you ever knew who worked in LLD.
How does the ideal L&D nurse interact with the patients? With the doctors? W1th other
nurses?
What does the ideal nurse beiieve about the process ofbirth?
How does the ideal nurse resolve or ded with situations of conflict between patients and
doctors? Between other nurses and patients?

What is the best thing about being a L&D nurse?
What is the worst thing about king a L&D nurse?
How does your job diflier from what you would U e it to be, to what is really Like ?
If you could change anythiag about your job, what would it be?
How would you describe your w o r h g relationship with the doctors at your place of
work?
Would you describe your relationship with doctors as a coilepial one?
Do you feel that the doctors iistw to your opinions and feelings?

Do you fed your nursing coiieagues support each other in stressful situations?
Descrïk an ordinary day at work for me.

What could the institution do that would make your job more interesting? Easier? More
rewarding?

Describe the respome you bave received when you gave an opinion about how to
improve the jobhhe unit.
Describe the way you interact with patients and their f d e s .
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Describe a situation whes you fomd yourseif in coaflict about a decision a patient and
her family had made.

Describe a situaîion in &ch you found yourself in conûïct about a decision a physician
had made.
Describe the ideal labom.

Descn'be your philosophy about the birfh pmcess.

